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ABSTRACT 
 
 The Chipola River Valley in northwest Florida is an area of extensive occupation by pre-
contact peoples, dating as far back as the Paleo-Indian time period (approximately 11,000 BC). 
With such a rich archaeological history, it has enticed many local divers to explore river bottoms 
and collect artifacts. I worked with one local collector to study over 700 projectile points found 
in the Chipola River. The collector has taken great care to protect and preserve these points and, 
in many cases, documented the GPS coordinates from where they were collected. Using the GPS 
coordinates and ArcMap, I have been able to compare where these artifacts were collected to the 
locations of known archaeological sites which had been previously documented along the 
Chipola. With this new data set, I used landscape theory to compare prehistoric settlement 
patterns in the Southeast to the patterns derived from this collection. Overall, this project has 
documented 80 new sites within the region, filling in areas of the river which previously had no 
known prehistoric sites. The work also added information for 19 previously-known sites, 
extending the occupations of some to either later or earlier time periods. Finally, this work can be 
used to evaluate various models of the early human settlement in the region, specifically the 
Oasis Model. I hope the success of this project encourages other archaeologists to work with 
knowledgeable collectors and avocationals to learn more about the archaeological history of 
different regions.  
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CHAPTER ONE: 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 This thesis describes research on the peoples residing in the Chipola River Valley of the 
Florida panhandle from Paleo-Indian through Mississippian time periods, spanning from 10,500 
BC to AD 1350, by examining a collection of projectile points obtained by a collector living in 
the region. Artifacts of all prehistoric time periods are present in this collection, and it contained 
abundant new information for initial periods of occupation as early as Paleo-Indian and Early 
Archaic. Approximately half of the collection I examined has GPS coordinates tied to the 
artifacts. While some artifacts were found within areas of dense known occupation, many were 
collected in portions of the river with no reported archaeological sites. The use of GPS 
coordinates allowed me to create a map to relate the data to known sites and to expand the 
existing knowledge of potential movement into and settlement along the Chipola River. 
 
Research Area 
 My research looks into prehistory of the Chipola River Valley (Figure 1.1) of northwest 
Florida, a tributary of the greater Apalachicola River. Many local residents of the region have 
collected prehistoric artifacts for decades, including from the river bottom. The collection I have 
looked at is distributed in this valley from the Florida Caverns (1.92 km [1.2 miles] north of 
Marianna) to Clarksville (13.52 km [8.4 miles] west of Blountstown). This area was chosen by 
 2 
the collector because he considered it a little more untouched by other divers in the region, 
making it more likely he would uncover interesting artifacts. Within this section, well-known 
amateur archaeologist Hub Chason (1987) collected frequently between Magnolia Bridge and 
Willis Bridge.  
 
 
Figure 1.1. The Apalachicola-lower Chatahoochee River Valley, research area in northwest Florida. 
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Northwest Florida is home to one of the oldest sites in the state, Page-Ladson (Dunbar 
2006). This site is located on the Aucilla River, which is 116 km (72 miles) east of the Chipola 
River. Excavation at this site began in 1983 and has resulted in a plethora of Paleo-Indian and 
later prehistoric materials and data, uncovered in undisturbed strata. These strata have been 
radiocarbon-dated to over 15,000 years before present. With this evidence, it is clear people were 
thriving in the region at this early time. The materials studied for this thesis are compared with 
data from Page-Ladson and with the current research in the Apalachicola River Valley to expand 
understanding of Paleo-Indian and other later time periods. 
 
Research Goals 
 Within this project my main goal for the research has been to look for and examine patterns 
of human occupation. Using the theoretical perspectives of landscape archaeology, I analyze the 
layout of the collector’s points in relation to known sites and landforms to determine potential 
new areas of settlement during different time periods based on the point types found.  
Since I started this project there have been a few major goals, primarily focused on the 
sharing and dispersion of these data. The objective is to make the information from a large 
private, previously inaccessible collection of archaeological materials available for professional 
consideration and comparison. First, I compare the proveniences of the artifacts with GPS 
coordinates listed within the USF database and the Florida Master Site File (FMSF) for known 
archaeological sites.  
Another one of the main goals was to create a useable database of all the points from this 
collection (and from other sources) that have been obtained in the Chipola River. Working 
within public archaeology, it is important to ensure that these data, in private collections, can be 
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used by future researchers. This information includes photos, weights, dimensions, and in some 
instances GPS coordinates for some of the points and sites, as discussed further in the Methods 
chapter.  
 Finally, I wanted to use my data to update the FSMF. Again, this ensures that future 
researchers will be able to use the expertise the collector has been willing to share with us. This 
stretch of the Chipola has a multitude of prehistoric sites and historic sites. Some of artifacts 
within the collection are from larger sites, known among locals who regularly dive within the 
Chipola. Other points align with smaller known sites and can add valuable information to the 
current chronology. Along with updating the site file for known sites, I will submit new site file 
forms for previously unrecorded areas where the collector uncovered clusters of artifacts. These 
potential sites may be the result of artifacts washing downstream or eroding in from terrestrial 
sites, but official documentation of these areas may spark further investigation.  
  This research has also been conducted alongside Nancy White’s analysis of sites within the 
Apalachicola River Valley. Her project, using a grant from the Florida Division of Historical 
Resources (DHR), aims to reassess previously documented sites and add new sites to the Florida 
Master Site File in an attempt to refine the cultural chronology of the region. My research, 
adding information to known sites and new sites in the Chipola River, fits in with her overall 
research goals.  
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CHAPTER TWO: 
ENVIRONMENTAL BACKGROUND 
 
 The Southeast, while a coherent region, is an area with very diverse environments. Traveling 
from the Keys to the panhandle of Florida can give you a taste of this diversity. Despite these 
variations, the Southeast was (and still is) an environmentally rich area in which to reside. With a 
multitude of water sources, a variety of flora, fauna, and quarry resources, the Chipola River 
Valley, in the lower Southeast, on the Gulf Coastal Plain, was an ideal place to live. 
  
Geology of the Southeast 
The Florida panhandle’s underlying geology is a combination of limestone and dolomite, 
the limestone being a much higher portion of the bedrock (Clewell 1986). The oldest stratum of 
the bedrock dates to the Eocene, approximately 56.0 to 33.9 million years ago. Silicified 
limestone in the bedrock is the chert that was used to create lithic tools, making it an important 
resource to past people. Outcroppings of chert would have been ideal for Paleo-Indian and 
Archaic settlement areas, for quarrying stone to create projectile points and other stone tools. 
Rocky outcrops over the river also make favorable areas for camps to harvest resources from the 
river and surrounding areas. Previous soil surveys of the panhandle (Clewell 1986) note that the 
types listed for the region are entisols, inceptisols, spodosols, alfisols, utisols, and histosols. Most 
of these soil types are usually acidic and at least lightly moist. These wetter soils usually do not 
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have well-defined horizons. Ultisols usually have clay, which is not found in the other soil types. 
Histosols feature peat, unique for the soils of the area (Clewell 1986:146-150). The clay and 
acidic soils are not idea for preservation of organic materials, leaving stone and ceramic for 
curious archaeologists to uncover. According to the United States Department of Agriculture 
(USDA) Web Soil Surveys, the soils along the river include either sands, loamy sands, or rock 
outcroppings.  
 
The Apalachicola River Valley 
 The Apalachicola River Valley is fed from a three-river system (Figure 1.1). The 
Apalachicola, Flint, and Chattahoochee rivers combine to drain into Apalachicola Bay. The 
Chattahoochee is the farthest north segment of the three rivers, forming in the Appalachian 
Mountains in north Georgia and flowing south to form the Georgia and Alabama border, and the 
lowest part of the Florida-Georgia border. The Flint River begins in Georgia, south of Atlanta. 
The Chattahoochee and Flint rivers converge at the Florida-Georgia border, forming the 
Apalachicola River (Livingston 1984). Today this confluence is drowned within a reservoir 
named Lake Seminole. As sea levels have risen over the centuries, it is likely these rivers have 
been pushed farther east (Donoghue 1993). The Chipola River, the largest tributary of the 
Apalachicola, may be a remnant of the Apalachicola’s old river bed from a previous flow.  
Clewell (1986) classifies the Apalachicola River as an alluvial river, and it is about 106 
miles (171 km) long (Light et al. 2006:7). Alluvial rivers carry large amounts of sediment 
downstream, often causing erosion at a faster rate than other river types (Clewell 1986). Despite 
the lack of clarity in the water because of the sediment, locals have recently taken to diving in 
the Apalachicola River. A decrease in the amount of dredging done may have influenced this, 
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but the shift could also have come from a depletion of artifacts and other collectibles from the 
Chipola. 
This river valley has extremely diverse environments for plants and animals, with large 
varieties of both fish and tree species. As Light et al. (2006) report, the water-levels of the 
Apalachicola River have declined, creating some lasting effects on the environment of the river. 
Modern human interactions with the river, construction of the Jim Woodruff Dam and dredging 
of the river, may be to blame for the decline in water-level. The levels are artificially managed, 
too. This change in water level was determined by the volume of discharge (measured at cubic 
feet per second) that the Apalachicola produced each month. Gauges were placed between river 
miles 105 and 20 to calculate the discharge. The data compiled are part of a long-term 
comparison of the Apalachicola from 1954 to 2006. Light et al. (2006:29) have been able to 
chart the general decline in discharge and diminishing water-levels of the Apalachicola. Water 
from the river has been siphoned off at major cities such as Atlanta, creating the legal “Water 
Wars” of the area, now before the Supreme Court in 2018. The major effect of this decline is the 
disruption of habitats for the wide variety of species; river mussels, striped bass, and the tupelo 
swamps are some of the species which have been affected by the changing environment (Light et 
al. 2006). The striped bass of the Apalachicola River thrive in cool waters, but as the water-level 
declines previous areas of cool temperatures are becoming rare. River mussels often cannot 
survive without regularly flowing waters. The lessening discharge of the river has led to serious 
depopulation of this species. Tupelo-cypress swamps, formed in floodplains, including along the 
lower Chipola, have experienced fewer periods of flooding which has led to a reduction in these 
swamps, affecting the tupelo honey industry as well. For this project, I contrast the modern 
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riverine environments with those in the prehistoric past, as well as can be ascertained from 
geological and ecological records.  
 
The Chipola River Valley 
 The Chipola River parallels the Apalachicola on the west side until it empties into the larger 
river in the lower valley. The Chipola is a spring-fed river which begins in southern Alabama, 
with Cowart’s and Marshall Creeks, whose confluence is just inside the Florida line. Since the 
Chipola is spring-fed and cuts through karst (limestone bedrock) terrain, it does not carry large 
amounts of sediment, unlike the Apalachicola. Its lack of heavy sediment makes it very clear, 
ideal for local divers to see and explore underwater. Unfortunately, this has made collecting an 
easy hobby and has resulted in the loss of many artifacts from sites. This river enters Florida in 
Jackson County and flows 85 miles (137 km) south, through Calhoun and Gulf Counties 
(Edmiston 2008:49). In Gulf County, in its lower reaches, the Chipola River backs up and 
widens into Dead Lake (south of the town Wewahitchka), due to natural and once artificial dams. 
Below this stretch, it then runs southeast to connect to the Apalachicola at river mile 25. The 
Chipola, like the Apalachicola, is also home to large varieties of flora and fauna. Over 90 species 
of fish can be found in the Chipola, including the largest population of shoal bass in Florida 
(Edmiston 2008).  
 The Chipola and Apalachicola River Valley system has revealed a plethora of information 
on both Archaic and Paleo-Indian peoples who lived near or traveled on the rivers. Large 
numbers of terrestrial sites are known on the riverbanks, but a great deal of evidence has come 
from underwater in the riverbed itself. This may be because pre-contact natives lived on the edge 
of what were sinkholes and springs that later became connected to form the Chipola River after 
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sea-level rise, beginning at the end of the Pleistocene, some 10,000 years ago. During the colder, 
drier Pleistocene, these sinkholes and springs were reliable water sources. 
 
Summary 
 The Apalachicola River Valley has a rich natural environment that has been appealing to 
people for centuries. Nearby, the adjacent Chipola River has many of these same features. With 
many springs and lithic outcroppings to provide important resources, it is understandable why 
this area is full of archaeological sites. These factors make the Chipola River an ideal place for 
pre-contact peoples to have settled, but the river is vulnerable to site destruction. The clear 
waters make sites easy targets for looters and hobbyists looking for artifacts. Working with 
amateurs and recording collections uncovered by locals can help archaeologists ensure the 
information on sensitive areas like this are preserved.  
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CHAPTER THREE: 
CULTURAL BACKGROUND 
Florida has a diverse archaeological history with a wide variety of historic sites and rich, 
well-preserved, prehistoric sites. These prehistoric sites include the Page-Ladson sites, which has 
some of the most reliable Paleo-Indian and Early Archaic radiocarbon dates in the United States. 
These factors make it an area with an abundance of information for archaeologists to glean, but 
also an area where collectors can uncover and hoard valuable information and materials. The 
long archaeological record of the region and popular settlement models are chronicled here. 
These aspects are detailed in order to integrate and compare the information from the private 
collection that I studied.  
 
Cultural Chronology and Technology 
 The chronology of the Southeast, like in most regions, is adjusted as dating methods become 
more precise and excavations produce more viable material to be dated. Another timeline issue is 
the variety of ways one particular cultural period can be described. In Bullen’s (1975) point 
guide the time period AD 1250 – 1600 is defined as Fort Walton, Safety Harbor, Alachua, and 
St. Johns IIB. These designations are useful to archaeologists working to define a very particular 
culture type with specific artifacts, but it is less important to creating a more general timeline of 
points in the Chipola River. To simplify this issue, I have used the date sequence laid out by 
White (2009) as seen in Table 3.1. Settlement models and corresponding time periods will be 
discussed later in this chapter. 
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Table 3.1. The cultural chronology of the Southeast and corresponding time periods based on White 
(2009). 
PERIOD DATES* DIAGNOSTICS SOCIETIES 
Paleo-Indian 13,000? -
8000? BC 
Clovis, Suwannee points, Waller 
knife 
hunter-gatherer small groups, 
cold Pleistocene environments 
Early Archaic 8000?-
6000? BC 
Bolen Beveled and Plain points, 
Kirk, other corner-notched and 
side-notched points, bola stone 
hunter-gatherer small groups in 
warming environments; fishers? 
Middle Archaic 6000?-
3500? BC 
various stemmed points, 
bannerstone 
hunter-gatherer small groups; 
fishers? 
Late Archaic 3500?-
650? BC 
preceramic portion? fiber-
tempered ceramics, chert 
microtools, Poverty-Point-related 
artifacts 
seasonal fishing-gathering-
hunting, small groups 
Early Woodland 650? BC-
AD 300? 
Deptford, early Swift Creek 
ceramics, early mounds 
seasonal foraging? larger? 
groups? social ranking? 
Middle Woodland AD 300?-
650 
Swift Creek, early Weeden Island 
ceramics, Baker’s Creek points, 
exotics, burial mounds 
seasonal foraging? gardening? 
larger? groups; social ranking 
Late Woodland AD 650-
950 
late Weeden Island ceramics, few 
or no burial mounds, exotics or 
fancy artifacts 
seasonal? foragers with gardens; 
maize introduced 
Mississippian: Fort 
Walton 
AD 950-
1500 
Fort Walton ceramics, negligible 
shell tempering, platform 
mounds 
small farmsteads, large villages, 
temple mound centers; 
agricultural inland, seasonal? 
foragers on coast 
Protohistoric: 
Contact-Mission, 
Spanish colonial 
AD 1500-
1700 
Fort Walton ceramics with 
European metal, glass beads 
same as above with disruption, 
depopulation from Old World 
influence; probably much 
migration 
* for years BP or before the present (years ago), add 1950 years to BC dates and subtract AD dates from 
1950. 
 
The time of the initial peopling of Florida is called the Paleo-Indian period. In the 
southeastern United States this period ranges from 13,000 BC to 8000 BC. This extensive time 
range is split into three sub-categories of Early, Middle and Late, which are tied to distinct 
culture complexes. The Late Paleo-Indian is also defined as Dalton, which is identified by Dalton 
points. These points have a similar shape to the traditional Clovis style points but are not waisted 
and can be beveled (Dunbar 2016). During this time period, Paleo-Indian people would have 
moved across the environment, but maintained a proximity to resources such as water or 
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quarries. Paleo-Indian sites commonly occur with fossilized remains of Pleistocene fauna. 
Rivers, sinkholes, and springs are ideal locations for archaeologists to make these discoveries as 
the static underwater environments of these locations are ideal for preserving organic materials. 
While sites are found underwater, the people were of course living on the banks. Over time, with 
rising water levels and erosion of shorelines, the artifacts found underwater were likely slightly 
displaced (White 2016). Alternatively, the underwater locations were once on dry land. The 
diagnostic artifacts created during the Paleo-Indian period are shaped to be used as spear points 
or knives, with general variations on the Clovis style. In Florida, these fluted type points include 
Suwannee and Simpson types, as seen in Figure 3.1. The Paleo-Indian people were often 
considered the “Cult of the Long Blade” in the southeastern United States (Anderson and 
Sassaman 2012:63). There is little known about the use of these blades, whether they had 
utilitarian functions or were tied to ceremonial practices or status, but there was an obvious 
spread of knowledge across the region. Another significant artifact found at Paleo-Indian sites is 
the Waller knife (Figure 3.2) These tools were unifacial flakes that have small notches in them, 
possibly for connecting to pieces of cord for easy access by the owner (Carter and Dunbar 2006).  
Two major hypotheses circulate on the main form of subsistence during this time period. 
The first suggests that people were hunting megafauna extensively, moving regularly to follow 
prey. It has been suggested that this intensive hunting lent a hand in the eventual overkill of 
megafauna species. The second popular hypothesis instead states people would not have been so 
recklessly endangering themselves for big prey, but instead would hunt smaller, less dangerous 
game and gather abundant fish and plants. At the Ryan-Harley site in Florida large, medium, and 
small mammals have been recovered, providing support for an amalgamation of both of these 
hypotheses. Along with mammals, fish, amphibians, birds, and reptiles have also been recovered 
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at Paleo-Indian sites, suggesting the use of tools like spears, nets, or traps (Dunbar 2016:185). 
The Paleo-Indian is a period with a plethora of information now continually being learned from 
underwater sites.  
 
 
Figure 3.1. A Suwannee point the collector found in the Chipola River (HJ2017-80 from site HJ-AA Lost 
Island Shoal 8Ja2022). 
 
Figure 2.2. An example of a Waller knife (HJ2017-783). Some flaking to edges with a small base for 
possible attachment. 
Following the Paleo-Indian period is the Archaic, which is dated from 8000 BC to 650 
BC. The Archaic period showed a much greater variation and more drastic changes in the style 
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and shapes of projectile points toward notched forms. Overall, this period is marked by an 
assumed greater interaction between human groups, influencing the spread of more diverse trade 
goods. Generally, both the Archaic and Paleo-Indian groups would have moved around their 
environment but stayed close to necessary resources. The peoples of the Archaic still had 
apparently similar settlement and migration patterns and probably greater variations in how 
mobile the groups were (Anderson and Sassaman 2012). This 7000-year stretch of the Archaic is 
subdivided into the Early, Middle, and Late, similar to Paleo-Indian. 
The Early Archaic, defined as 8000 BC to 6000 BC, commences at the end of the 
Pleistocene (Anderson and Sassaman 2012:5). The transition between Paleo-Indian and Early 
Archaic is seen as relatively seamless but involving great cultural and environmental change. As 
megafauna died off at the end of the Pleistocene and Paleo-Indian period, the Early Archaic 
began. As previously mentioned, the overhunting of megafauna by Paleo-Indian peoples may 
have led to their eradication, but the climate change may be a more likely culprit. As 
temperatures began to steadily increase, water levels along coasts and within rivers would have 
risen. Climate change during the end of the Pleistocene would have altered megafaunal 
environments, coupled with continued reliance by humans would have led to their extinction. 
With the extinction of mammoths, mastodons, and other large game animals, plant foraging and 
hunting smaller game became a more important part of daily life. Nuts and seeds were food 
sources that were readily available and easily collected by Archaic peoples (Anderson and 
Sassaman 2012:101). Warmer water temperatures would have also increased availability of fish 
and shellfish for coastal and riverine occupations (Dunbar 2016). Points during this time period 
became smaller, and usually had notching, and often beveling. These new point types may have 
evolved from the previously popular lanceolate types re-worked to have notches, but they often 
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are more crudely made. One of the most commonly found type of point for the Early Archaic is 
the Bolen, both beveled and plain (Carter and Dunbar 2006). The beveled versions of this point 
have the beveling on the left side, but both forms have similar styles of bases with varying 
severity of the shoulders, as seen in Figure 3.3. The distribution of Early Archaic sites is 
indicated by the presence of points with this style of basal notching.  
A unique groundstone artifact from this time period is the bola stone, as seen in Figure 
3.4. The base of this stone is flat or dimpled, while the rest of the stone is rounded. It is 
commonly thought the stone would have lashes tied around it to swing and throw at game 
animals (White 2016). The collector I worked with also discussed the potential of these bola 
stones actually being used as club heads. These changing preferences within the lithic catalog 
emphasize the shifting culture of the Archaic peoples.  
 
 
 
Figure 3.3. Left: Bolen Beveled with distinct beveling on the left side (HJ2017-519). Right: A Bolen 
Plain with tip (HJ2017-514). 
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Figure 3.4. The one bola stone within the collector's artifacts (HJ2017-188, site HJ-AU Rocky Creek 
8Ja2040). It has a rounded shape but a flat bottom.  
 
Moving into the Middle Archaic, 6000 BC to 3500 BC, many of the same trends can be 
seen. The climate during this time continued to become warmer, and drier. The sustained 
warming effects signal the continuation of rising sea levels, making aquatic resources more 
reliably available for coastal peoples. The oldest shell midden sites in the southeast are dated to 
this time period (White 2016). Earthen mounds first appeared in the Southeast at this time, 
though none are known from the Apalachicola region. Subsistence for the Middle Archaic still 
included regular movement hunting game, but domestication of squash, sunflower, marshelder, 
and chenopod occurs during this time elsewhere in the Southeast, though not on the coastal plain 
(Anderson and Sassaman 2012:104). The beginning of this domestication suggests a shift to 
more seasonal mobility or at least an area of regular return for people, though we do not know 
much about seasonality in the Apalachicola valley region.  
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A notable lithic artifact during this time period was the bannerstone, a groundstone tool 
(Figure 3.5). Bannerstones are usually made of high quality stone such as quartzite and were 
most likely used as weights for atlatls (spear-throwers) (White 2017). These artifacts are usually 
square or rounded in shape but are easy to identify because of the rounded hole that was drilled 
all the way through the stone. As in the Early Archaic, diagnostic artifacts during this time period 
go through a major overhaul. Instead of having corner notches and beveling, points are more 
roughly made. Stemmed points such as Savannah River, Putnam, Levy, Marion, and Alachua 
types are all major players for the Middle Archaic, seen in Figure 3.6). For Early Archaic, these 
distinct lithics mark the era as a period of cultural change.  
 
 
Figure 3.5. Two views of one of six bannerstones found by the collector in the Chipola River (HJ2017-
259, site HJ-BO 8Ca298). 
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Figure 3.6. A Savannah River point (HJ2017-708). Like most Middle to Late Archaic points, it has a 
triangular blade with a stemmed base. 
 
Finally, the Late Archaic extends from 3500 BC to 650 BC and marks the entrance of 
fiber-tempered pottery into the southeastern United States. As throughout earlier Archaic times, 
people were continually adapting as their environment changed. Even as the surrounding 
environment transformed, people of the Late Archaic began to shape the environment for 
themselves. During this time major mound complexes continue to appear, such as Poverty Point 
in northeast Louisiana, began showing up along the Gulf Coast lowlands, though none are yet 
known to be this early in northwest Florida (Anderson and Sassaman 2012). These sites, as well 
as the development of ceramics suggest more permanent settlements as well as more intensive 
use of local resources by the Late Archaic peoples. Beyond pottery, steatite bowls, microtools, 
and shell tools were also utilized by the Late Archaic peoples. The diagnostic points of this time 
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period are a mix of stemmed and corner notched types. Overall, the points share many 
similarities to those connected to the Middle Archaic, as seen in Figure 3.7. 
 
 
Figure 3.7. Hamilton point from the Late Archaic, has similar characteristics to Middle Archaic Stemmed 
points (HJ2017-705). 
 
Next, the Woodland Period spans from 650 BC to AD 950, and is also delineated into 
Early, Middle, and Late sub-periods, though the overarching themes of the sub-categories are 
easily grouped together. Mound building began in earnest, with sites such as Crystal River, Fort 
Center, and Bernath in Florida dating to this time period. A few Early Woodland mounds are 
known, such as at Pierce Mounds and Green Point mound, at the mouth of the Apalachicola 
River (White 2013). The ceramic complex Swift Creek also appears late in Early Woodland, 
easily identifiable by its unique ceramic design of stamped patterns on vessel surface. The 
interaction of Woodland people spread across regions, leading to the importation of many exotic 
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goods from across the country by Middle Woodland times when burial mounds became more 
common. These exotic goods are often defined by their geological uniqueness, made from 
materials like mica, copper, and galena which can all be traced to specific regions (Anderson and 
Sassaman 2012). Swift Creek ceramics continued to be abundant, and early Weeden Island 
ceramic types appeared during Middle Woodland. Over 40 Middle Woodland burial mounds 
with exotic grave goods are known from the Apalachicola-lower Chattahoochee valley region. 
Another marker of the Woodland is the decline of mound-building and the introduction of the 
bow and arrow across the Southeast during the latter half of this period. Diagnostic lithics from 
this time period shrank in size, fitting on the end of an arrow shaft instead of a spear (Anderson 
and Sassaman 2012). The need for the stemmed bases lessened, so the points have a more 
triangular shape with weak shoulders and blocky bases, as seen in Figure 3.8. People began 
maize agriculture during this time period, starting a long-term molding of the southeastern 
landscape by the end of the Late Woodland.   
 
 
Figure 3.8. An example of a Mississippian Taylor point (HJ2017-568). The Taylor point is much smaller 
with a less defined stem. 
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The Mississippian period, AD 950 to AD 1500, is depicted by similar triangular arrow 
point styles and Fort Walton ceramic types. Huge permanent temple mound village sites such as 
Cahokia are dated to this time period, but residents may have dispersed and relocated after a few 
generations. Small temple mound centers are characteristic of this Fort Walton period in the 
Apalachicola-lower Chattahoochee valley. The farming of maize took over the Southeast during 
this time period, marking the permanent addition to hunting and gathering of agriculture. 
Previously domesticated plants such as sunflower and squash would have also been integrated 
into regular diets, though whether this happened on the Gulf Coastal Plain is not yet known. 
Diagnostic points from this time period, are small triangles (Anderson and Sassaman 2012). 
However, for whatever reason Fort Walton sites have only small amounts of lithic artifacts 
(Figure 3.9).  
 
 
Figure 3.9. O'leno point from the Mississippi period (HJ2017-612). The size is much smaller and 
triangular with no base.  
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Following Mississippian is the Contact period, with the arrival of the Spanish and others 
from the Old World, which caused the well documented decimation of the established cultural 
complexes of the time. Points from this period are fairly uniform in their size and still triangular 
in shape, as seen in Figure 3.10, but also rare, as metal points soon began replacing them on 
arrow and spear tips.  
 
 
Figure 3.10. Pinellas point from the Fort Walton or contact period (HJ2017-611). 
   
From the Paleo-Indian to Contact periods, lithic materials make up an important portion 
of what is uncovered at archaeological sites. From the fluted spear points of the Paleo-Indian, 
and the corner-notched and stemmed points of the Archaic, to the small and compact arrowheads 
of the Mississippian and Woodland periods, a large variety of types have been accumulated by 
the collector whose materials I have studied. They allow a well-rounded view of the river valley 
over a long timeframe.  
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Prehistoric Settlement Patterns 
To characterize how people first spread across the Southeast, archaeologists have 
developed a few different models of Paleo-Indian and Archaic settlement patterns. Most of these 
models connect human habitation to important resources, such as lithic materials or water 
sources, to trace their travels or settlement (Anderson and Sassaman 1996).  
First, the Cryptocrystalline Settlement model suggests Paleo-Indian people were traveling 
and settling near sources of lithic materials, possibly moving back and forth between quarries 
(Anderson and Sassaman 1996:26). Cryptocrystalline, as defined by Albert C. Goodyear (1979), 
is any type of high-quality stone for chipping.  
Next, is the Dalton or Late Paleo-Indian settlement model (Anderson and Sassaman 
1996:25). Dalton points are dated between 8,500 to 7,800 BC and are found across the 
southeastern United States (Anderson and Sassaman 1996:26). The model suggests that Dalton 
peoples had their own regulated territories, apparently expanded from earlier Paleo-Indian 
settlement systems, which would include hunting grounds, butchering camps, cemeteries, and 
year-round residencies. However, there have not been many sites at which these activities can be 
discerned, which is why the model is often challenged.  
The Flint Run Lithic Determinism model also suggests a tether to resources (Anderson 
and Sassaman 1996:23), more diverse but all related to lithic manufacture. These include main 
quarries, areas of flint knapping, base camps, and hunting areas, all connected. This model is 
primarily used for Paleo-Indian and Archaic, and only in regions where lithic materials are rare. 
Regions which are rich in chert or flint make it harder to narrow down one particular settlement 
area.  
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The Little Tennessee River model is similar to the Riverine model for the Archaic 
(Anderson and Sassaman 1996:24). In an extensive study of the Little Tennessee River, surveys 
were done to find occupation within the floodplain, but this model suggests only seasonal 
occupation by Archaic people who may have lived in the flood plain during the dry months in 
summer and fall, then moved to higher land in winter and spring. With the extinction of 
megafauna, people were less dependent on chasing big game for resources, allowing for more 
regular seasonal residency patterns. The excavations revealed a regular, seasonal reoccupation of 
the site locations in this mid-South region. Despite this, the general trend noted is the lessening 
of mobility by later Archaic groups, who choose to stay in one place and exploit local resources 
more intensively. 
Finally, the Riverine Settlement model suggests occupation within the floodplain of 
major rivers during the Late Archaic (Anderson and Sassaman 1996:24). At such locations 
people would have been able to sustain themselves for a long period of time, hunting animals 
that came to drink, obtaining water resources, and harvesting plants from around the rivers, 
possibly through most of the year.  
The settlement model with the most support in the Chipola River is the Oasis Hypothesis 
(Dunbar 2016:184). This suggests people were spending a majority of their time around springs 
because they were permanent water sources during the dry Pleistocene. While springs would 
have attracted local wildlife for easy hunting, the sight of water bubbling up from the earth was 
likely an attractive geological feature that people were drawn to as well, possibly not only for 
drinking and cleaning but more ideological reasons. Despite many lithic scatters being found 
around springs, some researchers think it is likely they were not areas of full-time residence since 
larger, more dangerous game would have been lurking around them as well. Known sites on the 
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Chipola River cluster around springs and sinks, and many artifacts can often be found within 
sinkholes, supporting this settlement model. I examined the collector’s artifacts and locations to 
see if they support this particular model in the Chipola River. 
Overall, the various settlement models emphasize residency or regular occupation of 
areas with important resources that people would have needed on a steady basis. The need for 
easy transportation would have kept people near waterways, hunting with spears and, by Late 
Woodland times, bows and arrows, meant knowing a reliable lithic source, and knowledge of 
local springs meant easy hunting and clean water.  
 
Paleo-Indian and Archaic at the Page-Ladson Site 
 East of the Apalachicola River Valley is the Aucilla River (Figure 3.11), an area which has 
been heavily studied for its potential information on Paleo-Indian and Archaic peoples. It is 
useful to review its archaeology to compare with the research in this thesis. The sites are located 
along a collection of interconnected sinkholes, which preserved the stratigraphy (Halligan et al. 
2016).  
James Dunbar’s (2006b) work on the Page-Ladson site and many other sites underwater 
in the Aucilla drainage system discusses changing climates from the Pleistocene into the 
Holocene. The temperatures would have been cold and dry during the Pleistocene with a 
transition to a moister and warmer environment in the Holocene (Newsom 2006). The Holocene 
shifted into an environment of forested areas, leaving plenty of botanical remains for future study 
(Newsom 2006). This period also marks the steady rise of sea level along the Florida coastline, 
but the Page-Ladson site would have been much farther inland when occupied. This glacial 
melting began around 12,000 BC and proceeded until the Younger Dryas (Faught 2004:277). 
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This situation is similar to that of the Apalachicola Valley, but in the Aucilla, the ancient river 
channel has now been traced out into the Gulf of Mexico, where underwater sites (such as the 
Ray Hole Spring site) off the current shoreline have been explored. Faught (2004) notes the 
regularity at which Early Archaic and Paleo-Indian sites are discovered in drowned areas of the 
continental shelf. Using this knowledge, Faught (2004:282) has been able to create a 
reconstruction of the Paleo-landscape of northwest Florida, focusing on the Aucilla River.  
 
 
Figure 3.11. Region of the Aucilla River Valley, east of the Apalachicola River Valley (Esri 2015). 
 
 Dunbar (2006a) notes there are five Paleo-Indian components at Page-Ladson. These 
components are broken down as Early Paleo-Indian-I, Early Paleo-Indian-II, Early Paleo-Indian 
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Clovis-Age, Middle Paleo-Indian, and Late Paleo-Indian. The Early Paleo-Indian-I component is 
the oldest and is mostly filled with faunal remains of Pleistocene creatures. This component also 
contains debitage and human bone which had been altered. Early Paleo-Indian-II, Clovis-Age, 
and Middle Paleo-Indian components of the site all produced lithic debitage.  
The Late-Paleo-Indian component contained the most artifacts, including flakes and 
tools. No diagnostic artifacts were found in situ at the site, but surface finds of points have been 
reported. A combination of stratigraphic knowledge and radiocarbon dating were used to 
determine the Paleo-Indian occupation of the site. Five dates were taken from the different 
Paleo-Indian components. The oldest component, Early Paleo-Indian, dated to 13,405 BC, and 
included debitage, a worked flake, and a mammoth tusk with human-made cut-marks (Halligan 
et al. 2016). The youngest component was dated to the Late Paleo-Indian, 9342 BC, and included 
debitage and a biface preform (Dunbar 2006a:414). While the site lacks any diagnostic in the 
dated levels, the preserved stratigraphy of the Aucilla firmly supports this oldest date as a 
reasonable time when humans were traveling through and settling in Florida’s panhandle. A few 
of the displaced artifacts include two Clovis-like un-fluted forms (referred to as Page-Ladson 
type points); a waisted Suwannee point; another unspecified lanceolate point; and carved ivory 
shafts. These ivory shafts were created from splinters of mammoth or mastodon tusks (Dunbar 
2006a). Overall, for the Paleo-Indian in the southeastern United States, megafauna would have 
been an essential aspect of the diet, though smaller animals are also represented. This would 
have changed as the large game creatures such as mastodon, mammoth, horse, sloth, camel, and 
bison became extinct at the end of the Pleistocene. Dunbar (2006a) suggests that the extinctions 
and climate shifts may have caused the distinct culture change, transitioning the Paleo-Indian 
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into the Early Archaic. More sites, especially campsites or sites with preserved bone, would be 
able to support this hypothesis better.  
 In the sites with preserved bone, no megafaunal remains have been found in association with 
these Early Archaic points, but there have been a large variety of bone tools. At the Page-Ladson 
site, two underwater test areas which revealed Bolen artifacts were focused in two areas, Test B 
and Test C (Carter and Dunbar 2006:497). Fire pits, stakes, a chopped cypress log, three Bolen 
points, a bone pin (or a possible projectile point), and manipulated deer and turtle bones were all 
found within Test C. In Test B, Bolen points, an adze, bone pins, and a worked antler tool were 
all uncovered. Carter and Dunbar (2006) postulate the antler tool may have been a handle for a 
Waller knife, the distinctive notched unifacial flake. This wide variety of artifacts shows a shift 
in how tools were being created and used. Carter and Dunbar (2006) compare the Paleo-Indian 
tools to “Swiss Army knives,” multi-purpose single tools. On the other hand, the Early Archaic 
people were devoting more energy to creating a wider variety of tools for specific tasks, such as 
an adze for chopping wood. The Early Archaic people may have utilized the Page-Ladson 
sinkhole during climatic and environmental changes, and perhaps the changes in lithic artifact 
assemblages represent new adaptations to these changes. 
 
Summary 
 Florida and the rest of the Southeast is an important archaeological region with a long, well 
preserved history of occupation. The sizeable number of springs, sinkholes, and rivers made 
northwest Florida a location with great resources for initial populations to utilize, and they serve 
as time capsules for archaeologists to study some of the state’s oldest residents, as at the Page-
Ladson site. Studying these resources and settlement patterns has helped establish a few models 
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concerning the habitation preferences of Paleo-Indian and Archaic peoples. Regular climate 
change and shifting cultural dynamics contribute to shifts in adaptations of human populations of 
the Paleo-Indian, Archaic, Woodland, and Mississippian. The collector I worked with had 
artifacts from all of these time periods, adding further information to the archaeologically rich 
record in this region.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: 
ARCHAEOLOGY AND THE PUBLIC 
 
 People are often drawn to the past, and while this can encourage careers in archaeology or 
the continued protection of important sites, it also means everyday citizens can pursue less 
structured forays into the field. For public archaeologists, this can be a difficult area to navigate. 
We want everyday citizens to be interested and excited about the past, but we never want to lose 
valuable information from a site that collectors and looters have depleted. Working with 
avocational archaeologists and knowledgeable local residents in our research is one key way to 
continue to expand our knowledge of the past.  
 
Ethical Issues 
Rivers, coasts, and other waterways often yield evidence of prehistoric sites. With 
Florida’s dynamic geomorphological processes, as sea levels have continued to rise, sites which 
would have been along coasts and shorelines are now underwater. While archaeologists 
understand this phenomenon, it is collectors who have used this knowledge to their advantage. 
Looting has been, and continues to be, a major issue in Florida, especially for underwater sites 
where anyone with SCUBA gear can easily find precious artifacts such as projectile points, 
coins, fossils or anything else they may be able to sell for a profit. Since the main goal for these 
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looters is often profit, provenience is rarely considered. Without this information, our knowledge 
of the past is greatly diminished.  
In an attempt to protect sites and artifacts from looting, the state of Florida briefly had an 
official Isolated Finds program. This was inspired by similar programs in other states which 
seemed to be a success in encouraging citizens to report artifacts and sites. The program in 
Florida also pushed individuals who may have found artifacts to report the finds to local 
authorities, so the provenience and information on the artifact could be recorded. Unfortunately, 
the program was not considered fully successful and was eventually eliminated because little was 
reported. Defining who owns the past is a complex issue, leading to the convoluted relationship 
between professional archaeologists and collectors. The collection I studied for this thesis was 
mostly accumulated many decades ago, and the collector is now knowledgeable concerning laws 
covering Florida’s waterways. 
The program Heritage Monitoring Scouts (HMS), developed by the Florida Public 
Archaeology Network (FPAN) looks to utilize the public in reporting and protecting sites. The 
program, with training and the guidance of FPAN officials, sends citizen scientists to known 
archaeological sites, where they submit digital forms on the site condition and potential threats to 
the site. All HMS members are also told to document (but not take) any artifacts observed by 
taking photos, measurements, and GPS coordinates (Florida Public Archaeology Network 2017). 
This program, while still relatively new, encourages the public get involved in archaeology, but 
stresses the importance of protecting the sites being visited. It is an example of what Florida 
needs to help salvage archaeological information and protect sites before they are all gone. 
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Working with Collectors 
Many professionals feel that collectors’ behavior should not be encouraged but instead 
ignored, while other archaeologists feel these amateurs still have information to contribute to the 
archaeological record (Pitblado 2014). In Pitblado’s article concerning professional-amateur 
collaboration, she emphasizes the extreme void of information we would have of Midwestern 
Clovis-period sites if an exclusionary attitude prevailed. Of the 30 known sites, only six were 
discovered solely by archaeologists. Pitblado has continually advocated for ongoing cooperation 
with collectors and is currently the chair for Society for American Archaeology’s Archaeologist-
Collector Collaboration Interest Group (ACCIG). The task force’s goal is to encourage ethical 
stewardship for all interested persons with hopes of collaboration and enhancing the 
archaeological record (Pitblado 2016). A 2017 case study by Michael Shott, of the University of 
Michigan compared the numbers of projectile points collected by archaeologists in a 1975-to-
1977 survey of the River Raisin basin to the collections curated by landowners within the survey 
area. The professional survey crew uncovered 136 points during their sampling, while the 
documentation of private collections yielded data on 1,562 points (Shott 2017:130).  
Within the Apalachicola River Valley, a majority of the Paleo-Indian sites are located in 
the Chipola River. These Paleo-Indian sites can often be found around river mile 53 of the 
Chipola. Until recently, very little proof of Paleo-Indian occupation had been uncovered farther 
south near the coast of the Apalachicola Bay. This changed with the donation of a private 
collection of artifacts from a local resident in the area, who had spent many years strolling 
around one of the barrier islands that surround the bay. In 2014 the collection of ceramics, 
lithics, and other artifacts from St. Vincent Island, in the Gulf, was offered to the University of 
South Florida Archaeology lab. Within this collection 20 Paleo-Indian points were identified 
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(Figure 4.1), which added to the nearly previously unknown nature of human occupation which 
extended to what is today the coastline (White and Kimble 2016). With this knowledge, our 
previous ideas of Paleo-Indian settlement in the Apalachicola Valley is beginning to shift. 
Archaic sites, by contrast, can be found across the entire Apalachicola River Valley, but sites 
cluster in the northern portions of both the Chipola and Apalachicola, probably because the 
lower valleys are covered in alluvium from delta formation. 
  
 
Figure 4.1. Examples of Paleo-Indian points found at St. Vincent Island by a collector, documented by 
Nancy White. 
 
Paleo-Indian projectile points and fossils of Pleistocene megafauna have been found in 
the middle third of the Chipola, an area covered thoroughly by local collectors (White 2016). 
Sites that are considered to fall within the Paleo-Indian period are determined diagnostically by 
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the appearance of Clovis, Simpson, or Suwannee points (Dunbar 2006a,b). These lanceolate 
point types can be found with a variety of styles, including fluting and a more-or-less waisted 
shape (Dunbar 2006a). These sites appear to cluster in an area of the Chipola, with only a few 
sites farther north or south of the cluster. Tyler (2008: 88) states that the cluster or bottleneck 
could be forming in this area of the Chipola because the river is not as wide here and has much 
steeper banks. Another likely solution is that this section of the Chipola was once a line of 
sinkholes. One local diver explained there are areas around this bottleneck which have high 
limerock walls surrounding deep holes, but they are not sinkholes, instead they might be 
remnants of pre-contact springs. This line of sinks and springs would have been an ideal place 
for people to settle, for both the fresh water and the natural resources the spring would have 
attracted. While it does make sense for people to have preferred living in this area, the deep holes 
and natural constriction of the river here makes it easy for artifacts to become trapped, another 
possible cause for the higher number of sites in the area. Another potential reason for this high-
density area is, as a local mentioned, the landscape surrounding the river in this section has been 
regularly manipulated so run-off from the high ground could be sending a larger number of 
artifacts into the river. 
 
Summary 
Both professionals and collectors have found not only points but also many 
archaeological sites along and in the Chipola River, establishing it as an important location for 
many prehistoric peoples. These research examples should encourage other archaeologists across 
Florida to work and collaborate with private collections, adding valuable information to the 
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archaeological record. I hope my research will demonstrate the valuable information 
archaeologists can gather from local experts.  
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CHAPTER FIVE: 
METHODS 
 
 My fieldwork for this particular project involved very little time in the forest or on the 
riverbanks. Instead, I collected data over multiple trips taken to the panhandle to visit a collector. 
The collector I worked with for this project had been introduced to Nancy White during one of 
her previous field seasons. Her familiarity and inclusion of locals in her work has encouraged 
collectors in the region to reach out to her with their collections or other archaeological 
information. I was not the first graduate student to work with this particular collector, as his 
immense collection would take an entire team of professionals to document. All data collection 
was done at the collector’s home, with his assistance. He created an excellent workspace for both 
fellow graduate student Kerri Knigge and me to use. On one occasion, I was also able to elicit 
help from Kaitlyn Kingsland, an undergrad at USF who was looking for more experiences in 
archaeology.  
The collector made the work easy for us, setting up clean backgrounds, good lighting, 
allowing the use of his camera tripod, bringing in enough outlets for our many plugs, and 
supplying us with food and drinks. My objectives were clear, making the work completed during 
these trips fairly efficient. With the help of these students I was able to measure, photograph, and 
record efficiently the different points owned within this collection. After documenting the points 
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and other data from the collector, I used GIS to analyze and compare the locations and other 
information on known sites to this plethora of new information.  
 
Creating a Catalog 
 My catalog or inventory of the collector’s points contained the following categories: catalog 
number, point type, maximum length (cm), maximum width (cm), weight (g), location, and 
comments. The catalog numbers start with HJ2017 and are followed by a number that I assigned. 
Not all points documented had a location; a majority of them do not have a provenience. The 
artifacts were organized in the catalog with those having GPS coordinates first, followed by 
those without. I used the comments section of the catalog occasionally to document particular 
features of the points. This usually included writing made by the collector (often a C or Chipola 
but occasionally coordinates or another ID number that related to a notebook he had with further 
details of the points). A few of the points also had the name Tim Cassady written on them, these 
points were from another private collection. The collector I worked with told me he acquired 
these points from Cassady and knew these points were from the Chipola, therefore are 
documented with this collection. I also noted if a point had been re-worked or was broken. The 
comments also make note of glue and felt that were stuck to one side of some points from 
previous display. Earlier the collector had some points mounted and framed, but later decided he 
preferred to keep them safely stored in a locked cabinet within a secure building behind his 
house. The collector’s wife has fondly mentioned that this small “museum” was built even 
before their actual house, emphasizing the collector’s desire to protect what he has uncovered 
and is willing to share. I based my data collection methods closely on those of Tyler (2008), a 
previous USF student who had worked with other private collections in this region. Since he also 
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looked at projectile points and was able to make an excellent analysis as well as develop very 
clear and useful maps of the region, I wanted to ensure I could create something similar and 
make my work comparable.  
 While a majority of the points my doting assistants and I documented were kept within the 
safe, there were also quite a few that were stored elsewhere. On our initial visit, we sorted 
through half a dozen tins which were kept in a shed in a corner of the collector’s yard. These 
points were mostly incomplete (often referred to as “heartbreakers” by the collector), usually 
with either small nicks or snapped bases. Despite their less prestigious location, the collector did 
his best to protect these points. There were neat layers stacked in each tin, and each layer was 
separated by either Styrofoam or cabinet liner to ensure minimal bumping or scraping within the 
tins. Most of these points had been found much earlier and did not have numbers associated with 
the collector’s catalog of GPS coordinates. I will not be able to use much of the information 
collected on these points, since many were hard to identify with their varying states of breakage, 
and with no coordinates I cannot use them in spatial patterning. Despite this, I still wanted to be 
sure I collected as much information as possible, especially since the collector lamented the fact 
that these points, in their inconvenient location, were probably not going to be looked at again in 
the near future. I gave these points catalog numbers, recorded measurements, and took photos of 
each. Since the documentation of these points, the tins full of artifacts have been moved into the 
“museum” building to be stored.   
 Once we finished documenting all the points from the tins, we moved to the air-conditioned 
outbuilding filled with historic and prehistoric artifacts. Here, the projectile points are housed 
within a metal filing cabinet which was once used in schools for storing film strips. The cabinet 
has short, narrow doors and shallow drawers—the perfect size for layers of projectile points, laid 
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out on a backing of rubber shelf liner. The points in this “museum” were found at a different 
time, but also include the particularly impressive points from earlier years that he wanted to 
protect. More of these points are also tied to the collector’s notebook with GPS coordinates. This 
made the work much easier, and since these points were often unbroken I was better able to 
identify them by type. With an assistant and the supervision of the collector, I methodically 
worked my way through the cabinet of projectile points, giving them catalog numbers, 
documenting measurements, and taking photos as we had done on the previously-recorded 
points.  
 As mentioned, some points had catalog numbers written on them (usually with white or 
yellow paint and written over in sharpie) that were tied to a notebook the collector maintained 
with GPS coordinates. The book had over 400 artifacts from the Chipola listed, but these 
artifacts included ceramics, glass bottles, and other lithics, such as scrapers, that I did not 
document. Here the collector listed the coordinates, the point type, as well as comments about 
the points. He determined the point type based on a few different type guides, specific for 
individuals interested in learning the monetary value. The comments he included varied, 
sometimes describing the location where the points were collected and other times describing 
more details on the surroundings. Some artifacts listed in the notebook have repeating 
coordinates if the collector found multiple things in one location or went back later to discover 
more.  
 The points were almost all a very similar brown patina which they procure after sitting for 
centuries underwater. This patina also gives them a very distinct shine and they often have a 
glossy feel to them. Usually one side of the point would have the glossy side, and the other side 
would have a matte texture. Most broken points were not retouched or reworked, as the collector 
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is not a flint knapper, but there was one point which a broken barb and tip were replaced. This 
has been noted in Appendix A. 
 During one of my visits to the collector in November 2016, he took his wife, Kerri, and me 
on the short trip to the Chipola River. At that time, there had been very little rainfall, making the 
river ideal for diving. In times of higher rainfall, the water becomes very cloudy—making it hard 
for divers to navigate easily through the water. During our visit, the water was low and clear, 
almost perfect for swimming—except that it was early November and a little too cold for our 
taste. The collector first took us to the dramatically named “Look and Tremble” Rapids of the 
river (Figure 5.1). These rapids are located just south of the bridge over the Chipola for Co Rd 
274 (Figure 5.2), an aerial photo of the area can be seen in Figure 5.3 Look and Tremble is just a 
small shallow, rock-filled area in the middle of the river but is a good geological feature to note. 
Because of the rough nature of the rapids, the collector did not dive there, but often worked 
around shoals—areas of submerged high ground (sandbars or banks). Just beyond shoals are 
pockets of greater depth, which become a catch for any artifacts that may be drifting down river.  
 
 
Figure 5.1. Look and Tremble Rapids in the Chipola River, on the west bank of the river facing east. 
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Figure 5.2. Willis Bridge going over the Chipola River, just north of Look and Tremble facing north. 
 
 
Figure 5.3. Willis Bridge to Look and Tremble marked in the blue circle (ESRI 2015). 
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Next, we went to Johnny Boy Landing (Figure 5.4), a very popular area along the 
Chipola. Its location is at a sharp bend in the river, with a boat ramp positioned into the water 
just south of the small Hollis Branch creek. At the time of our visit, the water was calm and still, 
but with open parking area and multiple picnic tables, it’s easy to see how this area would be 
popular in the warmer weather. Even in the short time we were there, a family kayaked up to the 
boat ramp and stopped for a short lunch break. This is an area where another local collector, Hub 
Chason, spent many days, over many years, as documented in his book (Chason 1987). The 
collector I worked with, who knew Chason, mentioned Johnny Boy being Chason’s favorite area 
to dive and look for points. Because of this, it is an area in which the collector did not spend an 
ample amount of time, knowing most of what could be gleaned was already gone. Another 
collector I talked to also mentioned how most sites south of Johnny Boy have been so picked 
over by divers there is very little left in which collectors are interested in. Because of this some 
divers have moved farther north to search for points, others have begun diving in the 
Apalachicola in an attempt to continue expanding collections.   
 
 
Figure 5.4. Johnny Boy Landing, view facing south.  
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It must be noted that there is a multitude of ways these projectile points could have ended 
up in the river. With the changing flow of the Chipola as water levels continue to rise at the end 
of the Pleistocene, clusters of artifacts could very well be from sites that are now underwater and 
have maintained their provenience for decades. Projectile points may also have washed off of the 
surrounding banks from sites which may still be on land beside the river. The Chipola itself may 
have once been a line of sinkholes and the artifacts uncovered now were dropped in or left on 
ledges around them when people came to get water. Points may also have been moved down or 
up river by potential prey. A prehistoric fisher could have speared a fish or other animal, but the 
point or shaft of the weapon could have broken off and the creature could have swum or run 
away with a projectile, depositing artifacts farther up or downstream. The collector suggested 
huge schools of striped bass would have swarmed up river to spawn in prehistoric times, creating 
an easy meal. I have taken care to consider these potential paths the points could have taken (and 
certainly other scenarios not considered) as I have mapped the data from the sites.  
Even if clusters of points may represent where artifacts have gathered based on outside 
forces (such as movement of water or animals), we should still consider these areas of interest 
for future study. If projectile points can be moved through the river and deposited in clusters, it is 
worthwhile to investigate, in case other artifacts have accumulated in such places. However, 
stone is heavy, and not likely to be moved too far unless by major flood conditions.  
 
Using Geographic Information Systems 
 To study the distribution of the collector’s points, I created a few different maps within a 
GIS program. ArcMap, within the ArcGIS package, was the perfect fit. First, I compiled all the 
coordinates (in degrees, minutes, and seconds) that the collector had documented, and converted 
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these to the Universal Transverse Mercator coordinate system (UTM) using the online tool 
geoplaner.com. Then, I imported the data into ArcMap as different files, so they could be saved 
as specific culture types (and therefore labeled uniquely within the legend of the map). Excel 
files were created for Paleo-Indian, Early Archaic, Middle Archaic, Late Archaic, Woodland, 
Mississippian, and Contact-period artifacts, including one file with the artifacts I could not date, 
including scrapers, axes, and other general bifacial tools. Cultural affiliations were established 
for the points, as determined by various standard point type guides (Bullen 1975, Johnson 2017). 
Some of the point types are difficult to discern, especially when points are broken or eroded 
because of the river, but I believe I have identified them to the best of my abilities. Figure 5.5 
shows the completed map of the distribution of the collector’s points, by culture.   
 After I created this map, I wanted to know where these artifacts were found in relation to 
known sites. To do this I spent time perusing the Florida Master Site File’s online database of 
archeological sites. I searched the database using the four USGS 7.5-minute quadrangle maps 
that cover the area the collector dove (Marianna, Oakdale, Altha West, and Clarksville, Florida, 
2015), documenting all prehistoric sites that fell within this range. Another Excel file was created 
with the UTMs, site name, site number, and culture type for these known sites. For a number of 
sites only latitude and longitude were available, or the site was only circled in a section of a quad 
map. To deal with this problem, I again used geoplaner.com to find UTM coordinates and make 
all data comparable. The file with the site information was not split into different categories 
based on culture type, simply because there were numerous sites with multiple occupations. 
Once these data were compiled I added them to the map with the collector’s points.   
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Figure 5.5. Locations of all points documented by the collector (ESRI 2015). 
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 From here I methodically moved from north to south, down the river, to compare locations 
of known sites with those of documented points in the collection. To classify points as part of a 
known site, I measured the distance from the site to the artifact following the flow of the river. If 
artifacts were closer than 100 m to a known site, I automatically defined them as being within 
that site. Between 100 m and 150 m were treated more discretionally. If there was a continued 
line of points from a site, I felt it was safe to assume the points should be included within the 
extent of the site. These points could easily have been jostled from their initial locations closer to 
the site as boats, animals, or the river itself moved over time. I also was more likely to include 
points within a known site if the site matched the culture type of the artifacts. Points at distances 
farther than 150 m from a known site, though, were arbitrarily taken to indicate a new site or 
isolated point. Information on new sites, known sites, and isolated finds will be added to the 
FMSF.  
 
Data Organization 
 Appendix A is the database of all materials in the collection that I examined. Appendix B 
contains photos of all these artifacts. Overall, as I created the catalog for the points I tried to 
follow an established layout from similar past projects. I believe that while the collection may 
not be available in the future for other researchers, this inventory will help continued study. The 
use of GIS with this project is an ideal way to look at a large landscape to see how these newly 
recorded artifacts connect with known sites and emphasize the large number of new sites 
established from this collection. These data will continue to be available with this thesis online 
and in the USF Archaeology lab. 
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CHAPTER SIX: 
RESULTS  
 
 Using the data shared by the collector, I have been able to document a large number of 
newly recorded sites within the Chipola River. When I combined the UTM data from the 
collector’s notes and the FMSF UTMs for known sites along the same section of the Chipola 
River I was able to create a map showing the variety of sites and artifacts in close proximity. 
Once all data were compiled it was clear to see there were distinct areas of artifact clusters that 
were far enough away from known sites to indicate new sites.  
 
Artifacts Documented 
 Of the 782 artifacts documented, the greatest number of points were dated to the Archaic 
period, as seen in Figure 6.1. This is a very positive research result since there are substantial 
gaps in our understandings of the Archaic. Woodland points are the second highest in number, 
followed by points from the Paleo-Indian period. Mississippian and Contact-period points follow 
in frequency, respectively. I also had to designate some artifacts as unknown in age and cultural 
affiliation. These included scrapers, knives, drills, or other points I could not identify using the 
standard guides, as detailed in the previous chapter. Future work in lithic analysis may be able to 
identify these objects better by time period, function, and other criteria Tables and images of all 
artifacts can be found in Appendices A and B. 
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Figure 6.1. Number of points from each time period in the collection studied. 
 
Since the Archaic period covers such a vast amount of time, I split the designations into 
Early (8000–6000 BC), Middle (6000–3500 BC), and Late Archaic (3500–650 BC). Of the 
Archaic points, most came from the Middle Archaic, followed very closely by Early and Late 
(Figure 6.2). It is important to note again that existing projectile point typologies are understood 
to give only approximate ages, and further, that later people often reused older artifacts. 
Nonetheless, as noted in previous chapters, to order the information I use the standard guides to 
determine cultural attribution of these points.  
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Figure 6.2. Breakdown of the Archaic artifacts within the collection. 
 
The best-represented Archaic point type overall is the Bolen Beveled. The collector had 
an impressive collection of Bolen Beveled points (also called Big Sandy points elsewhere in the 
Southeast), dating to the Early Archaic, ranging in length from 2.7 cm to 14.1 cm. Bullen (1975) 
suggests the large Bolen points were potentially used as knives, not projectiles because of their 
size. Of course, the smaller ones may just be sharpened-down versions of the larger ones. All 
have the characteristic corner- or side-notching and beveled left side. Notching, severity of the 
beveling and the base of these points were also fairly varied, making the Bolen Beveled a unique 
and interesting point to look at. There are a number of Florida Archaic Stemmed points in this 
collection as well. This type of point is subdivided into Putnam, Levy, Marion, and Alachua 
subtypes, and is dated to the Middle Archaic. As with the collector’s Paleo-Indian artifacts, there 
is a very large concentration of Archaic artifacts surrounding the Magnolia Bridge Site. Once 
again starting at Ja1505, Chipola River Spring Creek Mouth site, and following the river south 
10 km (6.2 miles) there are 69 Early, Middle, and Late Archaic artifacts. Within this segment are 
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21 new sites, and 12 Archaic artifacts can be added to the known data on the Magnolia Bridge 
Site, Ja437. Outside of this section of the Chipola, Archaic artifacts are spread fairly evenly. 
With this work, I am documenting a total of 16 updated sites and 70 new Archaic-period sites. 
Of the total 86 Archaic sites, 57 of those were Early Archaic. Clearly the large number of newly-
recorded sites is incredibly significant in terms of visualizing how important this region was to 
past peoples. Based on the Paleo-Indian and Early Archaic data, we can say that this area was 
swarming with the earliest human populations in the region and continued to be so for many 
thousands of years. 
Woodland and Mississippian points also make up a portion of this collection, but a 
significantly smaller one than the Archaic materials. However, these point types have a similar 
distribution and density area, primarily focused around the Magnolia Bridge Site.  
The site locations, broken down by chronological periods, can be seen in Figures 6.3 to 
6.7. All of these new sites give us an even better picture of occupation in the Chipola River 
valley, especially north and south of Magnolia Bridge. This area previously had few sites logged 
from within the river itself. With the collector’s artifacts, the area now has far more sites 
spanning all prehistoric time periods represented in this region.  
Of the documented artifacts, 364 had GPS coordinates which I was able to add to 
ArcGIS. New sites were defined using the measuring tool within ArcMap, following the flow of 
the river. As stated, an artifact or a cluster of artifacts is defined as its own site if it is over 100 m 
from another artifact or cluster. Artifacts were spaced in a way made it was fairly easy to create 
definite boundaries between site areas. Locations with just one artifact are also being defined as 
new sites since it is important to document all the information the collector has shared. The 
FMSF also advised us to log in such sites even if only one artifact is known from them. The 
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range for site inclusion is also applied to known sites. The data were added to the ArcGIS 
program, ArcMap, with UTMs for prehistoric sites in the FMSF. These site forms will be 
updated. I identified 80 new sites from these data and was able to update information on 19 
known sites. Tables with new and updated sites can be found in Appendix C.  
 
Figure 6.3. Paleo-Indian artifacts in the study collection (ESRI 2015). 
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Figure 6.4. Archaic (split into Early, Middle, and Late) artifacts in the study collection (ESRI 2015). 
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Figure 6.5. Woodland artifacts in the study collection (ESRI 2017). 
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Figure 6.6. Mississippian artifacts in the study collection (ESRI 2015). 
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Figure 6.7. Contact-period artifacts in the study collection (ESRI 2015) 
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Magnolia Bridge Site, 8Ja437 
The area where the largest contribution can be made is the Magnolia Bridge site, 8Ja437 
(Figure 6.8) This site is well known by locals and has likely been regularly searched for artifacts. 
One collector I talked to, an avid diver of the area, told me the water at Magnolia Bridge is the 
deepest in the Chipola, approximately 12 feet in depth. At one time, there was a large midden on 
the north side of the bridge but has been destroyed likely from regular erosion of the river—
possibly resulting in the large deposits of artifacts in this location. There is also a spring on the 
east side of the bank, north of the bridge, which would make this an ideal place for people to 
have loitered for expanded periods of time. A natural shelf occurs here as well, and stretches 
about 10 m along the east side of the river, creating a nook for artifacts to collect in. An object 
not in the collection I studied is a tiny, plain bowl which measured about 7 cm in width from 
around Magnolia Bridge, recovered by this other diver. Besides the ceramic bowl he has been 
able to find hundreds of artifacts from this area of the Chipola River.  
The collector I worked with had an alternate opinion of this. Stating instead that the river 
does not go any deeper than 10 feet in this section and that the deepest portion of the river is a 
cluster of holes near Dry Creek that reach depths ranging from 30 to 40 feet. He also recounted 
that he and his son meticulously sorted through the sand along the river bottom around Magnolia 
Bridge and never came across huge caches of artifacts. He did say he found some nice artifacts 
from this area, but suggested hundreds of artifacts are an overestimation of what has been 
uncovered by divers at this site. 
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Figure 6.8. Magnolia Bridge and site, view from the boat ramp, facing north. 
 
The collector had 49 artifacts from the Magnolia Bridge area alone. The site was initially 
recorded in 1986 and was reported by DHR archaeologists using the collection of Hub Chason. 
According to the FMSF, the site is defined as a lithic artifact scatter, with Paleo-Indian to Early 
Archaic-period artifacts identified. The points listed in the FMSF from Magnolia Bridge Site are 
Wacissa, Big Sandy, Beaver Lake, Clay, Dalton, Hernando, and Abbey. The collector’s artifacts 
that I recorded included a Simpson (Figure 6.9), which is a Paleo-Indian point, as well as a 
Florida Copena, a point dating to only about A.D. 200. These points add an immense amount of 
new information on the occupation period of this known site.  
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Figure 6.9. Simpson point found at the Magnolia Bridge Site, 8Ja437 (HJ2017-94). 
 
The occupation area extends even farther than was previously suspected, as the 
collector’s data expand the site boundaries farther south. Other points such as O’leno, Broward, 
and Duval types, were also discovered here by the collector, supporting the extension of the 
occupation area. His 49 artifacts that I am including within this site spread across 146 meters 
south of the marked site. It could be argued that the site should be split into two different sites, 
but each artifact was within a maximum of 50 meters from the next, so the spread appears to be 
connected. In Figure 6.10 this area is shown with the artifacts from the collection. In the map, I 
have layered the GPS coordinates, so the oldest artifacts are layered on top, so there are multiple 
artifacts per dot on the map.  
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Figure 6.10. Magnolia Bridge site with new artifacts to add to the FMSF (ESRI 2015). 
 
High Density Areas 
 Beyond the obvious additions to the FMSF of new and updated information, I was also 
interested in seeing the distributions of artifacts in the river to see any areas of heavier 
occupation. To analyze this, I created dot-density maps in ArcMap (Figure 6.11). From this I was 
able to identify areas of higher artifact frequencies and compare the collected artifacts to the 
known sites. 
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Figure 6.11. The artifact density of all points from all time periods in the collection (ESRI 2015). 
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The densest cluster of artifacts from the collection sits in a 6-km (4 miles) range starting 
just south of Ja1505, Chipola River Spring Creek Mouth, at river mile 66 and ending 1.6 km (1 
mile) directly south of Ja437, Magnolia Bridge Site, at river mile 62. Beyond Magnolia Bridge, 
this section of the Chipola lacks any known sites adjacent to the river (Figure 6.12). While I 
could not find any technical source citing it, the diver I spoke with mentioned an abundance of 
chert in this section of the Chipola. He referred to it as Albany River chert, but said it was also 
called Flint River chert. The river south of Magnolia Bridge is swampy, with regular flooding 
during the rainy season. For this reason, it has not been an ideal place for researchers to explore, 
but with the help of local collectors we now have a substantial increase in data. Thirteen Paleo-
Indian points were collected within this range in the river, resulting in seven new sites and 
adding to the already documented Magnolia Bridge site.  
Two of the thickest artifact-density areas are just south of Magnolia Bridge. 
Approximately 410 meters south along the Chipola from Magnolia Bridge there is an even larger 
cluster of 12 points (Figure 6.13). The cluster sits on the east side of a sharp bend in the river. 
Like the previous cluster its distance away from the Magnolia Bridge Site suggests a new site. 
Some of the point types collected here include Bolen plain, Hernando, Citrus, and Archaic 
Stemmed. This area also yielded two bannerstones. The artifacts are spread across an area of 
approximately 146 meters, possibly suggesting two different occupation areas, but defined as 
only once since no artifact was farther than 100 m from another. As one large site, the 
occupation would have been from Early Dalton to Late Archaic and possibly into Early 
Woodland. 
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Figure 6.12. The spread of sites in one of the most artifact-dense areas of the river, based on artifacts 
from the collection, from river mile 62 to 66 (ESRI 2015). 
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Figure 6.13. One new site, HJ-V 8Ja2064, south of Magnolia Bridge Site, 8Ja437 (ESRI 2015). 
 
Travelling downstream around to the west side of the bend, is another substantial cluster 
of points from the study collection (Figure 6.14). This cluster sits approximately 214 meters 
following the river south and about 184 meters straight across land from the closest point from 
the previous site. From Magnolia Bridge, the site is approximately 923 meters downstream. The 
site has an Early Archaic component—multiple Bolen plain and Bolen beveled points—similar 
to others in the area. There are Kirk corner notched, Marion, Clay, and Archaic stemmed points 
to represent the Archaic culture type. This cluster of artifacts also has two Hernando points and a 
Duval, stretching the time period of occupation well into the Late Woodland/Early Mississippian 
period. This cluster of artifacts is much closer together, spanning only 80 meters between the 
most northern and southern points.  
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Figure 6.14. Another new high-density site, HJ-W Small Spring Run 8Ja2065, south of Magnolia Bridge 
Site, 8Ja437 (ESRI 2015). 
 
The second-largest area of Paleo-Indian points is a 13.8 km (8.5 miles) section of the 
Chipola River, seen in Figure 6.15, which includes 16 artifacts. This section starts at Ja76, 
Chipola River 3 site, at river mile 59, which is listed as a prehistoric site on the FMSF, and 
extends to just west of Ca92, Ring Jaw Island, at river mile 52. Unlike the section surrounding 
Magnolia Bridge, this section of the Chipola does have a fairly high number of known sites. 
Despite this, the collector’s artifacts still add important information to the record. Like the 
previous section, this area contains six new Paleo-Indian sites, adding to its already documented 
many sites along the banks of river and underwater, ranging from Paleo-Indian to Weeden 
Island. The remaining artifacts can be included in eight known sites, three of which are 
documented Paleo-Indian occupations.  
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Figure 6.15. The second high-density area within the Chipola of collected artifacts, from river mile 52 to 
59 (Esri 2015). 
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This high-density area of the Chipola aligns with the bottleneck Tyler (2008) discussed. 
A local collector also suggested the area between Peacock Bridge, 8Ja433, (Figure 6.16) and 
Ring Jaw Island, Ca92, sites are the area with the highest concentration of Paleo-Indian artifacts, 
agreeing with the idea of a bottleneck. The river here has high limerock walls, and the river 
bottom has scattered holes from old sinks and springs. The line of springs from Peacock Bridge 
to Ring Jaw Island probably made it an ideal area to settle, and lucky for archaeologists, lose 
lithic materials.  
 
 
Figure 6.16. Peacock Bridge Site, 8Ja433, facing north.   
 
Observing these two small sections of the Chipola already emphasizes the importance of 
working with collectors. The boundaries of 14 known sites have been expanded with Paleo-
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Indian artifacts from this private collection, and 18 new Paleo-Indian sites are recorded for the 
first time. In an approximately 20 km (12.5 miles) stretch of river 13 new Paleo-Indian sites will 
be added to the FMSF. The new sites surrounding Magnolia Bridge are extremely significant as 
they represent an area with very little information on Paleo-Indian occupation. Without this 
collector’s information, we would still have only the Magnolia Bridge site to rely on for all 
Paleo-Indian occupation in this portion of the Chipola.  
 
Landscape Models 
 While this collection can only give a small look into a portion of the Chipola River, it has 
provided a lot of new information. Considering the spread of artifacts in relation to some of the 
known resources along the river, a few models from the region are supported by what the 
collector shared with me.  
 The high-density area around the Magnolia Bridge Site suggests a major attachment to the 
lithic materials of that area. The Flint Run Lithic Determinism model suggests connections 
between settlement and lithic resources in regions where stone raw material is rare; such is not 
the case here as chert is abundant in this valley. Given all the known lithic sources in this area of 
the Chipola it is not unreasonable to consider any type of lithic work could be done in close 
proximity. The collection does not give us much in terms of manufacture debris, since preforms, 
cores, and other components of a lithic scatter are not nearly as attractive to collect. 
 The Cryptocrystalline model also works well with the data from the collector. Again, the 
area around Magnolia Bridge, with Ocala chert, which local collectors also call Albany River 
chert, is an area people may have wanted to settle. A resource like chert would have kept people 
nearby, helping to explain such a high number of artifacts found in this area.  
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 The model these data most support, though, is the Oasis settlement model. Not only is it 
supported by known sites within the bottleneck identified by Tyler, but also by the high number 
of artifacts from this area in the study collection. As attested by one local resident, this portion of 
the river is heavily spotted with springs and sink holes. As the Oasis model suggests, people 
were drawn to water sources like this especially during the cold, dry Pleistocene, as seen by the 
evidence of the high number of artifacts found within this portion of the river.  
It is difficult to say definitively if this collection supports the other settlement models 
since some models are dependent on knowledge of actual settlement and occupation of a 
population, and there are hardly any terrestrial sites with boundaries, activity areas, and 
habitation information. The distribution of sites from all time periods suggests that people 
continued living along the Chipola all through prehistoric time and did not abandon this valley, 
even after agricultural chiefdoms developed. However, we cannot know what kinds of sites are 
represented by the hundreds of points. While these lithic remains of people tell us where they 
were at one time, I do not know if the points were from kill sites, hunting camps, areas of flint 
knapping or quarries, or seasonal, semi-permanent occupations. These new artifacts and sites do 
give archaeologists further areas of interest to investigate these models. Ultimately, the Chipola 
was an ideal place to reside, where people could utilize a lot of resources.  
 
Conclusion 
 The collection shared with me holds a huge amount of usable data for future archaeologists. 
With information to update known sites and a plethora of new sites to add to the FMSF, this 
collection has expanded the archaeological knowledge of this region tremendously. The data 
have also helped support a model of settlement pattern for the region, the Oasis Model. 
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Continued support for the idea that past peoples were utilizing the landscape surrounding springs 
should encourage other archaeologists to do further research in these areas. Without 
collaboration between collectors and archaeologists this information would have taken much 
longer to accumulate, or not been possible at all. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
 
 While major archaeological research has been done in this region of Florida, working with 
this particular collection has added an enormous amount of material on the occupation of the 
Chipola River. A total of 782 artifacts were documented from a 50-km (30 miles) span of the 
river. While only 46% of those artifacts had GPS coordinates for their locations, they resulted in 
the documentation of 80 new sites and updating 19 known sites with new artifact information. 
With this work, it is easy to see the intense occupation of areas with springs and sinkholes, 
supporting models suggesting these would have been areas of significance to past peoples. The 
research also emphasizes how important it is for archaeologists to work with collectors to learn 
more about regions with rich pre-contact history. Without this particular collector’s willingness 
and enthusiasm to share his time, collection, and knowledge there would be a significant lack of 
known sites in the Chipola River.  
 
Future Potential 
 As mentioned, the distribution of artifacts surrounding areas of springs and sinkholes in the 
river greatly supports the Oasis Model. With support of this model seen at sites such as Page-
Ladson and Peacock Bridge, the numerous new sites from my research collection will, I hope, 
encourage other archaeologists to search further in and around springs and sinks to find evidence 
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of previous occupations. Lithic-based models supporting the area of occupation around Magnolia 
Bridge should also be considered for further research. If there is a major chert source in this 
section of the river there is likely further evidence of artifact manufacture.   
For continued study of this particular research, additional GIS data layers would be useful 
to compare sites to environmental factors. Data layers with coordinates of springs, sinkholes, and 
small creeks or tributaries would help to support the Oasis Model in the region. Inclusion of 
polygon layers with known locations of chert could be used for a similar purpose to relate sites to 
quarries or lithic manufacture zones. Continued use of GIS as a tool to analyze the landscape of 
this region should be explored. 
 Beyond these models, the new sites are potential areas of further interest for underwater 
archaeologists, especially since they have not been visited by professionals. As collectors 
primarily hunt for large, flashy artifacts there could be much more less-spectacular data 
underwater for skilled archaeologists to uncover. Lithic scatters, microtools, or chunks of pottery 
would be easy to overlook when hunting for projectiles. Along with further study underwater, 
landscape surveys would be useful to gain a better perspective of the river valley. Since these 
underwater materials may have been  washed in from terrestrial sites, the surrounding landscape 
could hold further details on occupation and settlement of the area. At present, there is no 
systematic mapping of springs in the region, and so far, the fluvial history of the Chipola River 
has not been charted, so we do not know how it has moved and changed through time. 
  As I was told by one local this area of the Chipola has been hit hard by divers, so future 
research in this important to preserve whatever data remain. The archaeological record might 
even be useful in establishing the geological record, the fluvial geomorphology and 
environmental change since the end of the Pleistocene. 
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Continued Collaboration 
 While future research of the region is important, I also hope this work encourages other 
archaeologists to work with collectors. Professionals can learn a lot from those who know the 
region and its waters and other resources. Creating a conversation between professionals and 
those with an interest in archaeology can inspire advantageous collaboration. While there were 
257 known pre-contact sites in this portion of the Chipola River, there will now be over 330 
sites. The benefits of working with avocationals to document and describe their collections is 
important, but the different perspectives and knowledge from collectors is just as essential. It was 
also through talking to local residents, as well as referencing other projects which did the same, 
that gave me a better understanding of the environment of the river and the underwater landscape 
I had never experienced.  
 Collaborating with amateurs is incredibly useful as well because academic habits can be 
shared. Teaching enthusiasts about proper collection techniques (such as documentation of 
provenience, photographing, and measuring an artifact) can only improve what information can 
be shared. Reaching out to the public can exponentially enhance a research project.  
 This project has worked to showcase the importance of using collectors as both resources for 
information as well as collaborators. It has also opened up new areas of research within the 
Chipola River for future archaeologists.   
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APPENDIX A: ARTIFACT DATABASE FROM HJ COLLECTION 
Table A1.1 All artifacts in collection with UTM GPS coordinates. Collector’s comments in quotes. 
 
 
Catalog 
No. 
Site Name, 
Number 
Weight 
(g) 
Length 
(cm) 
Width 
(cm) 
No. of 
Photos 
Comments Point type Easting Northing Time Period Culture 
Type 
HJ2017-
001 
HJ-AT, 
Ja2070 
6.1 5.1 3.0 1- 3 “c234” Hernando 674596 3391424 1200-550 BC Woodland 
HJ2017-
002 
HJ-BO, Ca298 21.5 6.2 4.5 1- 4 “c156; shoal 
below Willis 
Bridge”; 
quartzite 
Lafayette or 
Kirk 
675709 3380532 1200-550 BC Woodland 
HJ2017-
003 
HJ-A, Ja2069 6.5 4.3 2.7 1-4 “c 120” Bolen 
Beveled 
669310 3409425 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-
004 
HJ-A, Ja2069 9.1 4.9 2.9 1- 4 “c 119” Bolen Plain 669310 3409425 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-
005 
HJ-A, Ja2069 11.0 7.1 3.0 1-4 “c121” Bolen 
Beveled 
669310 3409425 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-
006 
HJ-A, Ja2069 14.7 6.1 3.1 1-4 “c122” Bolen 
Beveled 
669310 3409425 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-
007 
HJ-A, Ja2069 3.9 3.5 2.1 1-4 “c123” Bolen Plain 669310 3409425 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-
008 
HJ-A, Ja2069 10.5 5.4 3.1 1-4 “c124” Bolen 
Beveled 
669310 3409425 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
Table A1.1 (Continued) 
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Catalog 
No. 
Site Name, 
Number 
weight 
(g) 
Length 
(cm) 
Width 
(cm) 
No. of 
Photos 
Comments Point type Easting Northing Time Period Culture 
Type 
HJ2017-
009 
HJ-A, Ja2069 50.5 2.7 9.5 1-4 “c129”; 
thickness: 
2.0 
bannerstone 
(bone/antler) 
669310 3409425 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
010 
 HJ-C, Ja2046 9.7 5.0 3.1 1-4 “c126” Bolen 
Beveled 
669485 3409049 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
011 
 HJ-C, Ja2046 2.1 3.1 2.5 1-4 “c127” Mustache 
Simpson 
669485 3409049 13,000-8000 
BC 
Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-
012 
 HJ-C, Ja2046 21.2 11.4 5.1 1-5 “c128”; 
base/ tip 
redone 
Clay 669485 3409049 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-
013 
 HJ-B, Ja2045 15.3 6.6 3.1 1-4 “c125” Bolen Plain 669489 3409308 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
014 
 HJ-D, Ja2047 20.5 6.9 3.6 1-4 “c130” Bolen Plain 
or Greenbriar 
670233 3407510 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
015 
 HJ-E, Ja2048 9.7 6.2 3.8 1-4 “c131” drill or pin 670419 3407375   unknown 
HJ2017-
016 
 HJ-J, Ja2053 52.1 13.2 4.1 1-4 “c146” Savannah 
River 
670596 3404398 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
017 
 HJ-G, Ja2050 48.3 8.3 5.6 1-4   Elora 670734 3405384 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-
018 
 HJ-G, Ja2050 14.1 5.8 3.6 1-4 “c134” Elora 670808 3405418 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-
019* 
 HJ-H, Ja2051 5.1 4.6 3.2 1-4 “c140” Hernando 671134 3404989 1200-550 BC Woodland 
HJ2017-
021 
 HJ-H, Ja2051 6.7 4.8 3.5 1-4 “c139” Hernando 671134 3404989 1200-550 BC Woodland 
HJ2017-
022 
 HJ-H, Ja2051 9.8 6.7 2.8 1-4 “c135” Hillsborough 
or Hernando 
671134 3404989 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
023 
 HJ-H, Ja2051 6.0 5.0 3.0 1-4 “c138” Hernando 671134 3404989 1200-550 BC Woodland 
HJ2017-
024 
 HJ-H, Ja2051 8.9 5.9 3.3 1-4 “c137” Hernando 671134 3404989 1200-550 BC Woodland 
HJ2017-
025 
 HJ-H, Ja2051 3.9 4.0 2.7 1-4 “c141” Hernando 671134 3404989 1200-550 BC Woodland 
Table A1.1 (Continued) 
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Catalog 
No. 
Site Name, 
Number 
weight 
(g) 
Length 
(cm) 
Width 
(cm) 
No. of 
Photos 
Comments Point type Easting Northing Time Period Culture 
Type 
HJ2017-
026 
 HJ-H, Ja2051 4.0 4.4 2.2 1-4 “c136” Hernando 671134 3404989 1200-550 BC Woodland 
HJ2017-
027 
 HJ-H, Ja2051 5.1 4.4 2.8 1-4 “c142” Hernando 671134 3404989 1200-550 BC Woodland 
HJ2017-
028 
 HJ-F, Ja2049 13.3 5.5 3.9 1-4 “c133” Lafayette 671194 3406822 1200-550 BC Woodland 
HJ2017-
029 
 HJ-I, Ja2052 7.3 4.3 3.6 1-4 “c144” Clay 671219 3404807 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-
030 
 HJ-I, Ja2052 7.1 4.2 3.9 1-4 “c143” Hardaway 
Side Notched 
or Kirk 
Corner 
Notched 
671219 3404807 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
031 
 HJ-X, Ja2066 13.3 5.7 3.8 1-4 “c23; 
Chipola” on 
one side 
Alachua or 
Weeden 
Island 
671760 3398883 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
032 
 HJ-X, Ja2066 29.2 11.1 2.4 1-4 “c21” Bolen 
Beveled 
671809 3399309 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
033 
 HJ-X, Ja2066 46 7.9 6.1 1-3 “c201” Levy or 
Marion 
671810 3399305 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
034 
 HJ-X, Ja2066 21.5 5.6 3.8 1-4 “c202”? Putnam 671810 3399305 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
035 
 HJ-X, Ja2066 33.8 7.1 4.0 1-4 “c203” Marion 671810 3399305 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
036 
 HJ-W Small 
Spring Run, 
Ja2065 
33.6 7.6 3.8 1-4 “c384” Stanfield 671825 3399566 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
037 
 HJ-W Small 
Spring Run, 
Ja2065 
24.2 7.3 3.6 1-4 “c183” Marion 671825 3399583 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
038 
 HJ-W Small 
Spring Run, 
Ja2065 
7.5 5.2 3.3 1-4 “c19” Bolen Plain 
or Kirk 
Corner 
Notched 
671825 3399592 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
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HJ2017-
039 
 HJ-W Small 
Spring Run, 
Ja2065 
68.7 14.1 4.7 1-4 “c18; Small 
Spring Run” 
Bolen Plain 671825 3399592 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
040 
 HJ-W Small 
Spring Run, 
Ja2065 
9.3 5.8 2.0 1-3 “c 383” Bolen 
Beveled 
671829 3399570 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
041 
 HJ-W Small 
Spring Run, 
Ja2065 
9.6 4.5 3.6 1-4 “c385” Lafayette 671830 3399575 1200-550 BC Woodland 
HJ2017-
042 
 HJ-W Small 
Spring Run, 
Ja2065 
9.8 5.6 3.4 1-4 “c381” Hernando 671834 3399575 1200-550 BC Woodland 
HJ2017-
043 
 HJ-W Small 
Spring Run, 
Ja2065 
5.5 4.8 3.0 1-4 “c380” Hernando 671834 3399575 1200-550 BC Woodland 
HJ2017-
044 
 HJ-W Small 
Spring Run, 
Ja2065 
5.6 4.4 3.1 1-4 “c382” Hernando 671834 3399575 1200-550 BC Woodland 
HJ2017-
045 
 HJ-W Small 
Spring Run, 
Ja2065 
9.9 5.9 2.1 1-4 “c387” Duval 
Subtype 1 
671834 3399586 AD 950-1500 Mississippian 
HJ2017-
046 
 HJ-W Small 
Spring Run, 
Ja2065 
20.6 7.0 3.7 1-4 “c 379” Bolen 
Beveled 
671834 3399594 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
047 
 HJ-W Small 
Spring Run, 
Ja2065 
14.6 4.9 3.5 1-4 “c 378” Bolen Plain 671834 3399594 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
048 
 HJ-W Small 
Spring Run, 
Ja2065 
11.7 6.0 3.0 1-4 “c374” Bolen Plain 671834 3399594 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
049 
 HJ-W Small 
Spring Run, 
Ja2065 
28.1 6.9 4.7 1-4 “c375” Culbreath or 
Citrus 
671834 3399594 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
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HJ2017-
050 
 HJ-W Small 
Spring Run, 
Ja2065 
26.5 8.0 3.5 1-4 “c397” Savannah 
River 
671834 3399594 6000-3500 Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
051 
 HJ-W Small 
Spring Run, 
Ja2065 
17.0 6.0 4.3 1-4 “c17; Old 
Cabin 
Landing” 
Clay 671847 3399631 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-
052 
 HJ-W Small 
Spring Run, 
Ja2065 
11.9 6.4 2.5 1-4 “c348” Columbia or 
Conerly 
671848 3399611 650 BC-AD 
950 
Woodland 
HJ2017-
053 
 HJ-W Small 
Spring Run, 
Ja2065 
2.9 2.7 1.7 1-4 “c 350” Bolen 
Beveled 
671853 3399628 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
054 
 HJ-W Small 
Spring Run, 
Ja2065 
17.2 5.4 3.8 1-4 “c349” Wacissa 
(subtype 3) 
671853 3399628 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
055 
 HJ-Y, Ja2067 19.2 7.2 3.6 1-4 “c22” Lafayette 671906 3398939 650 BC-AD 
950 
Woodland 
HJ2017-
056 
 HJ-Y, Ja2067 15.7 7.7 2.9 1-4 “c345” Broward 
Subtype 2 or 
Columbia 
671907 3398947 650 BC-AD 
950 
Woodland 
HJ2017-
057 
 HJ-L, Ja2055 75.5 12.5 5.3 1-4 “c6” Hamilton or 
Leary 
671944 3401373 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
058 
 HJ-V, 
8Ja2064 
15.7 6.1 4.0 1-4 “c111” Clay or 
Citrus 
672000 3399686 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-
059 
 HJ-L, Ja2055 8.7 4.2 3.3 1-4 “c394” Bolen 
Beveled 
672016 3401435 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
060 
 HJ-V, Ja2064 12.3 6.3 6.1 1-3 “c260; 
Chipola” on 
one side; 
thickness: 
1.9 
square 
bannerstone 
672031 3399678 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
061 
 HJ-V, Ja2064 22.1 6.4 4.0 1-4 “c182” Wacissa 
(Subtype 3) 
672047 3399623 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
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HJ2017-
062 
 HJ-V, Ja2064 42.4 8.7 5.8 1-4 “c180” Pickwick 672054 3399623 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
063 
 HJ-V, Ja2064 21.7 7.0 3.2 1-4 “c179” Conerly? 672054 3399629 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-
064 
 HJ-V, Ja2064 14.5 7.2 3.5 1-4 “c20” Gilchrist 
Subtype 4 
672055 3399586 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
065 
 HJ-V, Ja2064 9.1 6.7 2.9 1-4 “c170; shoal 
below 
Magnolia 
Bridge” 
Hernando 672057 3399588 650 BC-AD 
950 
Woodland 
HJ2017-
066 
 HJ-V, Ja2064 11.2 5.0 3.5 1-4 “C172” Lafayette 672057 3399588 650 BC-AD 
950 
Woodland 
HJ2017-
067 
 HJ-V, Ja2064 14.2 3.3 3.9 1-4 “c173” blunt scraper 672057 3399588   unknown 
HJ2017-
068 
 HJ-V, Ja2064 10.6 4.7 3.4 1-4 “c174” Cottonbridge 672057 3399588 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
069 
 HJ-V, Ja2064 14.4 5.0 3.5 1-4 “c175” Westo  672057 3399588 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-
070 
 HJ-Z, Ja2068 12.6 5.1 4.8 14 “c34” Abbey 672064 3398655 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
071 
 HJ-V, Ja2064 14.5 5.0 2.4 1-4 “c176” Bolen 
Beveled 
672065 3399579 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
072 
 HJ-V, Ja2064 18.9 6.1 3.1 1-4 “178” Gilchrist or 
Cottonbridge  
672065 3399579 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
073 
 HJ-M, Ja2056 55.9 10.4 5.5 1-4 “c7” Pickwick 672091 3401154 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
074 
 HJ-M, Ja2056 5.2 5.9 2.4 1-4 “c8” Tallahassee 672125 3401174 13,000-8000 
BC 
Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-
075 
 HJ-K, Ja2054 14.2 5.8 4.1 1-4 “c5; 
Chipola” on 
one side  
Levy or 
Marion 
672147 3401430 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
076 
 HJ-U, Ja2063 6.7 5.4 2.2 1-4 “c310” Tallahassee 672150 3399473 13,000-8000 
BC 
Paleo-Indian 
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HJ2017-
077 
 HJ-AA Lost 
Island Shoal, 
Ja2022 
48.7 8.4 5.1 1-4 “c24” Savannah 
River 
672163 3398247 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
078 
 HJ-AA Lost 
Island Shoal, 
Ja2022 
11.8 7.1 2.9 1-4 “c 29” Bolen 
Beveled 
672193 3398254 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
079 
 HJ-AA Lost 
Island Shoal, 
Ja2022 
4.8 4.8 2,1 1-4 “c113” Tallahassee 672193 3398254 13,000-8000 
BC 
Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-
080 
 HJ-AA Lost 
Island Shoal, 
Ja2022 
12.3 7.5 2.6 1-4 “c112” Suwannee or 
Simpson 
672193 3398254 13,000-8000 
BC 
Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-
081 
 HJ-AA Lost 
Island Shoal, 
Ja2022 
17.6 6.0 3.4 1-4 “c30” Bolen Plain 
or Lost Lake 
672193 3398254 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
082 
 HJ-AA Lost 
Island Shoal, 
Ja2022 
18.5 6.2 4.0 1-4 “c28”; red 
felt stuck on 
one side 
Bolen Plain 
Corner 
Notched 
672193 3398254 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
083 
 HJ-AA Lost 
Island Shoal, 
Ja2022 
23.7 5.7 5.2 1-4 “c27”; red 
felt stuck on 
one side 
Abbey or 
Alachua 
672193 3398254 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
084 
 HJ-AA Lost 
Island Shoal, 
Ja2022 
33.8 8.9 4.3 1-4 “c26’ Hardee 672193 3398254 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
085 
 HJ-AA Lost 
Island Shoal, 
Ja2022 
71.6 12.6 5.6 1-4 “c25; Lost 
Island 
Shoal” 
Pickwick 672193 3398254 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
086 
 HJ-K, Ja2054 46.1 7.9 5.5 1-4 “c4” Arredondo 672194 3401466 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
087 
 HJ-AC, 
Ja2024 
23.1 7.0 4.1 1-4 “c396” Levy or 
Alachua 
672206 3397937 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
088 
 HJ-AB, 
Ja2023 
8.6 5.8 2.7 1-4 “c32”, red 
felt on one 
side 
Suwannee 672281 3398280 13,000-8000 
BC 
Paleo-Indian 
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HJ2017-
089 
Magnolia 
Bridge, Ja437 
21.8 9.0 3.1 1-4 “c 404” Bolen 
Beveled 
672299 3399549 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
090 
Magnolia 
Bridge, Ja437 
24.5 7.2 3.7 1-4 “c 408” Arredondo or 
Hardee 
672299 3399549 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
091 
Magnolia 
Bridge, Ja437 
5.7 4.1 2.8 1-4 “c 412” Hernando 672299 3399549 650 BC-AD 
950 
Woodland 
HJ2017-
092 
Magnolia 
Bridge, Ja437 
31.0 5.9 5.2 1-4 “c 405” Levy or 
Sumter 
672299 3399549 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
093 
Magnolia 
Bridge, Ja437 
17.3 4.8 4.1 1-4 “c 411” Elora or 
Cottonbridge 
672299 3399549 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-
094 
Magnolia 
Bridge, Ja437 
32.3 9.2 3.8 1-4 “c413” Simpson 672299 3399549 13,000-8000 
BC 
Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-
095 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
25.3 5.6 4.1 1-4 “c409” Arredondo 672299 3399549 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
096 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
9.4 4.6 3.7 1-4 “c408” Levy 672299 3399549 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
097 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
14.9 5.6 3.8 1-4 “c410” Alachua or 
Adena 
672299 3399549 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
098 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
18.3 5.1 4.1 1-4 “c407” Levy or 
South Prong 
Creek? 
672299 3399549 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
099 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
4.5 5.1 2.2 1-4 “c351” Tallahassee 
or Dalton 
672310 3399607 13,000-8000 
BC 
Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-
100 
 HJ-AD, 
Ja2025 
9.0 5.3 2.7 1-4 “c168” Clay or 
Duval 
672311 3397870 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-
101 
 HJ-AD, 
Ja2025 
44.4 9.0 4.8 1-4 “c167” Marion 672311 3397870 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
102 
 HJ-AD, 
Ja2025 
16.9 7.0 3.2 1-4 “c169” Kirk 672311 3397870 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
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HJ2017-
103 
 HJ-O, Ja2058 7.2 7.0 2.0 1-4 “c311” Duval 672313 3401039 AD 950-1500 Mississippian 
HJ2017-
104 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
8.3 4.3 3.0 1-4 “c 376” Marion or 
knife  
672322 3399605 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
105 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
14.6 4.3 3.6 1-4 “c 377” Wacissa 
Subtype 1 
672322 3399605 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
106 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
5.4 4.6 2.3 1-4 “c 371” Tallahassee 
or Copena 
672331 3399652 13,000-8000 
BC 
Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-
107 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
17.8 4.4 5.2 1-4 “c 372” Abbey  672331 3399652 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
108 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
4.5 4.9 2.2 1-4 “c358” Duval 
Subtype 1 or 
O’leno 
672331 3399652 AD 950-1500 Mississippian 
HJ2017-
109 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
32.7 7.2 5.1 1-4 “c364” Elora or Kirk 
Serrated 
672331 3399652 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-
110 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
23.8 6.0 4.2 1-4 “c358” O’leno or 
triangular 
biface 
672331 3399652 AD 950-1500 Mississippian 
HJ2017-
111 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
19.7 8.1 3.0 1-4 “c359” Levy or 
Hardee 
672331 3399652 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
112 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
19.5 5.2 4.0 1-4 “c365” Wacissa 
Subtype 2 
672331 3399652 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
113 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
27.2 7.6 4.1 1-4 “c363” Wacissa 
Subtype 3 or 
Broward 
Subtype 3 
672331 3399652 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
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HJ2017-
114 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
26.2 6.5 3.8 1-4 “c367” Wacissa 
Subtype 2 or 
Seminole 
672331 3399652 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
115 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
5.7 3.0 2.3 1-4 “c370” O'leno 672331 3399652 AD 950-1500 Mississippian 
HJ2017-
116 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
128.9 11.0 5.3 1-4 “c360” Ax or biface 672331 3399652   unknown 
HJ2017-
117 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
35.2 8.1 4.6 1-4 “c361” Pickwick 672331 3399652 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
118 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
13.0 4.5 3.5 1-4 “c362” Wacissa 
(subtype 2) 
or Marion 
672331 3399652 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
119 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
16.4 5.9 4.0 1-4 “c366” Newnan 672331 3399652 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
120 
 HJ-R, Ja2060 127 15.5 5.5 1-4 “c12; north 
of I-10 
bridge” 
Savannah 
River or 
Hamilton 
672332 3400553 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
121 
 HJ-T, Ja2062 6.7 4.7 2.5 1-4 “c-306” Bolen 
Beveled 
672360 3399914 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
122 
 HJ-T, Ja2062 57.6 9.0 4.7 1-4 “c305” Savannah 
River or Flint 
River 
672360 3399914 5900-4350 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
123 
 HJ-P 
Marianna- 
Blountstown 
RR, Ja2021 
23.4 5.1 4.5 1-4 “3-316”; 
broken 
Levy 672363 3400951 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
124 
 HJ-P 
Marianna- 
Blountstown 
RR, Ja2021  
12.8 4.2 3.2 1-4 “C-317” possible 
Santa Fe, 
broken stem 
672363 3400951 13,000-8000 
BC 
Paleo-Indian 
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HJ2017-
125 
 HJ-P 
Marianna- 
Blountstown 
RR, Ja2021  
17.0 4.7 4.0  1-4 “c 318” Levy  672363 3400951 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
126 
 HJ-P 
Marianna- 
Blountstown 
RR, Ja2021 
12.5 2.9 5.5 1-4 “c 321; 
beneath old 
Marianna-
Blountstown 
RR” 
Savannah 
River or tool 
672363 3400951 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
127 
 HJ-P 
Marianna- 
Blountstown 
RR, Ja2021 
33.6 6.7 3.6 1-4 “c315; 
beneath old 
Marianna-
Blountstown 
RR; 
possible fish 
effigy”? 
unfinished 
Arredondo? 
672363 3400951 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
128 
 HJ-P 
Marianna- 
Blountstown 
RR, Ja2021 
27.7 6.9 4.1 1-4 “c325” Waller knife 672363 3400951 13,000-8000 
BC 
Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-
129 
 HJ-P 
Marianna- 
Blountstown 
RR, Ja2021 
11.5 5.3 3.3 1-4 “c-314” Levy 672383 3400951 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
130 
 HJ-P 
Marianna- 
Blountstown 
RR, Ja2021 
29.3 8.5 4.0 1-4 “c 313” Bolen Plain 672383 3400951 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
131 
 HJ-P 
Marianna- 
Blountstown 
RR, Ja2021 
48.2 9.6 5.2 1-4 “c312” Alachua 672383 3400951 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
132 
 HJ-Q, Ja2059 19.0 7.6 3.1 1-4 “c11” Bolen 
Beveled 
672384 3400826 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
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HJ2017-
133 
 HJ-P 
Marianna- 
Blountstown 
RR, Ja2021 
37.6 11.1 4.0 1-4 “c10” Simpson 672387 3400962 13,000-8000 
BC 
Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-
134 
 HJ-AE Big 
Shoal, Ja2020  
6.5 4.2 3.3 1-4 “c35; Big 
Shoal” 
Hernando 672393 3397128 650 BC-AD 
950 
Woodland 
HJ2017-
135 
 HJ-AE Big 
Shoal, Ja2020 
3.0 3.0 2.8 1-4 “c36” Hernando 672393 3397128 650 BC-AD 
950 
Woodland 
HJ2017-
136 
 HJ-N, Ja2057 12.7 8.0 2.9 1-4 “c340; 
above 
Magnolia 
Bridge” 
Waller knife 672396 3401251 13,000-8000 
BC 
Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-
137 
 HJ-R, Ja2060 51.3 13.3 4.8 1-4 “c13” Thonotosassa 
or Hamilton 
672425 3400350 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
138 
 HJ-R, Ja2060 5.6 4.7 2.7 1-4 “c196” Hernando 672471 3400332 650 BC-AD 
950 
Woodland 
HJ2017-
139 
 HJ-R, Ja2060 3.4 4.8 1.9 1-4 “c191” drill 672471 3400332   unknown 
HJ2017-
140 
 HJ-R, Ja2060 5.4 4.5 2.6 1-4 “c199” Chipola 672471 3400332 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
141 
 HJ-R, Ja2060 12.5 4.7 3.7 1-4 “c192” Wacissa 
Subtype 2 or 
Alachua 
672471 3400332 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
142 
 HJ-R, Ja2060 30.0 8.2 3.3 1-4 “c188” Hamilton or 
Savannah 
River 
672471 3400332 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
143 
 HJ-R, Ja2060 23.0 7.0 3.6 1-4 “c194” Hardee 672471 3400332 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
144 
 HJ-R, Ja2060 12.7 6.2 3.1 1-4 “c193” Boggy 
Branch or 
Hardee  
672471 3400332 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
145 
 HJ-R, Ja2060 28.8 6.3 3.7 1-4 “c195” Arredondo 672471 3400332 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
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HJ2017-
146 
 HJ-S, Ja2061 80.5 12.0 5.8 1-4 “c14”; 
broken 
Savannah 
River or 
Pickwick 
672509 3400226 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
147 
 HJ-S, Ja2061 12.4 6.0 3.4 1-4 “c 15” Bolen Plain 672522 3400174 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
148 
 HJ-AJ, 
Ja2030 
10.4 4.6 3.5 1-4 “c43” Abbey 672797 3394496 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
149 
 HJ-AI, 
Ja2029 
38.2 7.7 4.8 1-4 “c231” Marion or 
Wacissa 
672799 3394640 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
150 
 HJ-AG, 
Ja2027 
20.8 5.6 3.7 1-4 “c419” Putnam or 
Cottonbridge 
672872 3396637 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
151 
 HJ-AF Sink 
Creek Shoal, 
Ja2026 
12.2 4.7 5.2 1-4 “c329; Sink 
Creek 
Shoal” 
Abbey 672931 3396765 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
152 
 HJ-AF Sink 
Creek Shoal, 
Ja2026 
14.3 5.5 3.0 1-4 “c 114” Bolen Plain 672935 3396777 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
153 
 HJ-AF Sink 
Creek Shoal, 
Ja2026 
4.3 4.8 2.2 1-4 “c37” Columbia  672935 3396777 650 BC-AD 
950 
Woodland 
HJ2017-
154 
 HJ-AH, 
Ja2028 
11.2 5.8 3.2 1-4 “c39” Lafayette or 
Kirk 
673015 3395124 650 BC-AD 
950 
Woodland 
HJ2017-
155 
 HJ-AH, 
Ja2028 
6.6 5.6 2.5 1-4 “c395” Hernando 673026 3395117 650 BC-AD 
950 
Woodland 
HJ2017-
156 
 HJ-AK, 
Ja2031 
64.6 13.0 4.8 1-4 “c44” Hamilton or 
Alachua 
673047 3394500 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
157 
HJ-BX, 
Ja2071 
71.2 11.8 5.1 1-4 “c40” Bolen 
Beveled 
673052 3395043 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
158 
 HJ-AM, 
Ja2032 
17.0 6.8 3.0 1-3 “c309; 
Mouth of 
Dry Creek” 
Adena 673055 3393064 650 BC-AD 
950 
Woodland 
HJ2017-
159 
HJ-BX, 
Ja2071 
7.4 3.7 2.7 1-4 “c41; found 
in some 
hole” 
Gilchrist 
Subtype 2 
673061 3395030 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
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HJ2017-
160 
HJ-BX, 
Ja2071 
6.2 3.8 2.5 1-4 “c42” Gilchrist 
Subtype 2 
673061 3395030 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
161 
 HJ-AL Dry 
Creek Shoal, 
Ja2033 
4.0 3.9 2.3 1-4 “c 292” Bolen 
Beveled 
673376 3392916 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
162 
 HJ-AL Dry 
Creek Shoal, 
Ja2033 
7.2 6.2 2.3 1-4 “c46; 
Chipola; 
found by 
Dry Creek 
Shoal” 
Tallahassee 673376 3392916 13,000-8000 
BC 
Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-
163 
 HJ-AL Dry 
Creek Shoal, 
Ja2033 
1.3 2.5 1.4 1-4 “c271” Pinellas or 
Greenville 
673376 3392916 AD1500-1700 Contact 
HJ2017-
164 
 HJ-AL Dry 
Creek Shoal, 
Ja2033 
11.7 6.3 2.1 1-4 “c116” Tallahassee  673376 3392916 13,000-8000 
BC 
Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-
165 
 HJ-AL Dry 
Creek Shoal, 
Ja2033 
4.2 4.5 1.7 1-4 “c270” Gilchrist 
Subtype 3 
673376 3392916 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
166 
 HJ-AL Dry 
Creek Shoal, 
Ja2033 
3.8 4.5 2.9 1-4 “c147” Columbia or 
Taylor 
673376 3392916 AD 950-1500 Mississippian 
HJ2017-
167 
 HJ-AL Dry 
Creek Shoal, 
Ja2033 
6.4 4.1 2.4 1-4 “c118; Dry 
Creek 
Shoal” 
Leon 673376 3392916 AD 950-1500 Mississippian 
HJ2017-
168 
 HJ-AL Dry 
Creek Shoal, 
Ja2033 
64.3 10.9 5.5 1-4 “c293” Pickwick 673376 3392916 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
169 
 HJ-AL Dry 
Creek Shoal, 
Ja2033 
30.8 6.5 4.5 1-4 “c262” Wacissa or 
Pickwick 
673467 3392906 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
170 
 HJ-AN, 
Ja2034 
5.6 4.6 2.3 1-4 “c47” Tallahassee 
or Dalton 
673679 3392855 13,000-8000 
BC 
Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-
171 
 HJ-AN, 
Ja2034 
38.8 10.8 3.8 1-4 “c48” Pickwick 673679 3392855 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
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HJ2017-
172 
 HJ-AO, 
Ja2035 
3.2 3.7 2.0 1-4 “c52” Chipola or 
Dalton 
673970 3392944 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
173 
 HJ-AO, 
Ja2035 
3.8 3.1 2.3 1-4 “c51” Chipola or 
Dalton 
673970 3392944 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
174 
 HJ-AQ, 
Ja2036 
25.5 7.4 4.0 1-4 “c249” Marion 674196 3392436 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
175 
 HJ-AS, 
Ja2038 
6.7 5.2 1.9 1-4 “c267” drill 674577 3391556   unknown 
HJ2017-
176 
 HJ-AS, 
Ja2038 
26.6 6.8 4.0 1-4 “c268” Sumter  674577 3391556 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
177 
 HJ-AT, 
Ja2039 
15.0 6.1 3.7 1-4 “c235” Hardee 674596 3391424 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
178 
 HJ-AT, 
Ja2039 
20.4 5.7 4.0 1-4 “c233” Wacissa or 
Marion 
674596 3391424 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
179 
 HJ-AR, 
Ja2037 
5.5 3.4 3.0 1-4 “c 344; 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site” 
Abbey  674649 3391724 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
180 
 HJ-AR, 
Ja2037 
26.3 7.0 4.6 1-4 “c343; 
Above 
Peacock” 
Levy or 
Wacissa 
674649 3391724 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
181 
 HJ-AU 
Rocky Creek, 
Ja2040 
7.2 3.5 2.5 1-4 “c159” Bolen 
Beveled 
674663 3390991 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
182 
 HJ-AU 
Rocky Creek, 
Ja2040 
10.5 5.0 3.2 1-4 “c158” Wacissa or 
Newnan 
674663 3390991 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
183 
 HJ-AU 
Rocky Creek, 
Ja2040 
18.7 5.8 3.4 1-4 “c160” Bolen 674663 3390991 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
184 
 HJ-AU 
Rocky Creek, 
Ja2040 
6.6 4.8 2.2 1-4 “c57” Bolen 
Beveled 
674666 3390980 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
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HJ2017-
185 
 HJ-AU 
Rocky Creek, 
Ja2040 
22.5 6.9 3.6 1-4 “c161” Marion 674702 3390931 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
186 
 HJ-AU 
Rocky Creek, 
Ja2040 
113.2 14.6 4.9 1-4 “c55; Rocky 
Creek” 
Thonotosassa 
or Hamilton 
674758 3390943 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
187 
 HJ-AU 
Rocky Creek, 
Ja2040 
103.6 6.2 4.7 1-3 “c56; 
Chipola”; 
thickness: 
2.0 
bannerstone 674758 3390943 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
188 
 HJ-AU 
Rocky Creek, 
Ja2040 
110.3 4.6 4.5 1-3 “c259” bola or 
Suwannee 
club head 
674758 3390943 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
189 
 HJ-AV, 
Ja2041 
6.2 4.3 3.3 1-4 “c162” Hernando 674837 3390812 650 BC-AD 
950 
Woodland 
HJ2017-
190 
 HJ-AV, 
Ja2041 
7.7 4.5 2.9 1-4 “c163” Taylor 674837 3390812 650 BC-AD 
950 
Woodland 
HJ2017-
191 
 HJ-BM, 
Ca296 
13.9 5.7 4.0 1-4 “c1” Lafayette or 
Kirk 
674893 3381693 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-
192 
Chipola River 
Cypress Tree, 
Ja1508 
31.6 6.2 4.6 1-4 “C-218” Sumter 674943 3390731 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
193 
Chipola River 
Cypress Tree, 
Ja1508 
25.8 6.9 3.8 1-4 “c217” Culbreath 674943 3390731 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-
194 
Chipola River 
Cypress Tree, 
Ja1508 
18.5 6.0 3.4 1-4 “c59” O’leno or 
triangular 
biface 
675011 3390698 AD 950-1500 Mississippian 
HJ2017-
195 
Chipola River 
Cypress Tree, 
Ja1508 
19.7 6.3 3.9 1-4 “c60” biface 675011 3390698   unknown 
HJ2017-
196 
Chipola River 
Cypress Tree, 
Ja1508 
25.4 7.2 3.8 1-4 “c58” biface 675011 3390698   unknown 
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HJ2017-
197 
Chipola River 
Cypress Tree, 
Ja1508 
19.6 5.5 4.0 1-4 “c164” Wacissa 675058 3390685 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
198 
 HJ-BN, 
Ca297 
8.4 5.5 2.4 1-4 “c 212” Bolen 
Beveled 
675125 3381816 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
199 
 HJ-BN, 
Ca297 
8.1 3.0 3.1 1-4 “c2” blunt scraper 675136 3381725   unknown 
HJ2017-
200 
 HJ-BJ, Ca293 29.6 8.1 5.1 1-4 “c96” Lafayette or 
Culbreath 
675141 3383509 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-
201 
 HJ-BJ, Ca293 21.5 8.1 4.0 1-4 “c97” Clay or 
Lafayette 
675141 3383509 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-
202 
 HJ-BK, 
Ca294 
15.6 6.2 3.8 1-4 “c98” Lafayette 675142 3383335 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-
203 
 HJ-BI, Ca292 16.4 3.7 4.7 1-5 “C-247” Hamilton or 
Arredondo 
675187 3383959 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
204 
 HJ-BI, Ca292 114.7 15.1 5.1 1-4 “c244” Hamilton or 
Alachua 
675187 3383959 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
205 
 HJ-BI, Ca292 28.1 7.5 3.9 1-4 “c246” Sumter or 
Sarasota 
675187 3383959 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
206 
 HJ-BG, 
Ca290 
17.2 6.9 3.2 1-4 “c213” Hardee 675191 3384256 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
207 
 HJ-BG, 
Ca290 
25.2 6.5 4.2 1-4 “c261” Marion 675204 3384256 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
208 
 HJ-BI, Ca292 32.4 8.8 4.5 1-4 “c240” Clay 675204 3383979 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-
209 
 HJ-BI, Ca292 24.7 6.6 3.6 1-4 “c241” Sumter or 
Santa Fe 
675204 3383979 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
210 
 HJ-BD, 
Ca287 
9.2 4.7 2.4 1-4 “c223” Greenbriar 675232 3385041 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
211 
 HJ-BD, 
Ca287 
18.6 5.9 3.7 1-4 “c187” Hamilton or 
Taylor 
675236 3385105 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
212 
 HJ-BD, 
Ca287 
11.0 5.7 3.8 1-4 “c186” Dalton or 
Hardee 
675236 3385105 13,000-8000 
BC 
Paleo-Indian 
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HJ2017-
213 
 HJ-BD, 
Ca287 
38.2 9.4 5.0 1-4 “c224” Pickwick 675244 3385019 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
214 
 HJ-BH, 
Ca291 
8.4 5.4 2.4 1-4 “c94” Bolen 
Beveled 
675246 3384127 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
215 
 HJ-BF, 
Ca289 
20.5 6.1 4.2 1-4 “c208” Bolen Corner 
Notched 
675280 3384383 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
216 
 HJ-BF, 
Ca289 
20.0 5.8 3.8 1-4 “c209” Wacissa or 
Alachua 
675280 3384383 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
217 
 HJ-BF, 
Ca289 
8.7 6.1 2.3 1-4 “c 211” Bolen 
Beveled 
675280 3384383 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
218 
 HJ-BF, 
Ca289 
10.4 5.2 3.0 1-4 “c210” Bolen 
Beveled 
675280 3384383 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
219 
 HJ-AW, 
Ja2042 
18.6 5.9 4.7 1-4 “c-221”; 
broken 
Levy or 
Newnan 
675295 3390647 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
220 
 HJ-AW, 
Ja2042 
8.0 3.0 3.1 1-4 “c222” blunt scraper 675295 3390647   unknown 
HJ2017-
221 
FAS #17, 
Ja1826 
98.3 13.6 4.5 1-4 “c229” Hamilton 675342 3385625 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
222 
FAS #17, 
Ja1826 
18.7 5.6 3.7 1-4 “c230” Levy or 
Hardee 
675342 3385625 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
223 
FAS #17, 
Ja1826 
104.9 3.3 7.0 1-3 “c88”; 
thickness: 
1.9 
bannerstone 675344 3385543 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
224 
 HJ-BL, 
Ca295 
12.6 5 3.8 1-4 “c214” Bolen Plain 675351 3382588 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
225 
 HJ-BL, 
Ca295 
19.3 5.8 3.5 1-4 “c216” O'leno or 
Triangular 
675351 3382588 AD 950-1500 Mississippian 
HJ2017-
226 
FAS #4, 
Ja1814 
28.8 7.6 3.7 1-4 “c86” Hamilton or 
Savannah 
River 
675433 3385809 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
227 
Johnny Boy 
Landing, 
Ca94 
21.6 7.9 3.2 1-4 “c149” Santa Fe or 
Dalton 
675462 3381376 13,000-8000 
BC 
Paleo-Indian 
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HJ2017-
228 
Johnny Boy 
Landing, 
Ca94 
18.6 5.3 3.7 1-4 “c165” Gilchrist 675462 3381376 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
229 
Johnny Boy 
Landing, 
Ca94 
12.2 4.2 3.5 1-4 “c166” Wacissa or 
Savannah 
River 
675462 3381376 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
230 
HJ-BY, 
Ca306 
24.0 5.8 3.2 1-4 “c 300”  Marion 675488 3385980 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
231 
HJ-BY, 
Ca306 
65.9 13.3 5.1 1-4 “c84” Alachua or 
Levy 
675488 3385980 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
232 
HJ-BY, 
Ca306 
47.3 11.2 3.9 1-4 “c85” Biface or 
Knife 
675488 3385980   unknown 
HJ2017-
233 
HJ-BY, 
Ca306 
7.1 5.8 2.1 1-4 “c 296” Bolen 
Beveled 
675490 3385963 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
234 
HJ-BY, 
Ca306 
35.6 8.8 5.1 1-4 “c297” Marion 675490 3385963 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
235 
HJ-BY, 
Ca306 
39.7 7.2 5.6 1-4 “c298” Levy or 
Wacissa 
675493 3385943 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
236 
 HJ-BE, 
Ca288 
37.1 11.3 3.9 1-4 “c89” Bolen Plain 675521 3384689 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
237 
Ring Jaw 
Island, Ca92 
39.0 10.1 6.1 1-4 “c92” Clay 675528 3384475 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-
238 
 HJ-BB, 
Ca285 
6.4 5.1 2.4 1-4 “c226” Hernando 675533 3386343 650 BC-AD 
950 
Woodland 
HJ2017-
239 
 HJ-BB, 
Ca285 
10.7 4.2 3.1 1-4 “c227” Wacissa 
Subtype 3 or 
Cottonbridge 
675533 3386343 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
240 
 HJ-BB, 
Ca285 
38.5 7.7 4.9 1-4 “c228” Putnam or 
Cypress 
Creek 
675533 3386343 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
241 
 HJ-BB, 
Ca285 
29.2 7.8 4.0 1-4 “c228” Levy or 
Cypress 
Creek 
675533 3386343 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
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HJ2017-
242 
FAS #14, 
Ja1823 
43.6 10.2 4.2 1-4 “c64; 102m 
from site, 
but probably 
washed into 
river from 
site” 
Stanfield or 
Cobb's Blade 
675533 3389185 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
243 
Ring Jaw 
Island, Ca92 
8.0 6.3 3.2  1-4 “c91” Hernando 675553 3384471 650 BC-AD 
950 
Woodland 
HJ2017-
244 
Ring Jaw 
Island, Ca92 
4.2 4.6 1.8 1-4 “c90” Santa Fe or 
Beaver Lake 
675553 3384471 13,000-8000 
BC 
Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-
245 
Johnson 
Shoals, 
Ja1698 
5.1 5.0 3.0 1-4 “c79, 
Chipola” 
Hernando 675624 3387631 650 BC-AD 
950 
Woodland 
HJ2017-
246 
Johnson 
Shoals, 
Ja1698 
35.9 9.3 4.2 1-3 “c78” Kirk Serrated 675624 3387631 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
247 
Johnson 
Shoals, 
Ja1698 
18.1 11.1 3.0 1-4 “c75” pin or drill 675624 3387631   unknown 
HJ2017-
248* 
Johnson 
Shoals, 
Ja1698 
17.7 9.0 2.0 1-2 “C77” Waller knife 675624 3387631 13,000-8000 
BC 
Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-
250 
Johnson 
Shoals, 
Ja1698 
13.1 4.7 3.8 1-4 “c273” Marion or 
Alachua 
675626 3387614 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
251 
Johnson 
Shoals, 
Ja1698 
43.0 10.4 3.9 1-4 “c274” Alachua or 
Hamilton 
675626 3387614 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
252 
Johnson 
Shoals, 
Ja1698 
6.0 3.8 2.2 1-4 “c254” Bolen 
Beveled 
675633 3387679 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
253 
FAS #6, 
Ja1815 
46.1 10.7 4.1 1-4   Putnam 675649 3386110 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
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HJ2017-
254 
FAS #6, 
Ja1815 
42.1 10.4 4.1 1-4 “c83; 3 
Island 
Shoal” 
Putnam 675649 3386110 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
255 
FAS #11, 
Ja1820 
10.6 4.6 2.5 1-4 “c280” Florida 
Copena or 
Marianna 
675653 3387585 650 BC-AD 
950 
Woodland 
HJ2017-
256 
FAS #11, 
Ja1820 
10.0 4.8 3.5 1-4 “c281” Arredondo 675653 3387585 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
257 
FAS #11, 
Ja1820 
32.7 7.0 4.7 1-4 “c278” Wacissa 
Subtype 2 or 
Levy 
675653 3387585 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
258 
FAS #11, 
Ja1820 
21.3 7.4 3.7 1-4 “c279” Alachua 675653 3387585 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
259 
 HJ-BO, 
Ca298 
169.9 4.8 9.8 1-3 “c100; 
Chipola”; 
thickness: 
1.8 
bannerstone 675679 3380584 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
260 
FAS #7, 
Ja1816 
20.9 7.3 33.0 1-4 Broken Pickwick 675700 3386496 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
261 
FAS #7, 
Ja1816 
31.0 7.6 38.0 1-4   Savannah 
River 
675700 3386496 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
262 
FAS #7, 
Ja1816 
24.9 7.2 36.0 1-4 broken  Columbia 675703 3386460 650 BC-AD 
950 
Woodland 
HJ2017-
263 
FAS #7, 
Ja1816 
16.8 5.1 36.0 1-4   Wacissa 
Subtype 1 
675704 3386408 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
264 
FAS #7, 
Ja1816 
9.5 4.0 33.0 1-4   Wacissa 
Subtype 2 
675706 3386408 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
265 
 HJ-BO, 
Ca298 
5.4 3.3 2.8 1-4 “c150” serrated, 
broken stem 
675709 3380532   unknown 
HJ2017-
266 
Chipola River 
Peacock 
Bridge Shoal 
One, Ja1502 
15.7 7.0 2.9 1-4 “c290” Suwannee or 
Dalton 
675710 3387530 13,000-8000 Paleo-Indian 
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HJ2017-
267 
Chipola River 
Peacock 
Bridge Shoal 
One, Ja1502 
14.5 5.7 3.5 1-4 “c289” Alachua 675710 3387530 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
268 
Peacock 
Bridge 5, 
Ja432 
11.3 6.7 4.2 1-4 “c63”; foam 
stuck on 
back 
Clay 675715 3389478 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-
269 
Peacock 
Bridge 5, 
Ja432 
15.1 7.2 3.4 1-4 “c62; 
Chipola” 
Bolen Plain 675715 3389478 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
270 
 HJ-BA, 
Ca284 
52.6 12.8 4.9 1-4 “c82; 
Chipola” 
Cobb's Blade 675718 3386857   unknown 
HJ2017-
271 
 HJ-BO, 
Ca298 
4.7 5.6 2.2 1-4  “c-303”; 
broken 
Hernando 675723 3380658 650 BC-AD 
950 
Woodland 
HJ2017-
272 
 HJ-BO, 
Ca298 
9.3 4.9 3.2 1-4  “c-303”; 
broken 
Hernando 675723 3380658 650 BC-AD 
950 
Woodland 
HJ2017-
273 
 HJ-BO, 
Ca298 
24.6 6.2 3.6 1-4 “c 302” Arredondo or 
Hamilton 
675723 3380658 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
274 
 HJ-BO, 
Ca298 
13.3 5.6 3.2 1-4 “c99” Taylor 675723 3380658 650 BC-AD 
950 
Woodland 
HJ2017-
275 
 HJ-BC, 
Ca286 
15.5 6.5 34 1-4 broken stem Bolen Plain 675738 3386222 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
276 
Peacock 
Bridge 5, 
Ja432 
10.0 5.8 2.8 1-4 “c301” Boggy 
Branch Type 
675744 3389512 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
277 
Peacock 
Bridge 5, 
Ja432 
106.1 6.2 6.2 1-3 “c61”; 
thickness: 
1.8 
square 
bannerstone 
675744 3389512 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
278 
Peacock 
Bridge 5, 
Ja432 
46.3 8.2 4.0 1-4 “c347; 
found on 
riverbank”; 
quartzite 
Savannah 
River 
675745 3389582 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
279 
Chason, HL 
Site, Ja429 
8.8 4.6 2.6 1-4 “c65” Santa Fe or 
Suwannee 
675750 3388701 13,000-8000 
BC 
Paleo-Indian 
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HJ2017-
280 
 HJ-AY, 
Ja2044 
11.4 4.7 3.2 1-4 “c74” Wacissa 
Subtype 2 or 
Sarasota 
675758 3387764 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
281 
HJ-BZ, 
Ja2072 
5.4 4.2 2.0 1-4 “c258” Bolen 
Beveled 
675807 3388291 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
282 
 HJ-AZ, 
Ca283 
30.3 7.8 5.1 1-4 “c117” Elora or 
Hardee 
675816 3387451 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-
283 
FAS #13, 
Ja1822 
12.9 5.0 3.3 1-4 “256” Wacissa or 
knife/scraper 
675832 3388375 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
284 
 HJ-AZ, 
Ca283 
40.2 8.9 48.0 1-4   Savannah 
River 
675833 3387436 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
285 
Peacock 
Bridge, Ja433 
12.5 5.0 2.9 1-4 “c346; 
Below 
Peacock 
Bridge” 
Santa Fe or 
Dalton 
675836 3389724 13,000-8000 
BC 
Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-
286 
FAS #13, 
Ja1822 
10.9 4.8 3.3 1-4 “c-257” Bolen 
Beveled 
675840 3388373 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
287 
HJ-BZ, 
Ja2072 
52.2 9.1 6.1 1-4 “c-299” Savannah 
River or 
blade 
675843 3388281 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
288 
HJ-BZ, 
Ja2072 
85.8 12.1 4.9 1-4 “c66” Hamilton or 
Savannah 
River 
675843 3388281 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
289 
FAS #9, Ja181 45.9 11.8 6.2 1-4 “c81; 
Chipola” on 
one side 
Pickwick 675864 3387145 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
290 
No Muddy 
Waters Here, 
Ca243 
7.1 3.9 2.4 1-4 “c153” Bolen 
Beveled or 
Lafayette 
675877 3379897 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
291 
No Muddy 
Waters Here, 
Ca243 
9.7 5.2 3.6 1-4 “c153” Lafayette 675877 3379897 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
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HJ2017-
292 
No Muddy 
Waters Here, 
Ca243 
23.7 5.8 4.2 1-4 “c154” Wacissa 675877 3379897 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
293 
FAS #9, 
Ja1818 
9.2 5.4 3.6 1-4 “c80; 
Chipola on 
one side 
Hernando 675883 3387173 650 BC-AD 
950 
Woodland 
HJ2017-
294 
 HJ-AX, 
Ja2043 
78.1 10.6 5.0 1-4 “c250” Savannah 
River 
675891 3388015 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
295 
 HJ-AX, 
Ja2043 
18.0 6.6 3.2 1-4 “c 73” Bolen 
Beveled 
675900 3388019 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
296 
 HJ-AX, 
Ja2043 
26.5 9.3 3.7 1-4 “c71; 
Chipola” on 
one side 
Kirk Serrated 675900 3388019 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
297 
 HJ-AX, 
Ja2043 
15.3 5.6 4.1 1-4 “c72; 
Chipola” on 
one side 
Abbey or 
Wacissa 
675900 3388019 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
298 
FAS #9, 
Ja1818 
13.9 5.6 3.5 1-4 “c 253” Bolen 
Beveled 
675901 3387215 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
299 
HJ-CA, 
Ja2073 
5.3 6.1 2.0 1-4 “c67; Sink 
Creek 
Shoal” 
Bolen 
Beveled 
675907 3388196 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
300 
HJ-CA, 
Ja2073 
7.7 4.0 2.7 1-4 “c69; Sink 
Creek 
Shoal” 
Bolen 
Beveled 
675907 3388196 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
301 
HJ-CA, 
Ja2073 
7.6 5.6 2.3 1-4 “c68” Greenbriar 675907 3388196 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
302 
HJ-CA, 
Ja2073 
13.5 5.7 3.2 1-4 “c70” Taylor 675907 3388196 650 BC-AD 
950 
Woodland 
HJ2017-
303 
Altha West 
Site, Ca95 
8.0 4.5 2.8 1-4 “c 236; 
Willis 
Spring” 
Bolen 
Beveled 
675913 3379709 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
304 
Altha West 
Site, Ca95 
3.5 4.5 2.8 1-4 “c237” Santa Fe 675913 3379709 13,000-8000 
BC 
Paleo-Indian 
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HJ2017-
305 
Altha West 
Site, Ca95 
12.6 5.2 2.9 1-4 “C239”? Gilchrist 675913 3379709 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
306 
Altha West 
Site, Ca95 
15.7 5.8 3.3 1-4 “c238” Elora/ 
Cottonbridge 
(HJ) 
675913 3379709 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-
307 
Altha West 
Site, Ca95 
5.4 3.2 2.6 1-4 “c151; 
Willis 
Spring” 
Bolen 
Beveled 
675913 3379709 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
308 
Altha West 
Site, Ca95 
7.1 4.0 2.4 1-4 “c152” Bolen 
Beveled 
675913 3379709 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
309 
 FAS #9, 
Ja1818 
23.0 6.0 3.9 1-4 “c295” Levy 675915 3387254 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
310 
FAS #9, 
Ja1818 
19.6 6.2 3.5 1-4 “c339; 
below 
Peacock”  
Levy 675920 3387301 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
311 
 HJ-BA, 
Ca284 
14.7 4.6 3.4 1-4 “c282” Gilchrist  675653 3387585 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
312 
 HJ-BR Saw 
Mill, Ca301 
684.8 6.8 15 1-2 “c338; 
Chipola, 
Saw Mill” 
Chipped 
stone axe 
675958 3373978   unknown 
HJ2017-
313 
 HJ-BR Saw 
Mill, Ca301 
21.6 7.1 4.7 1-4 “c184” Levy 675984 3373939 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
314 
 HJ-BR Saw 
Mill, Ca301 
23.5 7.2 3.3 1-3 “C-399” Adena 675984 3373944 650 BC-AD 
950 
Woodland 
HJ2017-
315 
 HJ-BR Saw 
Mill, Ca301 
17.1 5.5 3.7 1-4 “c 400; 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site” 
Sumter 675984 3373944 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
316 
 HJ-BP, 
Ca299 
21.0 5.1 3.8 1-4 “c155” Westo 676086 3379138 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-
317 
 HJ-BV, 
Ca305 
15.4 6.4 2.9 1-4 “c265” Westo or 
Sarasota 
676117 3368119 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-
318 
 HJ-BU, 
Ca304 
26.2 8.0 3.4 1-4 “c105” Hamilton or 
Guilford 
676131 3368369 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
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HJ2017-
319 
 HJ-BU, 
Ca304 
23.0 7.0 3.9 1-4 “c204” Kirk Serrated 
or Hardee 
676131 3368369 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
320 
 HJ-BV, 
Ca305 
18.3 4.9 4.5 1-4 “c-206”; 
broken 
Levy 676135 3368118 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
321 
 HJ-BV, 
Ca305 
19.6 6.4 4.0 1-4 “c107” Marion 676135 3368118 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
322 
 HJ-BV, 
Ca305 
24.3 7.7 4.8 1-4 “c110” Hamilton or 
Savannah 
River 
676135 3368118 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
323 
 HJ-BV, 
Ca305 
19.7 8.1 3.0 1-4 “c106; 
Chipola” on 
one side 
Suwannee 676135 3368118 13,000-8000 
BC 
Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-
324 
 HJ-BV, 
Ca305 
13.0 4.0 3.2 1-4 “c109” Arredondo 676135 3368118 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
325 
 HJ-BV, 
Ca305  
18.9 5.7 3.9 1-4 “c108” Arredondo 676135 3368118 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
326 
 HJ-BV, 
Ca305 
13.5 5.6 3.9 1-4 “c205” Wacissa 
Subtype 2 or 
Sumter 
676135 3368118 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
327 
 HJ-BQ, 
Ca300 
66.9 9.5 4.8 1-4 “c101; 
Chipola” on 
one side 
biface 676481 3377863   unknown 
HJ2017-
328 
 HJ-BQ, 
Ca300 
35.7 11.8 3.5 1-4 “c38” Stanfield or 
Cobb's Blade 
676481 3377863 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
329 
 HJ-BT, 
Ca303 
21.7 6.2 4.5 1-4 “c104; 
Chipola” on 
one side 
Lafayette or 
Kirk corner 
notched 
676703 3368378 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-
330 
 HJ-BS, 
Ca302 
20.4 5.4 3.8 1-4 “c263” Kirk Serrated 
or South 
Prong Creek 
676901 3369616 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
331 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
45.3 8.8 3.7 1-4 “c 356” Hamilton or 
knife 
672331 3399652 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
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HJ2017-
332 
 HJ-AX, 
Ja2043 
14.9 6.5 3.0 1-4 “c 251” Bolen 
Beveled 
675891 3388015 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
333 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
11.4 5.8 2.8 1-4 “c414” Dalton 
Colbert or 
Conerly 
672322 3399605 10500-9950 
BC 
Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
334 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
29.6 6.5 4.5 1-4 “c416” Marion or 
Kirk 
672322 3399605 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
335 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
20.5 4.3 5.2 1-4 “c415” Morrow 
Mountain or 
Bascom 
672322 3399605 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
336 
 HJ-V, Ja2064 8.8 4.2 3.3 1-4 “C-177” Westo 
Subtype 2 
672065 3399579 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-
337 
 HJ-AH, 
Ja2028 
38.6 8.6 5.3 1-4 “c45” Lafayette 673009 3395159 650 BC-AD 
950 
Woodland 
HJ2017-
338 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
52.0 11.8 4.9 1-4 “c390” Bolen Plain 672331 3399652 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
339 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
32.2 6.8 3.9 1-4 “c393” biface or 
Cowhouse 
Slough 
672331 3399652   unknown 
HJ2017-
340 
 HJ-BA, 
Ca284 
5.6 4.5 3.0 1-4 “c255” Waller knife 675754 3386847 13,000-8000 
BC 
Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-
341 
 HJ-R, Ja2060 22.4 6.9 4.9 1-4 “c189” Waller knife 672471 3400332 13,000-8000 
BC 
Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-
342 
 HJ-BI, Ca292 56.2 9.2 4.8 1-4 “c245” Hamilton 675187 3383959 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
343 
 HJ-BV, 
Ca305 
20.5 6.5 3.6 1-4 “c264” Gilchrist  676117 3368119 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
344 
Johnson 
Shoals, 
Ja1698 
22.8 7.7 2.2 1-4 “c276” Ichetucknee 675626 3387614 AD1500-1700 Contact 
HJ2017-
345 
HJ-BW, 
Ca307 
28.9 7.8 3.8 14 “c266” Levy 676120 3369928 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
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HJ2017-
346 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
15.8 6.6 3.8 1-4 “c392” Alachua or 
Pickwick 
672331 3399652 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
347 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
27.3 6.3 4.5 1-4 “c mbs” Arredondo  672356 3399664 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
348 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
66.5 11.0 4.9 1-4 “c mbs” Florida Spike 672356 3399664 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
349 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
15.0 5.2 3.1 1-4 “c MBS” Dalton 672356 3399664 13,000-8000 
BC 
Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-
350 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
15.4 5.2 3.1 1-4 “c mbs” Marion 672356 3399664 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
351 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site 
Ja437 
18.4 5.0 3.6 1-4 “c MBS” Hamilton or 
Arredondo 
672356 3399664 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
352 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
11.4 4.2 2.9 1-4 “c mbs” Westo 
Subtype 2 or 
Jude 
672356 3399664 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-
353 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
33.8 7.8 3.3 1-4 “c mbs” Florida Spike 672356 3399664 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
354 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
34.3 6.7 3.7 1-4 “c MBS” Savannah 
River 
672356 3399664 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
355 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
20.3 5.8 3.6 1-4 “c MBS” Westo 
Subtype 4 
672356 3399664 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-
356 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
27.0 4.8 5.4 1-4 “MBS” Morrow 
Mountain  
672356 3399664 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
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HJ2017-
357 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
3.7 3.9 2.0 1-4 “MBS; 
Chipola” on 
one side 
Clay 672356 3399664 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-
358 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
19.0 5.1 3.8 1-4 “MBS” Wacissa 
Subtype 2 
672356 3399664 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
359 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
18.6 6.0 2.8 1-4 “c MBS” Florida 
Copena 
672356 3399664 650 BC-AD 
950 
Woodland 
HJ2017-
360 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
32.5 7.3 3.9 1-4 “c MBS” Broward 
Subtype 2 
672356 3399664 650 BC-AD 
950 
Woodland 
HJ2017-
361 
Magnolia 
Bridge Site, 
Ja437 
20.6 5.0 3.7 1-4 “c MBS” Putnam  672356 3399664 6000-3500 BC Middle 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
362 
Chipola River 
Spring Creek 
Mouth, 
Ja1505 
12.3 5.3 3.0 1-4 “Spring 
Creek” on 
one side 
Wacissa 
Subtype 3 
672147 3401635 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
363 
 HJ-BR Saw 
Mill, Ca301 
10.9 3.7 3.6 1-4 “Sawmill 
Site” 
Hamilton 675958 3373978 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
364 
 HJ-BR Saw 
Mill, Ca301 
11.7 5.0 2.9 1-4 “Sawmill 
Site” 
Wacissa 
Subtype 1 
675958 3373978 8000-6000 BC Early 
Archaic 
HJ2017-
365 
 HJ-BR Saw 
Mill, Ca301 
4.1 3.3 2.0 1-4 “Sawmill 
Site” 
O’leno 675958 3373978 AD 950-1500 Mississippian 
HJ2017-
366 
 HJ-BR Saw 
Mill, Ca301 
16.0 5.1 3.6 1-4 “Sawmill 
Site” 
Elora 675958 3373978 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
 *The following catalog number is skipped because it was given a catalog number before I realized it was a duplicate. 
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HJ2017-367 57.2 9.5 5.4 1-3   Hamilton 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-368 19.9 5.3 2.2 1   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-369 8.6 4.7 2.8 1-3   Leon AD 950-1500 Mississippian 
HJ2017-370 12.1 4.9 3.7 1-2   Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-371 20.4 5.7 5.1 1-2 broken Abbey 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-372 11.0 4.9 4.4 1   Cottonbridge 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-373 12.2 5.9 3.0 1-2   Putnam 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-374 21.7 5.9 3.7 1-3 broken Savannah River?  6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-375 31.3 8.5 3.7 1-3 “Chipola” on one side Hand axe   unknown 
HJ2017-376 36.6 8.4 4.2 1-2   Savannah River 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-377 14.7 5.3 3.6 1-2 felt stuck on one side Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-378 10.0 4.7 3.5 1-2   Alachua 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-379 18.1 5.4 4.6 1-2   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-380 10.9 4.5 3.2 1-3   Taylor 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-381 10.6 5.6 3.0 1-2   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-382 20.8 6.3 4.0 1-3 writing on one side Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-383 16.9 5.2 4.3 1-2   Bolen Plain 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-384 13.8 5.3 3.0 1-3   Columbia? 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-385 13.7 5.5 4.0 1-2 Plastic stuck on one side Putnam 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-386 25.3 6.6 4.0 1-3   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-387 15.8 5.1 3.1 1-3 “Chipola” on one side Bradford 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-388 8.6 5 2.7 1-2   tool? flake?   unknown 
HJ2017-389 23.5 6 3.3 1-3   tool? hand axe?   unknown 
HJ2017-390 31.6 7.6 3.5 1-3 felt stuck on one side  Savannah River 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-391 20.9 6.1 4.8 1-4 dried glue on one side Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-392 27.1 7.1 4.6 1-4 glue on side b Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-393 18.6 6.5 4.0 1-3   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
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HJ2017-394 22.4 6.0 4.7 1-3   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-395 14.0 5.9 3.1 1-3   Putnam 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-396 13.1 5.7 2.9 1-2   Kirk Serrated 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-397 24.8 6.6 3.9 1-2   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-398 10.0 5.3 3.4 1-3   Putnam 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-399 13.3 4.9 3.6 1-3   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-400 21.8 6.1 3.7 1-3   Kirk Serrated 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-401 14.6 5.7 3.3 1-3 crusty glue on one side Putnam 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-402 19.1 5.4 4.3 1-4   Elora 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-403 8.3 4.0 3.5 1-3   Wacissa Subtype 2 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-404 19.8 6.6 3.8 1-4   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-405 20.8 7.3 3.9 1-2   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-406 24.5 7.0 4.4 1-4 glue on one side Putnam 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-407 23.4 7.5 4.3 1-3 glue on one side Hamilton 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-408 20.5 6.3 4.8 1-4 glue on one side Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-409 24.0 7.4 4.4 1-4 dried glue & white 
sticky stuff on both sides 
Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-410 14.8 5.1 4.4 1-2   Hernando or Clay 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-411 8.9 4.8 2.6 1-3   unknown   unknown 
HJ2017-412 11.9 6.5 3.2 1-2   Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-413 11.4 5.9 3.6 1-4   unknown   unknown 
HJ2017-414 8.9 4.2 3.4 1-3   Leon AD 950-1500 Mississippian 
HJ2017-415 9.7 4.4 2.5 1-3   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-416 17.8 6.0 4.1 1-4   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-417 19.8 5.8 4.9 1-3   Gilchrist Subtype 2 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-418 15.1 5.8 3.7 1-4   Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-419 13.5 5.4 3.2 1-3   Culbreath 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-420 6.4 5.4 2.3 1-4 broken barb Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-421 13.0 5.1 3.2 1-4   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-422 23.9 7.3 3.5 1-4   Elora 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-423 19.5 6.2 4.3 1-4   Taylor 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
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HJ2017-424 8.9 4.6 2.8 1-4   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-425 12.5 6.1 3.3 1-4   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-426 5.8 4.1 2.0 1-3   unknown   unknown 
HJ2017-427 35.0 8.1 4.4 1-3   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-428 28.8 8.2 5.2 1-2   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-429 14.7 5.4 4.0 1-4   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-430 15.5 6.1 3.5 1-4   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-431 27.2 6.6 5.1 1-4   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-432 26.4 7.4 4.1 1-3   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-433 19.2 6.5 3.8 1-4   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-434 11.1 5.3 3.6 1-4   Dalton Colbert 13,000-8000 BC Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-435 14.4 4.3 4.5 1-4   Wacissa Subtype 2 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-436 16.0 5.1 4.0 1-4   Wacissa Subtype 2 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-437 26.5 7.4 4.3 1-4   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-438 34.0 7.1 5.4 1-4   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-439 32.4 8.1 4.2 1-4   Putnam 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-440 15.8 5.9 4.0 1-4   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-441 8.9 4.7 3.1 1-4   Hardee Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-442 12.4 4.3 3.9 1-4   Wacissa Subtype 2 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-443 13.7 5.0 3.8 1-4   Abbey 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-444 36.1 7.9 4.2 1-4   Hamilton 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-445 34.6 6.9 5.0 1-4 broken Elora or Marion 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-446 21.4 7.5 4.2 1-4   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-447 16.9 5.1 5.6 1-5   Abbey 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-448 25.2 6.4 4.3 1-3 retouched point Putnam 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-449 36.7 9.5 4.6 1-4   Savannah River 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-450 31.9 8.0 4.6 1-4 red felt stuck on one side Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-451 41.7 8.2 5.8 1-4   Hand axe   unknown 
HJ2017-452 27.4 6.4 5.4 1-4   Elora 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-453 66.6 10.0 5.9 1-4 broken base Savannah River 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
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HJ2017-454 25.6 8.9 2.9 1-4 Tallahata quartzite Florida Adena 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-455 45.1 9.4 5.9 1-4 broken base Savannah River 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-456 4.3 4.1 3.1 1-4   Hernando 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-457 14.3 4.4 3.0 1-4   unknown   unknown 
HJ2017-458 19.2 5.8 4.0 1-4   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-459 32.8 5.8 4.0 1-4   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-460 6.0 3.9 2.3 1-4   Chipola 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-461 17.7 7.6 3.1 1-4   Bolen Plain 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-462 15.8 4.8 3.5 1-4   Wacissa Subtype 2 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-463 6.3 3.9 2.8 1-4   Lafayette or Clay 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-464 8.2 3.9 2.2 1-4   Bradford 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-465 27.6 6.3 5.7 1-5   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-466 9.2 4.3 3.4 1-4 white paint on one side Clay or Hernando 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-467 25.8 6.6 4.4 1-4 white paint on one side; 
broken base 
possibly Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-468 18.7 5.5 4.4 1-4   Bolen or Kirk Corner 
Notched 
8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-469 12.7 6.8 2.6 1-4   Bolen Plain 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-471 19.3 6.9 4.0 1-4   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-472 17.0 5.6 4.1 1-4   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-473 17.8 6.0 5.0 1-5   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-474 7.7 3.8 2.9 1-4   Taylor 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-475 12.7 5.9 3.7 1-4   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-476 34.4 8.5 3.7 1-4 broken possibly Thonotosassa 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-477 11.8 4.8 3.5 1-4 broken Wacissa Subtype 2 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-478 18.6 5.6 3.8 1-4   Kirk Serrated 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-479 10.3 4.3 2.7 1-4   Gilchrist Subtype 2 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-480 12.2 5.2 2.5 1-4   Tampa AD1500-1700 Contact 
HJ2017-481 40.8 7.8 5.2 1-4   Savannah River 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-482 9.1 5.1 2.1 1-4   possibly Tampa? AD1500-1700 Contact 
HJ2017-483 9.7 4.8 2.7 1-4   Westo Subtype 4 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
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HJ2017-484 15.5 5.1 4.1 1-4   Wacissa Subtype 2 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-485 19.5 7.2 3.2 1-4   Kirk Serrated 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-486 24.9 5.7 4.6 1-4   Wacissa Subtype 3 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-487 41.7 6.6 5.2 1-4   Hamilton 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-488 38.8 8.2 5.0 1-4 red felt stuck on one side Savannah River 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-489 17.1 7.4 2.6 1-4 “2” and dried glue on 
one side 
Florida Spike 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-490 3.7 3.5 1.8 1-4   Jackson 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-491 33.3 7.6 4.3 1-4   Savannah River 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-492 23.3 7.1 3.9 1-4 dried glue on one side Broward Subtype 1 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-493 9.5 5.3 2.7 1-4   Bolen Plain 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-494 17.6 4.0 5.7 1-4 white paint on one side Elora 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-495 4.3 3.8 2.5 1-4 “Chipola” on one side Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-496 32.5 11.0 3.0 1-4 quartzite; broken in half, 
but both halves together  
Bradford 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-497 24.3 5.8 4.9 1-4 dried glue on one side; 
broken 
Hernando 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-498 17.5 5.6 4.4 1-4   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-499 22.0 7.2 3.6 1-4   Bradford 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-500 9.2 5.9 1.8 1-4 broken unknown   unknown 
HJ2017-501 21.4 6.7 4.2 1-4   Elora 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-502 4.0 4.9 2.6 1-4 dried glue; broken Hernando 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-503 31.1 8.8 3.6  1-4 dried glue; broken unknown   unknown 
HJ2017-504 54.8 10.7 10.4 1-4 broken Thonotosassa Subtype 4 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-505 26.4 7.8 4.2 1-4 dried glue; broken possible Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-506 15.0 4.8 4.5 1-4 broken Clay 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-507 3.1 3.9 1.8 1-4 broken possibly Tallahassee 13,000-8000 BC Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-508 30.6 7.0 4.8 1-4 broken Savannah River 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-509 14.4 5.5 3.9  1-4   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-510 28.2 5.2 4.1 1-4   Wacissa Subtype 2 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-511 16.9 4.4 4.5 1-4   Wacissa Subtype 2 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
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HJ2017-512 20.2 6.0 3.7 1-4 broken Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-513 38.0 6.1 5.2 1-4 broken Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-514 22.3 7.5 4.0 1-4 broken Bolen Plain 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-515 8.5 4.9 4.7 1-4   Clay 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-516 16.1 6.8 3.4 1-4   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-517 6.5 4.8 3.2 1-4 “Chipola” on one side Arredondo 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-518 14.6 4.9 3.6 1-4   Wacissa Subtype 2 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-519 25.8 6.8 4.5 1-4   Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-520 14.1 6.5 3.4 1-4   Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-521 13.2 5.7 3.8 1-4 “Chipola” on one side Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-522 18.9 5.7 3.6 1-4 “Chipola” on one side Putnam 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-523 9.0 4.0 3.1 1-4   Alachua 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-524 17.2 4.9 3.9 1-4 broken Taylor 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-525 11.6 4.0 3.8 1-4 broken Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-526 131.3 5.2 2.2 1-4   Santa Fe 13,000-8000 BC Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-527 15.3 5.3 3.2 1-4   Bolen Plain 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-528 16.2 5.5 3.2 1-4 “Chipola’ on one side Westo Subtype 3 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-529 33.3 8.5 4.5  1-4 red felt stuck on one side Savannah River 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-530 15.0 5.8 3.9 1-4   Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-531 37.9 8.3 4.3 1-4   Alachua 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-532 23.1 7.3 4.1 1-4   Hamilton 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-533 11.2 5.2 2.9 1-4   Tampa AD1500-1700 Contact 
HJ2017-534 17.1 5.7 3.5 1-4   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-535 10.5 4.5 3.5 1-4   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-536 10.2 4.5 3.4 1-4 dried glue on one side Clay 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-537 21.9 5.7 4.9 1-4   Elora 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-538 18.2 5.5 4.8 1-4   Abbey or Elora 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-539 9.1 4.5 2.5  1-4 “C” on one side Duval Subtype 1 AD 950-1500 Mississippian 
HJ2017-540 33.0 6.2 4.5 1-4   Elora 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-541 10.7 5.2 2.3 1-4   Columbia 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
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HJ2017-542 35.3 8.6 4.9 1-4   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-543 7.3 3.9 3.8 1-4   Hernando or Clay 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-544 35.3 7.8 3.5 1-4 dried glue on one side Putnam 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-545 24.2 5.9 3.5 1-4   Arredondo 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-546 8.1 5.7 2.1 1-4   flake   unknown 
HJ2017-547 11.2 4.1 3.1 1-4   Wacissa Subtype 1 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-548 9.8 4.2 3.6 1-4   Wacissa Subtype 1 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-549 11.3 5.0 3.1 1-4   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-550 11.9 4.9 2.9 1-4   Hamilton 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-551 30.7 8.6 4.5  1-4 dried glue on one side Putnam 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-552 22.2 6.4 4.8 1-4   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-553 18.7 6.0 4.1 1-4 broken stem possible Alachua 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-554 17.9 5.4 4.2 1-4   Elora 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-555 31 6.6 3.5 1-4   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-556 25.1 7.8 3.5 1-4   Hamilton 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-557 17.3 5.5 3.6 1-4   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-558 29.7 8.8 4.1 1-4   Putnam 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-559 20.8 5.9 3.7 1-4   Kirk Serrated 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-560 21.8 5.6 5.0 1-4   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-561 19.0 6.1 3.4  1-4   possible Putnam 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-562 51.1 8.1 5.3 1-4 broken stem Savannah River 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-563 42.7 8.1 5.4 1-4 broken stem Savannah River 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-564 26.2 6.8 4.5 1-4   Putnam 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-565 7.1 4.5 2.5 1-4   possible Columbia 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-566 24.2 5.3 4.2 1-4   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-567 11.8 5.0 2.4 1-4   unknown   unknown 
HJ2017-568 14.2 4.3 3.4 1-4   Taylor 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-569 17.7 6.1 3.4 1-4   Morrow Mountain 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-570 12.1 4.2 3.1 1-4   Dalton Nuckolls 13,000-8000 BC Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-571 23.1 6.2 4.3 1-4   Putnam 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
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HJ2017-572 3.8 3.5 1.9 1-4 yellow paint on one side Santa Fe 13,000-8000 BC Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-573 8.1 4.2 2.9 1-4 “Chipola” on one side Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-574 10.4 3.9 3.7 1-4   Taylor 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-575 31.0 5.9 4.1 1-4   Elora 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-576 11.5 4.9 2.8 1-4 “Chipola” on one side Taylor 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-577 21.9 7.2 3.0 1-4   Savannah River 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-578 12.2 5.2 3.3 1-4 red felt stuck on one side Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-579 14.4 5.0 3.3 1-4   Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-580 7.8 4.3 3.0 1-4 red felt on one side Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-581 4.5 3.8 2.5 1-4   Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-582 9.8 5.8 2.8 1-4   Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-583 9.2 5.1 2.7 1-4   Bolen Plain 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-584 10.3 5.1 2.8 1-4   Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-585 1.9 5.2 3.2 1-4   Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-586 6.2 3.9 2.6 1-4   Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-587 7.6 4.3 2.9 1-4   Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-588 8.7 4.4 2.9 1-4   Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-589 3.8 3.3 2.4  1-4   Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-590 4.3 3.5 2.2 1-4   Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-591 6.3 4.4 2.4 1-4 “Tim Cassady” Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-592 5.4 3.0 2.6 1-4   Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-593 9.5 5.1 3.0 1-4   Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-594 9.0 4.9 3.2 1-4   Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-595 11.7 5.9 2.8  1-4   Bolen Plain 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-596 11.2 5.0 3.0 1-4   Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-597 4.4 4.2 2.1 1-4   Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-598 6.2 3.5 2.8 1-4   Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-599 6.2 3.8 2.7 1-4 dried glue on one side Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-600 7.2 4.4 2.8 1-4 “Chipola” on one side Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-601 10.6 6.0 2.6 1-4 dried glue on one side Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
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HJ2017-602 5.4 3.1 2.5 1-4 Illegible writing on one 
side 
Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-603 6.9 4.3 2.4 1-4   Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-604 8.0 4.3 2.4 1-4 dried glue on one side Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-605 7.7 5.3 2.2 1-4   Bolen Beveled 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-606 3.7 3.7 2.6 1-4   Hernando 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-607 7.5 5.5 2.9 1-4   Hernando 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-608 5.8 4.7 3.3 1-4 “Chipola” on one side Hernando 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-609 5.3 4.4 2.1 1-4 “Chipola” on one side Hernando 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-610 4.4 4.3 2.5 1-4 “Chipola” on one side Hernando 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-611 2.3 3.3 1.5 1-4   Pinellas AD1500-1700 Contact 
HJ2017-612 4.3 4.3 2.0 1-4   O’leno  AD 950-1500 Mississippian 
HJ2017-613 1.9 3,6 1.7 1-4   Pinellas AD1500-1700 Contact 
HJ2017-614 5.8 5.1 2.0 1-4 “Chipola” on one side Pinellas  AD1500-1700 Contact 
HJ2017-615 5.8 5.9 1.6 1-4 broken stem? Duval  AD 950-1500 Mississippian 
HJ2017-616 6.5 5.4 1.9 1-4   Tampa AD1500-1700 Contact 
HJ2017-617 5.7 3.3 2.3 1-4   O’leno or triangular 
biface 
AD 950-1500 Mississippian 
HJ2017-618 4.7 5.1 1.8 1-4   flake   unknown 
HJ2017-619 2.6 2.5 1.9 1-4   O’leno or triangular 
biface 
AD 950-1500 Mississippian 
HJ2017-620 3.0 4.1 1.4 1-4 “Tim Cassady”  Tallahassee 13,000-8000 BC Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-621 12.5 5.8 2.5 1-4   Florida Copena 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-622 16.1 6.7 3.0 1-4   Dalton Colbert 13,000-8000 BC Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-623 5.0 3.6 2.7 1-4   Marianna Subtype 1 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-624 14.6 7.2 2.5 1-4 beveled Santa Fe 13,000-8000 BC Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-625 2.6 3.3 2.1 1-4   Marianna Subtype 2 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-626 6.2 5.5 2.2 1-4   Santa Fe or Tallahassee 13,000-8000 BC Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-627 3.3 3.6 2.1 1-4 “Chipola” on one side Gilchrist Subtype 4 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-628 3.7 4.0 2.0 1-4   Chipola 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-629 5.3 4.1 2.5 1-4 “Chipola” on one side Chipola 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
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HJ2017-630 18.4 6.5 3.4 1-4   Santa Fe 13,000-8000 BC Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-631 7.2 4.4 2.2 1-4   Dalton Nuckolls 13,000-8000 BC Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-632 5.7 4.8 1.8 1-4 “Chipola” on one side Beaver Lake 13,000-8000 BC Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-633 3.9 3.7 2.0 1-4   Santa Fe  13,000-8000 BC Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-634 6.7 5.0 2.3 1-4   Dalton Nuckolls 13,000-8000 BC Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-635 6.3 4.7 2.8 1-4   Chipola 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-636 2.5 3.0 2.1 1-4 “Chipola” on one side Hardaway Side Notched 
Subtype 3 
8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-637 12.3 4.6 3.3 1-4   Edgefield 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-638 11.7 4.7 3.8 1-4   Lafayette or Clay 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-639 11.7 5.0 3.9 1-4 number rubbed off Lafayette  3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-640 11.0 4.9 3.2 1-4 number rubbed off Lafayette 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-641 11.3 5.2 3.8 1-4   Clay 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-642 10.5 5.6 3.5 1-4   Wacissa Subtype 3 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-643 8.7 5.9 2.0 1-4   Jackson 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-644 11.4 5.0 4.1 1-4   Wacissa Subtype 3 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-645 12.1 6.6 3.5 1-4   Columbia 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-646 8.8 6.4 3.1 1-4 dried glue on one side Bolen Plain High 
Notched 
8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-647 7.7 5.4 2.6 1-4   Chipola 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-648 14.9 5.5 4.8 1-4   Elora 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-649 8.6 3.6 3.5 1-4   Wacissa Subtype 3 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-650 14.2 6.2 3.7 1-4   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-651 11.9 4.7 3.1 1-4   Wacissa Subtype 3 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-652 6.7 4.9 2.4 1-4   Duval Subtype 1 AD 950-1500 Mississippian 
HJ2017-653 7.4 4.5 2.7 1-4   Broward Subtype 1 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-654 9.3 4.5 3.0  1-4   Wacissa Subtype 3 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-655 17.1 6.3 2.8 1-4 red felt stuck on one side Broward Subtype 3 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-656 15 6.6 3.2 1-4   Broward Subtype 1 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-657 28.1 6.5 4.4 1-4   Wacissa Subtype 3 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-658 14.3 5.6 3.2 1-4   Wacissa Subtype 3 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
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HJ2017-659 17.7 6.9 2.7 1-4 white sticky stuff on one 
side 
Gadsden 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-660 40.2 8.1 4.1 1-4   Hamilton 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-661 11.9 3.7 3.5 1-4   blunt scraper   unknown 
HJ2017-662 8.5 3.3 3.4  1-4   blunt scraper   unknown 
HJ2017-663 32.3 6.7 3.8 1-4   Hamilton 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-664 10.4 2.7 5.8 1-4 “T81-4” on one side blunt scraper   unknown 
HJ2017-665 18.8 4.6 4.3 1-4   blunt scraper   unknown 
HJ2017-666 11.7 4.0 3.1 1-4 “Chipola” on one side blunt scraper   unknown 
HJ2017-667 6.7 2.4 3.9 1-4   blunt scraper   unknown 
HJ2017-668 26.5 6.5 4.0 1-4   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-669 15.2 5.2 4.0 1-4 white sticky stuff on one 
side 
Elora 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-670 15.8 6.0 3.2 1-4   Lafayette 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-671 13.0 5.8 4.0 1-4   Culbreath 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-672 12.6 6.0 2.9 1-4   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-673 16.1 5.6 4.0 1-4   Elora 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-674 6.0 4.9 2.0 1-4   Duval Subtype 2 AD 950-1500 Mississippian 
HJ2017-675 18.3 7.0 3.2 1-4   Putnam 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-676 8.4 4.5 3.6 1-4   Elora 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-677 13.7 4.7 3.5 1-4   Elora 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-678 14.8 6.0 2.8 1-4   Broward Subtype 2 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-679 12.7 5.0 3.6 1-4   Culbreath 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-680 21.9 6.5 4.1 1-4   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-681 19.2 5.5 3.6 1-4   Sumter 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-682 9.6 4.4 3.6  1-4   Elora 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-683 16.5 6.2 3.7 1-4   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-684 15.0 4.7 4.5 1-4   Abbey 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-685 30.5 7.7 4.5 1-4   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-686 27.6 5.6 4.4 1-4   Gilchrist Subtype 2 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-687 22.9 6.3 5.1 1-4   Elora 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
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HJ2017-688 26.2 7.0 5.2 1-4   Elora 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-689 19.8 5.7 3.6 1-4   Westo Subtype 2 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-690 22.5 6.1 4.2 1-4   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-691 15.6 5.6 3.2 1-4   Westo Subtype 2 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-692 24.2 6.7 3.9 1-4   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-693 45.4 8.5 4.6 1-4 dried glue on one side Broward Subtype 4 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-694 11.8 6.9 2.6 1-4   Duval Subtype 1 AD 950-1500 Mississippian 
HJ2017-695 15.4 5.7 4.9 1-4 “C” on one side Abbey 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-696 37.3 7.6 5.3  1-4   Elora 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-697 29.2 32.7 8.1 1-4   Hamilton 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-698 32.7 8.1 4.0 1-4   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-699 27.9 6.9 3.6 1-4   Hamilton 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-700 22.7 7.7 3.5  1-4   Alachua 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-701 20.8 5.5 3.9 1-4   Bolen Plain 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-702 24.8 9.2 4.1  1-4 “Tim Cassady” Pickwick 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-703 5.5 4.0 2.0 1-4 “Chipola” on one side Leon AD 950-1500 Mississippian 
HJ2017-704 39.4 8.3 5.6 1-4 “Chipola” on one side Savannah River 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-705 30.9 7.4 3.5 1-4 “Chipola” on one side Hamilton 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-706 27.3 7.1 5.2 1 “Chipola” on one side Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-707 14.6 6.1 2.6  1-4   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-708 48.3 9.3 5.1 1-4   Savannah River 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-709 10.5 3.7 2.6 1-4 “Chipola” on one side Gilchrist Subtype 1 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-710 8.2 4.5 3.9 1-4   Clay 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-711 19.6 6.2 3.0 1-4   Dalton Nuckolls 13,000-8000 BC Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-712 23.9 7.0 3.4 1-4   Hamilton 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-713 37.4 7.1 4.8 1-4   biface   unknown 
HJ2017-714 83.1 9.8 5.6 1-4 c on back biface   unknown 
HJ2017-715 34.8 7.5 4.0 1-4   biface   unknown 
HJ2017-716 29.1 7.3 3.9 1-4   biface   unknown 
HJ2017-717 22.2 6.5 3.7 1-4 “Chipola” on one side Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
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HJ2017-718 34.1 8.0 4.8 1-4   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-719 8.7 5.3 2.6 1-4   Jackson 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-720 22.9 6.1 3.9 1-4 “Chipola” on one side Putnam 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-721 24.3 6.3 4.2 1-4 “Chipola” on one side Abbey 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-722 21.5 6.1 3.6 1-4   Arredondo 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-723 9.9 4.1 2.6 1-4   Taylor 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-724 18.1 6.8 2.2 1-4 blue felt stuck on one 
side 
Putnam 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-725 18.7 4.9 3.2 1-4 blue felt stuck on one 
side 
Gilchrist Subtype 3 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-726 22.7 8.6 3.5 1-4   Kirk Serrated 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-727 13.5 4.7 3.9 1-4   Wacissa Subtype 2 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-728 14.5 6.2 3.8 1-4   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-729 26.4 7.3 3.7 1-4 dried glue on one side Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-730 32.4 7.0 4.0 1-4   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-731 16.4 5.2 3.6 1-4 “C” on one side Alachua 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-732 12.5 5.4 3.4 1-4   Bolen Plain 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-733 15.4 5.2 3.7 1-4   Taylor 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-734 29.0 7.4 4.0 1-4   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-735 22.5 6.3 4.7 1-4 dried glue on one side Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-736 23.0 6.9 3.2 1-4   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-737 11.6 4.5 3.0 1-4   Hamilton 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-738 12.3 4.7 3.7 1-4   Gilchrist Subtype 2 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-739 10.1 4.1 3.2 1-4   Gilchrist Subtype 2 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-740 17.2 6.0 3.2 1-4   Putnam 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-741 57.0 10.7 5.8 1-4   Newnan 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-742 17.2 4.9 3.0 1-4 “Chipola” on one side Taylor 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-743 20.6 5.9 4.4 1-4 “Chipola” and blue felt 
stuck on one side 
Gilchrist Subtype 3 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-744 12.5 6.0 4.0 1-4 “Chipola” on one side reshaped Levy or drill 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
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HJ2017-745 19.3 7.0 3.7 1-4 “Chipola” on one side Gilchrist 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-746 35.2 7.3 4.4 1-4   Levy 5900-4350 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-747 44.6 9.9 4.7 1-4 red felt stuck on one side Hamilton 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-748 58.5 8.7 4.8 1-4   Hamilton 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-749 16.1 6.0 3.3 1-4   Putnam 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-750 14.0 5.9 4.2 1-3 “Chipola” on one side Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-751 26.7 7.6 4.0 1-4   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-752 18.9 5.2 3.6 1-4   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-753 41.8 9.5 5.2 1-4 white sticky stuff on one 
side 
Pickwick 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-754 44.7 9.7 4.6 1-4   Pickwick 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-755 15.3 5.1 3.5 1-4   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-756 21.5 6.3 4.4 1-4   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-757 27.4 8.9 4.7 1-4   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-758 31.4 8.9 3.8 1-4   Putnam 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-759 16.2 6.6 3.9 1-4   Putnam 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-760 17.4 6.6 3.6 1-4   Putnam 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-761 30.0 7.1 5.0 1-4   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-762 22.6 7.1 4.6 1-4   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-763 17.8 5.7 3.9 1-4   Alachua 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-764 32.1 9.2 2.5 1-4   Thonotosassa 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-765 50.7 9.4 4.2 1-4   Hamilton 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-766 27.2 6.6 4.9 1-4 red felt stuck on one side Abbey 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-767 19.1 5.7 5.0 1-4   Abbey 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-768 21.1 6.5 3.9 1-4   Putnam 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-769 21.5 6.5 4.1 1-4   Levy 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
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HJ2017-770 19.6 5.9 4.1  1-4   Wacissa Subtype 2 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-771 17.0 6.4 3.6 1-4   Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-772 16.4 5.4 4.3 1-4 red felt stuck on one side Culbreath or Westo 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-773 11.4 5.8 2.5 1-4 “Chipola” on one side Broward Subtype 1 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-774 11.3 3.9 4.0 1-4 dried glue on one side Lafayette or Abbey 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-775 18.5 6.6 3.2 1-4   Westo Subtype 3 3500-650 BC Late Archaic 
HJ2017-776 14.6 6.0 2.8  1-4   Florida Copena 650 BC-AD 950 Woodland 
HJ2017-777 144.1 4.3 8.5 1-2 “Tim Cassady, Chipola” 
on one side 
Chipped stone axe   unknown 
HJ2017-778 111.6 3.9 7.5 1-2 “Tim Cassady, Chipola” 
on one side 
Chipped stone axe   unknown 
HJ2017-779 55.6 8.3 6.0 1-4 number smudged Marion 6000-3500 BC Middle Archaic 
HJ2017-780 43.5 7.5 4.8 1-4   Wacissa (Subtype 2) 8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-781 19.2 5.7 3.6  1-4   O’leno  AD 950-1500 Mississippian 
HJ2017-782 12.8 3.6 3.2 1-4 “C” on one side Gilchrist  8000-6000 BC Early Archaic 
HJ2017-783 8.2 7.0  2.8  1-4 “Chipola” on one side Waller knife 13,000-8000 BC Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-784 11.4 6.5 2.7 1-4 “Chipola” one one side Waller knife 13,000-8000 BC Paleo-Indian 
HJ2017-785 2.8 4.4 1.7 1-4   Ichetucknee AD1500-1700 Contact 
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APPENDIX B: SELECTED ARTIFACT PHOTOS 
 
 
Figure B1. HJ2017-1 Hernando, site HJ-AT 
(8Ja2070) 
 
 
 
Figure B3. HJ2017-3 Bolen Beveled, site 
HJ-A (8Ja2069) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B4. HJ2017-4 Bolen Plain, site HJ-A 
(8Ja2069) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B2. HJ2017-2 Lafayette, site HJ-
BO (8Ca298) 
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Figure B5. HJ2017-5 Bolen Beveled, site HJ-A 
(8Ja2069) 
 
 
 
Figure B7. HJ2017-7 Bolen Plain, site HJ-A 
(8Ja2069) 
 
 
Figure B9. HJ2017-9 (1) bone/antler 
bannerstone, site HJ-A (8Ja2069) 
 
Figure B6. HJ2017-6 Bolen Beveled, site HJ-A 
(8Ja2069) 
 
 
 
Figure B8. HJ2017-8 Bolen Beveled, site HJ-A 
(8Ja2069) 
 
 
 
Figure B10. HJ2017-9 (2) bone/antler 
bannerstone, site HJ-A (8Ja2069) 
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Figure B11. HJ2017-10 Bolen Beveled, site HJ-
C (8Ja2046) 
 
 
Figure B13. HJ2017-12 Clay, site HJ-C 
(8Ja2046) 
 
 
Figure B15. HJ2017-14 Bolen Plain, site HJ-D 
(8Ja2047) 
 
Figure B12. HJ2017-11 Mustache Simpson, site 
HJ-C (8Ja2046) 
 
Figure B14. HJ2107-13 Bolen Plain, site HJ-B 
(8Ja2045) 
 
Figure B16. HJ2017-15 drill, site HJ-E 
(8Ja2048) 
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Figure B17. HJ2017-16 Savannah River, site 
HJ-J (8Ja2053) 
 
 
 
Figure B19. HJ2017-18 Elora, site HJ-G 
(8Ja2050) 
 
Figure B21. HJ2017-21 Hernando, site HJ-H 
(8Ja2051) 
 
Figure B18. HJ2017-17 Elora, site HJ-G 
(8Ja2050) 
 
Figure B20. HJ2017-19 Hernando, site HJ-H 
(8Ja2051) 
 
 
Figure B22. HJ2017-22 Hillsborough, site HJ-H 
(8Ja2051) 
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Figure B23. HJ2017-23 Hernando, site HJ-H 
(8Ja2051) 
 
 
 
Figure B25. HJ2017-25 Hernando, site HJ-H 
(8Ja2051) 
 
 
 
Figure B27. HJ2017-27 Hernando, site HJ-H 
(8Ja2051) 
 
 
Figure B24. HJ2017-24 Hernando, site HJ-H 
(8Ja2051) 
 
 
 
Figure B26. HJ2017-26 Hernando, site HJ-H 
(8Ja2051) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B28. HJ2017-28 Lafayette, site HJ-F 
(8Ja2049) 
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Figure B29. HJ2017-29 Clay, site HJ-I 
(8Ja2049) 
 
 
 
Figure B31. HJ2017-31 Alachua, site HJ-X 
(8Ja2066) 
 
 
 
Figure B33. HJ2017-33 Levy, site HJ-X 
(8Ja2066) 
 
 
Figure B30. HJ2017-30 Hardaway Side Notched, 
site HJ-I 
 
 
 
 
Figure B32. HJ2017-32 Bolen Beveled, site HJ-
X (8Ja2066) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B34. HJ2017-34 Putnam, site HJ-X 
(8Ja2066) 
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Figure B35. HJ2017-35 Marion, site HJ-X 
(8Ja2066) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B37. HJ2017-37 Marion, site HJ-W Small 
Spring Run (8Ja2065) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B39. HJ2017-39 Bolen Plain, site HJ-W 
Small Spring Run (8Ja2065) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B36. HJ2017-36 Stanfield, site HJ-W 
Small Spring Run (8Ja2065) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B38. HJ2017-38 Bolen Plain, site HJ-W 
Small Spring Run (8Ja2065) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B40. HJ2017-40 Bolen Beveled, site HJ-
W Small Spring Run (8Ja2065) 
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Figure B41. HJ2017-41 Lafayette, site HJ-W 
Small Spring Run (8Ja2065) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B43. HJ2017-43 Hernando, site HJ-W 
Small Spring Run (8Ja2065) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B45. HJ2017-45 Duval Subtype 1, site 
HJ-W Small Spring Run (8Ja2065) 
 
 
Figure B42. HJ2017-42 Hernando, site HJ-W 
Small Spring Run (8Ja2065) 
 
 
 
Figure B44. HJ2017-44 Hernando, site HJ-W 
Small Spring Run (8Ja2065) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B46. HJ2017-46 Bolen Beveled, site HJ-
W Small Spring Run (8Ja2065) 
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Figure B47. HJ2017-47 Bolen Plain, site HJ-W 
Small Spring Run (8Ja2065) 
 
 
 
Figure B49. HJ2017-49 Culbreath, site HJ-W 
Small Spring Run (8Ja2065) 
 
 
 
Figure B51. HJ2017-51 Clay, site HJ-W Small 
Spring Run (8Ja2065) 
 
 
Figure B48. HJ2017-48 Bolen Plain, site HJ-W 
Small Spring Run (8Ja2065) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B50. HJ2017-50 Savannah River, site HJ-
W Small Spring Run (8Ja2065) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B52. HJ2017-52 Columbia, site HJ-W 
Small Spring Run (8Ja2065) 
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Figure B53. HJ2017-53 Bolen Beveled, site HJ-
W Small Spring Run (8Ja2065) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B55. HJ2017-55 Lafayette, site HJ-Y 
(8Ja2067) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B57. HJ2017-57, site HJ-L (8Ja2055) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B54. HJ2017-54 Wacissa Subtype 3, site 
HJ-W Small Spring Run (8Ja2065) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B56. HJ207-56 Broward Subtype 2, site 
HJ-Y (8Ja2067) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B58. HJ2017-58 Clay, site HJ-V 
(8Ja2064) 
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Figure B59. HJ2017-59 Bolen Beveled, site HJ-
L (8Ja2055) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B61. HJ2017-60 (2) bannerstone, site HJ-
V (8Ja2064) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B63. HJ2017-62 Pickwick, site HJ-V 
(8Ja2064) 
 
 
 
Figure B60. HJ2017-60 (1) bannerstone, site HJ-
V (8Ja2064) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B62. HJ2017-61 Wacissa Subtype 3, site 
HJ-V (8Ja2064) 
 
 
 
Figure B64. HJ2017-63 Conerly, site HJ-V 
(8Ja2064) 
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Figure B65. HJ2017-64 Gilchrist Subtype 4, site 
HJ-V (8Ja2064) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B67. HJ2017-66 Lafayette, site HJ-V 
(8Ja2064) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B69. HJ2017-68 Cottonbridge, site HJ-V 
(8Ja2064) 
 
 
Figure B66. HJ2017-65 Hernando, site HJ-V 
(8Ja2064) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B68. HJ2017-67 blunt scraper, site HJ-V 
(8Ja2064) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B70. HJ2017-69 Westo, site HJ-V 
(8Ja2064) 
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Figure B71. HJ2017-70 Abbey, site HJ-Z 
(8Ja2068) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B73. HJ2017-72 Gilchrist, site HJ-V 
(8Ja2064) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B75. HJ2017-74 Tallahassee, site HJ- M 
(8Ja2056) 
 
 
Figure B72. HJ2017-71 Bolen Beveled, site HJ-
V (8Ja2064) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B74. HJ2017-73 Pickwick, site HJ-M 
(8Ja2056) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B76. HJ2017-75 Levy, site HJ-K 
(8Ja2054) 
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Figure B77. HJ2017-76 Tallahassee, site HJ-U 
(8Ja2063) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B79. HJ2017-78 Bolen Beveled, site HJ-
AA Lost Island Shoal (8Ja2022) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B81. HJ2017-80 Suwannee, site HJ-AA 
Lost Island Shoal (8Ja2022) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B78. HJ2017-77 Savannah River, site HJ-
AA Lost Island Shoal (8Ja2022) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B80. HJ2017-79 Tallahassee, site HJ-AA 
Lost Island Shoal (8Ja2022) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B82. HJ2017-81 Bolen Plain, site HJ-AA 
Lost Island Shoal (8Ja2022) 
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Figure B83. HJ2017-82 Bolen Plain, site HJ-AA 
Lost Island Shoal (8Ja2022) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B85. HJ2017-84 Hardee, site HJ-AA Lost 
Island Shoal (8Ja2022) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B87. HJ2017-86 Arredondo, site HJ-K 
(8Ja2054) 
 
 
Figure B84. HJ2017-83 Abbey, site HJ-AA Lost 
Island Shoal (8Ja2022) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B86. HJ2017-85 Pickwick, site HJ-AA 
Lost Island Shoal (8Ja2022) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B88. HJ2017-87 Levy, site HJ-AC 
(8Ja2024) 
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Figure B89. HJ2017-88 Suwannee, site HJ-AB 
(8Ja2023) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B91. HJ2017-90 Arredondo, Magnolia 
Bridge Site 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B93. HJ2017-92 Levy, Magnolia Bridge 
Site 
 
 
Figure B90. HJ2017-89 Bolen Beveled, 
Magnolia Bridge Site 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B92. HJ2017-91 Hernando, Magnolia 
Bridge Site 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B94. HJ2017-93 Elora, Magnolia Bridge 
Site 
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Figure B95. HJ2017-94 Simpson, Magnolia 
Bridge Site 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B97. HJ2017-96 Levy, Magnolia Bridge 
Site 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B99. HJ2017-98 Levy, Magnolia Bridge 
Site 
 
 
 
 
Figure B96. HJ2017-95 Arredondo, Magnolia 
Bridge Site 
 
 
 
 
Figure B98. HJ2017-97 Alachua, Magnolia 
Bridge Site 
 
 
 
 
Figure B100. HJ2017-99 Tallahassee, Magnolia 
Bridge Site 
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Figure B101. HJ2017-100 Clay, site HJ-AD 
(8Ja2025) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B103. HJ2017-102 Kirk, site HJ-AD 
(8Ja2025) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B105. HJ2017-104 Marion, Magnolia 
Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
 
 
Figure B102. HJ2017-101 Marion, site HJ-AD 
(8Ja2025) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B104. HJ2017-103 Duval, site HJ-O 
(8Ja2058) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B106. HJ2017-105 Wacissa Subtype 1, 
Magnolia Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
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Figure B107. HJ2017-106 Tallahassee, Magnolia 
Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B109. HJ2017-108 Duval, Magnolia 
Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B111. HJ2017-110 triangular biface, 
Magnolia Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
  
 
Figure B108. HJ2017-107 Abbey, Magnolia 
Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B110. HJ2017-109 Elora, Magnolia 
Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B112. HJ2017-111 Levy, Magnolia 
Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
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Figure B113. HJ2017-112 Wacissa Subtype 2, 
Magnolia Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B115. HJ2017-114 Wacissa Subtype 2, 
Magnolia Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B117. HJ2017-116 ax or biface, Magnolia 
Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
 
 
 
Figure B114. HJ2017-113 Wacissa Subtype 3, 
Magnolia Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B116. HJ2017-115 O’leno, Magnolia 
Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B118. HJ2017-117 Pickwick, Magnolia 
Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
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Figure B119. HJ2017-118 Wacissa Subtype 2, 
Magnolia Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B121. HJ2017-120 Savannah River, site 
HJ-R (8Ja2060) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B123. HJ2017-122 Savannah River, site 
HJ-T (8Ja2062) 
 
 
Figure B120. HJ2017-119 Newnan, Magnolia 
Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B122. HJ2017-121 Bolen Beveled, site 
HJ-T (8Ja2062) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B124. HJ2017-123 Levy, site HJ-P 
Marianna-Blountstown RR (8Ja2021) 
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Figure B125. HJ2017-124 Santa Fe, site HJ-P 
Marianna-Blountstown RR (8Ja2021) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B127. HJ2017-126 scraper, site HJ-P 
Marianna-Blountstown RR (8Ja2021) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B129. HJ2017-128 Waller knife, site HJ-
P Marianna-Blountstown (8Ja2021) 
 
 
Figure B126. HJ2017-125 Levy, site HJ-P 
Marianna-Blountstown RR (8Ja2021) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B128. HJ2017-127 unknown, site HJ-P 
Marianna-Blountstown RR (8Ja2021) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B130. HJ2017-129 Levy, site HJ-P 
Marianna-Blountstown RR (8Ja2021) 
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Figure B131. HJ2017-130 Bolen Plain, site HJ-
P Marianna-Blountstown RR (8Ja2021) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B133. HJ2017-132 Bolen Beveled, site 
HJ-Q (8Ja2059) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B135. HJ2017-134 Hernando, site HJ-
AE Big Shoal (8Ja2020) 
 
 
 
Figure B132. HJ2017-131 Alachua, site HJ-P 
Marianna-Blountstown RR (8Ja2021) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B134. HJ2017-133 Simpson, site HJ-P 
Marianna-Blountstown RR (8Ja2021) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B136. HJ2017-135 Hernando, site HJ-AE 
Big Shoal (8Ja2020) 
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Figure B137. HJ2017-136 Waller knife, site HJ-
N (8Ja2057) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B139. HJ2017-138 Hernando, site HJ-R 
(8Ja2060) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B141. HJ2017-140 Chipola, site HJ-R 
(8Ja2060) 
 
 
 
Figure B138. HJ2017-137 Thonotosassa, site HJ-
R (8Ja2060) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B140. HJ2017-139 drill, site HJ-R 
(8Ja2060) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B142. HJ2017-141 Wacissa Subtype 2, 
site HJ-R (8Ja2060) 
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Figure B143. HJ2017-142 Hamilton, site HJ-R 
(8Ja2060) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B145. HJ2017-144 Boggy Branch, site 
HJ-R (8Ja2060) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B147. HJ2017-146 Savannah River, site 
HJ-S (8Ja2061) 
 
 
Figure B144. HJ2017-143 Hardee, site HJ-R 
(8Ja2060) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B146. HJ2017-145 Arredondo, site HJ-R 
(8Ja2060) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B148. HJ2017-147 Bolen Plain, site HJ-S 
(8Ja2061) 
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Figure B149. HJ2017-148 Abbey, site HJ-AJ 
(8Ja2030) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B151. HJ2017-150 Putnam, site HJ-AG 
(8Ja2027) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B153. HJ2017-152 Bolen Plain, site HJ-
AF Sink Creek Shoal (8Ja2026) 
 
 
Figure B150. HJ2017-149 Marion, site HJ-AI 
(8Ja2029) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B152. HJ2017-151 Abbey, site HJ-AF 
Sink Creek Shoal (8Ja2026) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B154. HJ2017-153 Columbia, site HJ-AF 
Sink Creek Shoal (8Ja2026) 
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Figure B155. HJ2017-154 Lafayette, site HJ-
AH (8Ja2028) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B157. HJ2017-156 Hamilton, site HJ-
AK (8Ja2031) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B159. HJ2017-158 Adena, site HJ-AM 
(8Ja2032) 
 
 
 
Figure B156. HJ2017-155 Hernando, site HJ-AH 
(8Ja2028) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B158. HJ2017-157 Bolen Beveled, HJ-
BX (8Ja2071) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B160. HJ2017-159 Gilchrist Subtype 2, 
site HJ-BX (8Ja2071) 
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Figure B161. HJ2017-160 Gilchrist Subtype 2, 
site HJ-BX (8Ja2071) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B163. HJ2017-162 Tallahassee, site HJ-
AL Dry Creek Shoal (8Ja2033) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B165. HJ2017-164 Tallahassee, site HJ-
AL Dry Creek Shoal (8Ja2033) 
 
 
 
Figure B162. HJ2017-161 Bolen Beveled, site 
HJ-AL Dry Creek Shoal (8Ja2033) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B164. HJ2017-163 Pinellas, site HJ-AL 
Dry Creek Shoal (8Ja2033) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B166. HJ2017-165 Gilchrist Subtype 3, 
site HJ-AL Dry Creek Shoal (8Ja2033) 
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Figure B167. HJ2017-166 Columbia, site HJ-
AL Dry Creek Shoal (8Ja2033) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B169. HJ2017-168 Pickwick, site HJ-AL 
Dry Creek Shoal (8Ja2033) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B171. HJ2017-170 Tallahassee, site HJ-
AN (8Ja2034) 
 
 
Figure B168. HJ2017-167 Leon, site HJ-AL Dry 
Creek Shoal (8Ja2033) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B170. HJ2017-169 Wacissa, site HJ-AL 
Dry Creek Shoal (8Ja2033) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B172. HJ2017-171 Pickwick, site HJ-AN 
(8Ja2034) 
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Figure B173. HJ2017-172 Chipola, site HJ-AO 
(8Ja2035) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B175. HJ2017-174 Marion, site HJ-AQ 
(8Ja2036) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B177. HJ2017-176 Sumter, site HJ-AS 
(8Ja2038) 
 
 
Figure B174. HJ2017-173 Chipola, site HJ-AO 
(8Ja2035) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B176. HJ2017-175 drill, site HJ-AS 
(8Ja2038) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B178. HJ2017-177 Hardee, site HJ-AT 
(8Ja2039) 
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Figure B179. HJ2017-178 Wacissa, site HJ-AT 
(8Ja2039) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B181. HJ2017-180 Levy, site HJ-AR 
(8Ja2037) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B183. HJ2017-182 Wacissa, site HJ-AU 
Rocky Creek (8Ja2040) 
 
 
Figure B180. HJ2017-179 Abbey, site HJ-AR 
(8Ja2037) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B182. HJ2017-181 Bolen Beveled, site 
HJ-AU Rocky Creek (8Ja2040) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B184. HJ2017-183 Bolen, site HJ-AU 
Rocky Creek (8Ja2040) 
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Figure B185. HJ2017-184 Bolen Beveled, site 
HJ-AU Rocky Creek (8Ja2040) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B187. HJ2017-186 Thonotosassa, site HJ-
AU Rocky Creek (8Ja2040) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B189. HJ2017-187 (2) bannerstone, site 
HJ-AU Rocky Creek (8Ja2040) 
 
 
 
Figure B186. HJ2017-185 Marion, site HJ-AU 
Rocky Creek (8Ja2040) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B188. HJ2017-187 (1) bannerstone, site 
HJ-AU Rocky Creek (8Ja2040) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B190. HJ2017-188 Bola stone, site HJ-
AU Rocky Creek (8Ja2040) 
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Figure B191. HJ2017-189 Hernando, site HJ-AV 
(8Ja2041) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B193. HJ2017-191 Lafayette, site HJ-BM 
(8Ca296) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B195. HJ2017-193 Culbreath, Chipola 
River Cypress Tree Site (8Ja1508) 
 
 
Figure B192. HJ2017-190 Taylor, site HJ-AV 
(8Ja2041) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B194. HJ2017-192 Sumter, Chipola River 
Cypress Tree Site (8Ja1508) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B196. HJ2017-194 biface, Chipola River 
Cypress Tree Site (8Ja1508) 
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Figure B197. HJ2017-195 biface, Chipola River 
Cypress Tree Site (8Ja1508) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B199. HJ2017-197 Wacissa, Chipola 
River Cypress Tree Site (8Ja1508) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B201. HJ2017-199 blunt scraper, site HJ-
BN (8Ca297) 
 
 
Figure B198. HJ2017-196 biface, Chipola River 
Cypress Tree Site (8Ja1508) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B200. HJ2017-198 Bolen Beveled, site 
HJ-BN (8Ca297) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B202. HJ2017-200 Lafayette, site HJ-BJ 
(8Ca293) 
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Figure B203. HJ2017-201 Clay, site HJ-BJ 
(8Ca293) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B205. HJ2017-203 Hamilton, site HJ-BI 
(8Ca292) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B207. HJ2017-205 Sumter, site HJ-BI 
(8Ca292) 
 
 
Figure B204. HJ2017-202 Lafayette, site HJ-BK 
(8Ca294) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B206. HJ2017-204 Hamilton, site HJ-BI 
(8Ca292) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B208. HJ2017-206 Hardee, site HJ-BG 
(8Ca290) 
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Figure B209. HJ2017-207 Marion, site HJ-BG 
(8Ca290) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B211. HJ2017-209 Sumter, site HJ-BI 
(8Ca292) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B213. HJ2017-211 Hamilton, site HJ-BD 
(8Ca287) 
 
 
Figure B210. HJ2017-208 Clay, site HJ-BI 
(8Ca292) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B212. HJ2017-210 Greenbriar, site HJ-
BD (8Ca287) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B214. HJ2017-212 Dalton, site HJ-BD 
(8Ca287) 
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Figure B215. HJ2017-213 Pickwick, site HJ-BD 
(8Ca287) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B217. HJ2017-215 Bolen Corner 
Notched, site HJ-BF (8Ca289) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B219. HJ2017-217 Bolen Beveled, site 
HJ-BF (8Ca289) 
 
 
Figure B216. HJ2017-214 Bolen Beveled, site 
HJ-BH (8Ca291) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B218. HJ2017-216 Wacissa, site HJ-BF 
(8Ca289) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B220. Hj2017-218 Bolen Beveled, site 
HJ-BF (8Ca289) 
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Figure B221. HJ2017-219 Levy, site HJ-AW 
(8Ja2042) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B223. HJ2017-221 Hamilton, FAS #17 
(8Ja1826) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B225. HJ2017-223 (1) bannerstone, FAS 
#17 (8Ja1826) 
 
 
Figure B222. HJ2017-220 scraper, site HJ-AW 
(8Ja2042) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B224. HJ2017-222 Levy, FAS #17 
(8Ja1826) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B226. HJ2017-223 (2) bannerstone, FAS 
#17 (8Ja1826) 
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Figure B227. HJ2017-224 Bolen Plain, site HJ-
BL (8Ca295) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B229. HJ2017-226 Hamilton, FAS #4 
(8Ja1814) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B231. HJ2017-228 Gilchrist, Johnny Boy 
Landing (8Ca94) 
 
 
 
Figure B228. HJ2017-225 biface, site HJ-BL 
(8Ca295) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B230. HJ2017-227 Santa Fe, Johnny Boy 
Landing (8Ca94) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B332. HJ2017-229 Wacissa, Johnny Boy 
Landing (8Ca94) 
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Figure B233. HJ2017-230 Marion, site HJ-BY 
(8Ca306) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B235. HJ2017-232 biface, site HJ-BY 
(8Ca306) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B237. HJ2017-234 Marion, site HJ-BY 
(8Ca306) 
 
 
Figure B234. HJ2017-231 Alachua, site HJ-BY 
(8Ca306) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B236. HJ2017-233 Bolen Beveled, site 
HJ-BY (8Ca306) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B238. HJ2017-235 Levy, site HJ-BY 
(8Ca306) 
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Figure B239. HJ2017-236 Bolen Plain, site HJ-
BE (8Ca288) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B241. HJ2017-238 Hernando, site HJ-BB 
(8Ca285) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B243. HJ2017-240 Putnam, site HJ-BB 
(8Ca285) 
 
 
 
Figure B240. HJ2017-237 Clay, Ring Jaw Island 
(8Ca92) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B242. HJ2017-239 Wacissa Subtype 3, 
site HJ-BB (8Ca285) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B244. HJ2017-241 Levy, site HJ-BB 
(8Ca285) 
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Figure B245. HJ2017-242 Stanfield, FAS #14 
(8Ja1823) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B247. HJ2017-244 Santa Fe, Ring Jaw 
Island (8Ca94) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B249. HJ2017-246 Kirk Serrated, 
Johnson Shoals (8Ja1698) 
 
 
Figure B246. HJ2017-243 Hernando, Ring Jaw 
Island (8Ca94) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B248. HJ2017-245 Hernando, Johnson 
Shoals (8Ja1698) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B250. HJ2017-247 drill, Johnson Shoals 
(8Ja1698) 
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Figure B251. HJ2017-248 Waller knife, Johnson 
Shoals (8Ja1698) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B253. HJ2017-251 Alachua, Johnson 
Shoals (8Ja1698) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B255. HJ2017-253 Putnam, FAS #6 
(8Ja1815) 
 
 
 
Figure B252. HJ2017-250 Marion, Johnson 
Shoals (8Ja1698) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B254. HJ2017-252 Bolen Beveled, 
Johnson Shoals (8Ja1698) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B256. HJ2017-254 Putnam, FAS #6 
(8Ja1815) 
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Figure B257. HJ2017-255 Florida Copena, FAS 
#11 (8Ja1820) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B259. HJ2017-257 Wacissa Subtype 2, 
FAS #11 (8Ja1820) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B261. HJ2017-259 (1) bannerstone, site 
HJ-BO (Ca298) 
 
 
Figure B258. HJ2017-256 Arredondo, FAS #11 
(8Ja1820) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B260. HJ2017-258 Alachua, FAS #11 
(8Ja1820) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B262. HJ2017-259 (2) bannerstone, site 
HJ-BO (Ca298) 
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Figure B263. HJ2017-260 Pickwick, FAS #7 
(8Ja1816) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B265. HJ2017-262 Columbia, FAS #7 
(8Ja1816) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B267. HJ2017-264 Wacissa Subtype 2, 
FAS #7 (8Ja1816) 
 
 
Figure B264. HJ2017-261 Savannah River, FAS 
#7 (8Ja1816) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B266. HJ2017-263 Wacissa Subtype 1, 
FAS #7 (8Ja1816) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B268. HJ2017-265 unknown, site HJ-BO 
(Ca298) 
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Figure B269. HJ2017-266 Suwannee, Chipola 
River Peacock Bridge Shoal One (8Ja1502) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B271. HJ2017-268 Clay, Peacock Bridge 
5 (8Ja432) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B273. HJ2017-270 Cobb’s Blade, site HJ-
BA (8Ca284) 
 
 
 
Figure B270. HJ2017-267 Alachua, Chipola 
River Peacock Bridge Shoal One (8Ja1502) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B272. HJ2017-269 Bolen Plain, Peacock 
Bridge 5 (8Ja432) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B274. HJ2017-271 Hernando, site HJ-BO 
(8Ca298) 
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Figure B275. HJ2017-272 Hernando, site HJ-BO 
(8Ca298) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B277. HJ2017-274 Taylor, site HJ-BO 
(8Ca298) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B279. HJ2017-276 Boggy Branch Type, 
Peacock Bridge 5 (8Ja432) 
 
 
Figure B276. HJ2017-273 Arredondo, site HJ-
BO (8Ca298) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B278. HJ2017-275 Bolen Plain, site HJ-
BC (8Ca286) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B280. HJ2017-277 (1) bannerstone, 
Peacock Bridge 5 (8Ja432) 
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Figure B281. HJ2017-277 (2) bannerstone, 
Peacock Bridge 5 (8Ja432) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B283. HJ2017-279 Santa Fe, Chason, HL 
Site (8Ja429) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B285. HJ2017-281 Bolen Beveled, site 
HJ-BZ (8Ja2072) 
 
 
Figure B282. HJ2017-278 Savannah River, 
Peacock Bridge 5 (8Ja432) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B284. HJ2017-280 Wacissa Subtype 2, 
site HJ-AY (8Ja2044) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B286. HJ2017-282 Elora, site HJ-AZ 
(8Ca283) 
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Figure B287. HJ2017-283 Wacissa, FAS #13 
(8Ja1822) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B289. HJ2017-285 Santa Fe, Peacock 
Bridge (8Ja433) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B291. HJ2017-287 Savannah River, site 
HJ-BZ (8Ja2072) 
 
 
Figure B288. HJ2017-284 Savannah River, site 
HJ-AZ (8Ca283) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B290. HJ2017-286 Bolen Beveled, FAS 
#13 (8Ja1822) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B292. HJ2017-288 Hamilton, site HJ-BZ 
(8Ja2072) 
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Figure B293. HJ2017-289 Pickwick, FAS #9 
(8Ja1818) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B295. HJ2017-291 Lafayette, No Muddy 
Waters Here (8Ca243) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B297. HJ2017-293 Hernando, FAS #9 
(8Ja1818) 
 
 
 
Figure B294. HJ2017-290 Bolen Beveled, No 
Muddy Waters Here (8Ca243) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B296. HJ2017-292 Wacissa, No Muddy 
Waters Here site (8Ca243) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B298. HJ2017-294 Savannah River, site 
HJ-AX (8Ja2043) 
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Figure B299. HJ2017-295 Bolen Beveled, site 
HJ-AX (8Ja2043) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B301. HJ2017-297 Abbey, site HJ-AX 
(8Ja2043) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B303. HJ2017-299 Bolen Beveled, site 
HJ-CA (8Ja2073) 
 
 
 
Figure B300. HJ2017-296 Kirk Serrated, site HJ-
AX (8Ja2043) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B302. HJ2017-298 Bolen Beveled, FAS 
#9 (8Ja1818) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B304. HJ2017-300 Bolen Beveled, site 
HJ-CA (8Ja2073) 
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Figure B305. HJ2017-301 Greenbriar, site HJ-
CA (8Ja2073) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B307. HJ2017-303 Bolen Beveled, Altha 
West Site (8Ca95) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B309. HJ2017-305 Gilchrist, Altha West 
Site (8Ca95) 
 
 
Figure B306. HJ2017-302 Taylor, site HJ-CA 
(8Ja2073) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B308. HJ2017-304 Santa Fe, Altha West 
Site (8Ca95) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B310. HJ2017-306 Elora, Altha West Site 
(8Ca95) 
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Figure B311. HJ2017-307 Bolen Beveled, Altha 
West Site (8Ca95) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B313. HJ2017-309 Levy, FAS #9 
(8Ja1818) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B315. HJ2017-311 Gilchrist, site HJ-BA 
(8Ca284) 
 
 
 
Figure B312. HJ2017-308 Bolen Beveled, Altha 
West Site (8Ca95) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B314. HJ2017-310 Levy, FAS #9 
(8Ja1818) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B316. HJ2017-312 chipped stone axe, site 
HJ-BR Saw Mill (8Ca301) 
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Figure B317. HJ2017-313 Levy, site HJ-BR Saw 
Mill (8Ca301) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B319. HJ2017-315 Sumter, site HJ-BR 
Saw Mill (8Ca301) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B321. HJ2017-317 Westo, site HJ-BV 
(8Ca305) 
 
 
Figure B318. HJ2017-314 Adena, site HJ-BR 
Saw Mill (8Ca301) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B320. HJ2017-316 Westo, site HJ-BP 
(8Ca299) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B322. HJ2017-318 Hamilton, site HJ-BU 
(8Ca304) 
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Figure B323. HJ2017-219 Kirk Serrated, site HJ-
BU (8Ca304) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B325. HJ2017-221 Marion, site HJ-BV 
(8Ca305) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B327. HJ2017-323 Suwannee, site HJ-BV 
(8Ca305) 
 
 
 
Figure B324. HJ2017-220 Levy, site HJ-BV 
(8Ca305) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B326. HJ2017-222 Hamilton, site HJ-BV 
(8Ca305) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B328. HJ2017-224 Arredondo, site HJ-
BV (8Ca305) 
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Figure B329. HJ2017-325 Arredondo, site HJ-
BV (8Ca305) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B331. HJ2017-327 biface, site HJ-BQ 
(8Ca300) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B333. HJ2017-329 Lafayette, site HJ-BT 
(8Ca303) 
 
 
Figure B330. HJ2017-326 Wacissa Subtype 2, 
site HJ-BV (8Ca305) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B332. HJ2017-328 Stanfield, site HJ-BQ 
(8Ca300) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B334. HJ2017-330 Kirk Serrated, site HJ-
BS (8Ca302) 
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Figure B335. HJ2017-331 Hamilton, Magnolia 
Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B337. HJ2017-333 Dalton Colbert, 
Magnolia Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B339. HJ2017-335 Morrow Mountain, 
Magnolia Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
 
 
 
Figure B336. HJ2017-332 Bolen Beveled, site 
HJ-AX (8Ja2043) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B338. HJ2017-334 Marion, Magnolia 
Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B340. HJ2017-336 Westo Subtype 2, site 
HJ-V (8Ja2064) 
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Figure B341. HJ2017-337 Lafayette, site HJ-AH 
(8Ja2028) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B343. HJ2017-339 biface, Magnolia 
Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B345. HJ2017-341 Waller knife, site HJ-
R (8Ja2060) 
 
 
 
Figure B342. HJ2017-338 Bolen Plain, Magnolia 
Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B344. HJ2017-340 Waller knife, site HJ-
BA (8Ca284) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B346. HJ2017-342 Hamilton, site HJ-BI 
(8Ca292) 
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Figure B347. HJ2017-343 Gilchrist, site HJ-BV 
(8Ca305) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figures B349. HJ2017-345 Levy, site HJ-BW 
(8Ca307) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B351. HJ2017-347 Arredondo, Magnolia 
Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
 
 
 
Figure B348. HJ2017-344 Ichetucknee, Johnson 
Shoals (8Ja1698) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B350. HJ2017-346 Alachua, Magnolia 
Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B352. HJ2017-348 Florida Spike, 
Magnolia Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
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Figure B353. HJ2017-349 Dalton, Magnolia 
Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B355. HJ2017-351 Hamilton, Magnolia 
Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B357. HJ2017-353 Florida Spike, 
Magnolia Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
 
 
 
Figure B354. HJ2017-350 Marion, Magnolia 
Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B356. HJ2017-352 Westo Subtype 2, 
Magnolia Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B358. HJ2017-354 Savannah River, 
Magnolia Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
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Figure B359. HJ2017-355 Westo Subtype 4, 
Magnolia Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B361. HJ2017-357 Clay, Magnolia 
Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B363. HJ2017-359 Florida Copena, 
Magnolia Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
 
 
Figure B360. HJ2017-356 Morrow Mountain, 
Magnolia Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B362. HJ2017-358 Wacissa Subtype 2, 
Magnolia Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B364. HJ2017-360 Broward Subtype 2, 
Magnolia Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
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Figure B365. HJ2017-361 Putnam, Magnolia 
Bridge Site (8Ja437) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B367. HJ2017-363 Hamilton, site HJ-BR 
Saw Mill Site (8Ca301) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B369. HJ2017-365 O’leno, site HJ-BR 
Saw Mill Site (8Ca301) 
 
 
Figure B366. HJ2017-362 Wacissa Subtype 3, 
Chipola River Spring Creek Mouth (8Ja1505) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B368. HJ2017-364 Wacissa Subtype 1, 
site HJ-BR Saw Mill Site (8Ca301) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B370. HJ2017-366 Elora, site HJ-BR Saw 
Mill Site (8Ca301) 
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Figure B371. HJ2017-367 Hamilton 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B373. HJ2017-369 Leon 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B375. HJ2017-371 Abbey 
 
 
 
 
Figure B372. HJ2017-368 Levy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B374. HJ2017-370 Bolen Beveled 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B376. HJ2017-372 Cottonbridge 
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Figure B377. HJ2017-373 Putnam 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B379. HJ2017-375 biface 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B381. HJ2017-377 Marion 
 
 
 
 
Figure B378. HJ2017-374 possible Savannah 
River 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B380. HJ2017-376 Savannah River 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B382. HJ2017-378 Alachua 
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Figure B383. HJ2017- 379 Levy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B385. HJ2017-381 Levy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B387. HJ2017-383 Bolen Plain 
 
 
 
Figure B384. HJ2017-380 Taylor 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B386. HJ2017-382 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B388. HJ2017-384 possible Columbia 
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Figure B389. HJ2017-385 Putnam 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B391. HJ2017-387 Bradford 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B393. HJ2017-389 biface 
 
 
 
Figure B390. HJ2017-386 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B392. HJ2017-388 possible tool or flake 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B394. HJ2017-390 Savannah River 
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Figure B395. HJ2017-391 Levy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B397. HJ2017-393 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B399. HJ2017-395 Putnam 
 
 
 
Figure B396. HJ2017-392 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B398. HJ2017-394 Levy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B400. HJ2017-396 Kirk Serrated 
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Figure B401. HJ2017-397 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B403. HJ2017-399 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B405. HJ2017-401 Putnam 
 
 
 
Figure B402. HJ2017-398 Putnam 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B404. HJ2017-400 Kirk Serrated 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B406. HJ2017-402 Elora 
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Figure B407. HJ2017-403 Wacissa Subtype 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B409. HJ2017-405 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B411. HJ2017-407 Hamilton 
 
 
Figure B408. HJ2017-404 Levy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B410. HJ2017-406 Putnam 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B412. HJ2017-408 Marion 
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Figure B413. HJ2017-409 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B415. HJ2017-411 unknown 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B417. HJ2017-413 unknown 
 
 
 
Figure B414. HJ2017-410 Clay 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B416. HJ2017-412 Bolen Beveled 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B418. HJ2017-414 Leon 
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Figure B419. HJ2017-415 Levy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B421. HJ2017-417 Gilchrist Subtype 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B423. HJ2017-419 Culbreath 
 
 
 
Figure B420. HJ2017-416 Levy 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B422. HJ2017-418 Bolen Beveled 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B424. HJ2017-420 Bolen Beveled 
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Figure B425. HJ2017-421 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B427. HJ2017-423 Taylor 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B429. HJ2017-425 Levy 
 
 
 
Figure B426. HJ2017-422 Elora 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B428. HJ2017-424 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B430. HJ2017-426 unknown 
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Figure B431. HJ2017-427 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B433. HJ2017-429 Levy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B435. HJ2017-431 Levy 
 
 
 
Figure B432. HJ2017-428 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B434. HJ2017-430 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B436. HJ2017-432 Marion 
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Figure B437. HJ2017-433 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B439. HJ2017-435 Wacissa Subtype 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B441. HJ2017-437 Marion 
 
 
Figure B438. HJ2017-434 Dalton Colbert 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B440. HJ2017-436 Wacissa Subtype 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B442. HJ2017-438 Levy 
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Figure B443. HJ2017-439 Putnam 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B445. HJ2017-441 Hardee Beveled 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B447. HJ2017-443 Abbey 
 
 
 
Figure B444. HJ2017-440 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B446. HJ2017-442 Wacissa Subtype 2 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B448. HJ2017-444 Hamilton 
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Figure B449. HJ2017-445 Elora 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B451. HJ2017-447 Abbey 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B453. HJ2017-449 Savannah River 
 
 
 
 
Figure B450. HJ2017-446 Levy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B452. HJ2017-448 Putnam 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B454. HJ2017-450 Marion 
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Figure B455. HJ2017-451 hand axe 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B457. HJ2017-453 Savannah River 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B459. HJ2017-455 Savannah River 
 
 
 
Figure B456. HJ2017-452 Elora 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B458. HJ2017-454 Florida Adena 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B460. HJ2017-456 Hernando 
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Figure B461. HJ2017-457 unknown 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B463. HJ2017-459 Levy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B465. HJ2017-461 Bolen Plain 
 
 
 
 
Figure B462. HJ2017-458 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B464. HJ2017-460 Chipola 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B466. HJ2017-462 Wacissa Subtype 2 
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Figure B467. HJ2017-463 Lafayette 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B469. HJ2017-465 Levy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B471. HJ2017-467 possible Levy 
 
 
 
Figure B468. HJ2017-464 Bradford 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B470. HJ2017-466 Clay 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B472. HJ2017-468 Bolen Plain 
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Figure B473. HJ2017-469 Bolen Plain 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B475. HJ2017-472 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B477. HJ2017-474 Taylor 
 
 
 
 
Figure B474. HJ2017-471 Levy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B476. HJ2017-473 Levy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B478. HJ2017-475 Marion 
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Figure B479. HJ2017-476 possible Thonotosassa 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B481. HJ2017-478 Kirk Serrated 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B483. HJ2017-480 Tampa 
 
 
 
 
Figure B480. HJ2017-477 Wacissa Subtype 2 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B482. HJ2017-479 Gilchrist Subtype 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B484. HJ2107-481 Savannah River 
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Figure B485. HJ2017-482 possible Tampa 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B487. HJ2017-484 Wacissa Subtype 4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B489. HJ2017-486 Wacissa Subtype 3 
 
 
 
Figure B486. HJ2017-483 Westo Subtype 4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B488. HJ2017-485 Kirk Serrated 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B490. HJ2017-487 Hamilton 
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Figure B491. HJ2017-488 Savannah River 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B493. HJ2017-490 Jackson 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B495. HJ2017-492 Broward Subtype 2 
 
 
 
Figure B492. HJ2017-489 Florida Spike 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B494. HJ2017-491 Savannah River 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B596. HJ2017-493 Bolen Plain 
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Figure B497. HJ2017-494 Elora 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B499. HJ2017-496 Bradford 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B501. HJ2017-498 Levy 
 
 
 
Figure B498. HJ2017-495 Bolen Beveled 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B500. HJ2017-497 Hernando 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B502. HJ2017-499 Bradford 
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Figure B503. HJ2017-500 unknown 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B505. HJ2017-502 Hernando 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B507. HJ2017-504 Thonotosassa Subtype 
4 
 
 
 
Figure B504. HJ2017-501 Elora 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B506. HJ2017-503 unknown 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B508. HJ2017-505 possible Levy 
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Figure B509. HJ2017-506 Clay 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B511. HJ2017-508 Savannah River 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B513. HJ2017-510 Wacissa Subtype 2 
 
 
 
Figure B510. HJ2017-507 possible Tallahassee 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B512. HJ2017-509 Levy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B514. HJ2017-511 Wacissa Subtype 2 
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Figure B515. HJ2017-512 Levy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B517. HJ2017-514 Bolen Plain 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B519. HJ2017-516 Marion 
 
 
 
Figure B516. HJ2107-513 Levy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B518. HJ2017-515 Clay 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B520. HJ2017-517 Arredondo 
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Figure B521. HJ2017-518 Wacissa Subtype 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B523. HJ2017-520 Bolen Beveled 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B525. HJ2017-522 Putnam 
 
 
 
Figure B522. HJ2017-519 Bolen Beveled 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B524. HJ2017-521 Levy 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B526. HJ2017-523 Alachua 
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Figure B527. HJ2017-524 Taylor 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B529. HJ2017-526 Santa Fe 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B531. HJ2017-528 Westo Subtype 3 
 
 
 
Figure B528. HJ2017-525 Bolen Beveled 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B530. HJ2017-527 Bolen Plain 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B532. HJ2017-529 Savannah River 
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Figure B533. HJ2017-530 Bolen Beveled 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B535. HJ2017-532 Hamilton 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B537. HJ2017-534 Marion 
 
 
 
Figure B534. HJ2017-531 Alachua 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B536. HJ2017-533 Tampa 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B538. HJ2017-535 Levy 
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Figure B539. HJ2017-536 Clay 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B541. HJ2017-538 Abbey 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B543. HJ2017-540 Elora 
 
 
 
Figure B540. HJ2017-537 Elora 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B542. HJ2017-539 Duval Subtype 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B544. HJ2017-541 Columbia 
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Figure B545. HJ2017-542 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B547. HJ2017-544 Putnam 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B549. HJ2017-546 flake 
 
 
 
Figure B546. HJ2017-543 Hernando 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B548. HJ2017-545 Arredondo 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B550. HJ2017-547 Wacissa Subtype 1 
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Figure B551. HJ2017-548 Wacissa Subtype 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B553. HJ2017-550 Hamilton  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B555. HJ2017-552 Levy 
 
 
 
Figure B552. HJ2017-549 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B554. HJ2017-551 Putnam 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B556. HJ2017-553 possible Alachua 
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Figure B557. HJ2017-554 Elora  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B559. HJ2017-556 Hamilton 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B561. HJ2017-558 Putnam 
 
 
 
 
Figure B558. HJ2017-555 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B560. HJ2017-557 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B562. HJ2017-559 Kirk Serrated 
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Figure B563. HJ2017-560 Levy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B565. HJ2017-562 Savannah River 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B567. HJ2017-564 Putnam 
 
 
 
Figure B564. HJ2017-561 possible Putnam 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B566. HJ2017-563 Savannah River 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B568. HJ2017-565 possible Columbia 
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Figure B569. HJ2017-566 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B571. HJ2017-568 Taylor 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B573. HJ2017-570 Dalton Nuckolls 
 
 
 
Figure B570. HJ2017-567 unknown 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B572. HJ2017-569 Morrow Mountain 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B574. HJ2017-571 Putnam 
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Figure B575. HJ2017-572 Santa Fe 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B577. HJ2017-574 Taylor 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B579. HJ2017-576 Taylor 
 
 
 
Figure B576. HJ217-573 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B578. HJ2017-575 Elora 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B580. HJ2017-577 Savannah River 
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Figure B581. HJ2017-578 Bolen Beveled 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B583. HJ2017-580 Bolen Beveled 
 
 
 
 
Figure B585. HJ2017-582 Bolen Beveled 
 
 
 
Figure B582. HJ2017-579 Bolen Beveled 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B584. HJ2017-581 Bolen Beveled 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B586. HJ2017-583 Bolen Plain 
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Figure B587. HJ2017-584 Bolen Beveled 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B589. HJ2017-586 Bolen Beveled 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B591. HJ2017-588 Bolen Beveled 
 
 
 
Figure B588. HJ2017-585 Bolen Beveled 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B590. HJ2017-587 Bolen Beveled 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B592. HJ2017-589 Bolen Beveled 
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Figure B593. HJ2017-590 Bolen Beveled 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B595. HJ2017-592 Bolen Beveled 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B597. HJ2017-594 Bolen Beveled 
 
 
 
Figure B594. HJ2017-591 Bolen Beveled 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B596. HJ2017-593 Bolen Beveled 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B598. HJ2017-596 Bolen Plain 
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Figure B599. HJ2017-596 Bolen Beveled 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B601. HJ2017-598 Bolen Beveled 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B603. HJ2017-600 
 
 
 
Figure B600. HJ2017-597 Bolen Beveled 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B602. HJ2017-599 Bolen Beveled 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B604. HJ0217-601 Bolen Beveled 
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Figure B605. HJ2017-602 Bolen Beveled 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B607. HJ2017-604 Bolen Beveled 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B609. HJ2017-606 Hernando 
 
 
 
Figure B606. HJ22017-603 Bolen Beveled 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B608. HJ2017-605 Bolen Beveled 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B610. HJ2017-607 Hernando 
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Figure B611. HJ2017-608 Hernando 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B613. HJ2017-610 Hernando 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B615. HJ2017-612 O’leno 
 
 
 
Figure B612. HJ2017-609 Hernando 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B614. HJ2017-611 Pinellas 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B616. HJ2017-613 Pinellas 
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Figure B617. HJ2017-614 Pinellas 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B619. HJ2017-616 Tampa 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B621. HJ2017-618 flake 
 
 
 
 
Figure B618. HJ2017-615 Duval 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B620. HJ2017-617 O’leno 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B622. HJ2017-619 O’leno 
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Figure B623. HJ2017-620 Tallahassee 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B625. HJ2017-622 Dalton Colbert 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B627. HJ2017-624 Santa Fe 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B624. HJ2017-621 Florida Copena 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B626. HJ2017-623 Marianna Subtype 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B628. HJ2017-625 Marianna Subtype 2 
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Figure B629. HJ2017-626 Santa Fe 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B631. HJ2017-628 Chipola 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B633. HJ2017-630 Santa Fe 
 
 
 
Figure B630. HJ2017-627 Gilchrist Subtype 4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B632. HJ2017-629 Chipola  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure B634. HJ2017-631 Dalton Nuckolls 
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Figure B635. HJ2017-632 Beaver Lake 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B637. HJ2017-634 Dalton Nuckolls 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B639. HJ2017-636 Hardaway Side 
Notched Subtype 3 
 
 
Figure B636. HJ2017-633 Santa Fe 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B638. HJ2017-635 Chipola 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B640. HJ2017-637 Edgefield 
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Figure B641. HJ2017-638 Lafayette 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B643. HJ2017-640 Lafayette 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B645. HJ2017-642 Wacissa Subtype 3  
 
 
 
Figure B642. HJ2017-639 Lafayette 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B644. HJ2017-641 Clay 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B646. HJ2017-643 Jackson 
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Figure B647. HJ2017-644 Wacissa Subtype 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B649. HJ2017-646 Bolen Plain High 
Notched 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B651. HJ2017-648 Elora 
 
 
Figure B648. HJ2017-645 Columbia 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B650. HJ2017-647 Chipola 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B652. HJ2017-649 Wacissa Subtype 3 
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Figure B653. HJ2017-650 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B655. HJ2017-652 Duval Subtype 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B657. HJ2017-654 Wacissa Subtype 3 
 
 
 
Figure B654. HJ2017-651 Wacissa Subtype 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B656. HJ2017-653 Broward Subtype 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B658. HJ2017-655 Broward Subtype 3 
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Figure B659. HJ2017-656 Broward Subtype 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B661. HJ2017-658 Wacissa Subtype 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B663. HJ2017-660 Hamilton 
 
 
 
Figure B660. HJ2017-657 Wacissa Subtype 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B662. HJ2017-659 Gadsden 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B664. HJ2017-661 blunt scraper 
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Figure B665. HJ2017-662 blunt scraper 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B667. HJ2017-664 blunt scraper 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B669. HJ2017-666 blunt scraper 
 
 
 
Figure B666. HJ2017-663 Hamilton 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B668. HJ2017-665 blunt scraper 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B670. HJ2017-667 blunt scraper 
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Figure B671. HJ2107-668 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B673. HJ2017-670 Lafayette 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B675. HJ2017-672 Levy 
 
 
 
Figure B672. HJ2017-669 Elora 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B674. HJ2017-671 Culbreath 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B676. HJ2017-673 Elora 
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Figure B677. HJ2017-674 Duval Subtype 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B679. HJ2107-676 Elora 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B681. HJ2017-678 Broward Subtype 2 
 
 
 
Figure B678. HJ2017-675 Putnam 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B680. HJ2017-677 Elora 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B682. HJ2017-679 Culbreath 
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Figure B683. HJ2017-680 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B685. HJ2017-682 Elora 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B687. HJ2017-684 Abbey 
 
 
 
Figure B684. HJ2017-681 Sumter 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B686. HJ2017-683 Levy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B688. HJ2017-685 Levy 
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Figure B689. HJ2017-686 Gilchrist Subtype 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B691. HJ2017-688 Elora 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B693. HJ2017-690 Levy 
 
 
 
Figure B690. HJ2017-687 Elora 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B692. HJ2017-689 Westo Subtype 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B694. HJ2017-691 Westo Subtype 2 
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Figure B695. HJ2017-692 Levy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B697. HJ2017-694 Duval Subtype 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B699. HJ2017-696 Elora 
 
 
 
Figure B696. HJ2017-693 Broward Subtype 4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B698. HJ2017-695 Abbey 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B700. HJ2017-697 Hamilton 
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Figure B701. HJ2017-698 Levy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B703. HJ2017-700 Alachua 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B705. HJ2017-702 Pickwick 
 
 
 
 
Figure B702. HJ2017-699 Hamilton 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B704. HJ2017-701 Bolen Plain 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure B706. HJ2017-703 Leon 
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Figure B707. HJ2017-704 Savannah River 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B709. HJ2017-706 Levy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B711. HJ2017-708 Savannah River 
 
 
 
 
Figure B708. HJ2017-705 Hamilton 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B710. HJ2017-707 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B712. HJ2017-709 Gilchrist Subtype 1 
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Figure B713. HJ2017-710 Clay 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B715. HJ2017-712 Hamilton 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B717. HJ2017-714 biface 
 
 
 
Figure B714. HJ2017-711 Dalton Nuckolls 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B716. HJ2017-713 biface 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B718. HJ2017-715 biface 
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Figure B719. HJ2017-716 biface 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B721. HJ2017-718 Levy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B723. HJ2017-720 Putnam 
 
 
 
Figure B720. HJ2017-717 Levy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B722. HJ2017-719 Jackson 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B724. HJ2017-721 Abbey 
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Figure B725. HJ2017-722 Arredondo 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B727. HJ2017-724 Putnam 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B729. HJ2017-726 Kirk Serrated 
 
 
 
 
Figure B726. HJ2017-723 Taylor  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B728. HJ2017-725 Gilchrist Subtype 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B730. HJ2017-727 Wacissa Subtype 2 
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Figure B731. HJ2017-728 Levy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B733. HJ2017-730 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B735. HJ2017-732 Bolen Plain 
 
 
Figure B732. HJ2017-729 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B734. HJ2017-731 Alachua 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B736. HJ2017-733 Taylor 
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Figure B737. HJ2017-734 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B739. HJ2017-736 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B741. HJ2017-738 Gilchrist Subtype 2 
 
 
 
Figure B738. HJ2017-735 Levy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B740. HJ2017-737 Hamilton 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B742. HJ2017-739 Gilchrist Subtype 2 
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Figure B743. HJ2017-740 Putnam 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B745. HJ2017-742 Taylor 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B747. HJ2017-744 reshaped Levy? 
 
 
 
Figure B744. HJ2017-741 Newnan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B746. HJ2017-743 Gilchrist Subtype 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B748. HJ2017-745 Gilchrist 
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Figure B749. HJ2017-746 Levy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B751. HJ2017-748 Hamilton 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B753. HJ2017-750 Levy 
 
 
 
Figure B750. HJ2017-747 Hamilton 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B752. HJ2017-749 Putnam 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B754. HJ2017-751 Marion 
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Figure B755. HJ2017-752 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B757. HJ2017-754 Pickwick 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B759. HJ2017-756 Levy 
 
 
 
Figure B756. HJ2017-753 Pickwick 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B758. HJ2017-755 Levy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B760. HJ2017-757 Levy 
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Figure B761. HJ2017-758 Putnam 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B763. HJ2017-760 Putnam 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B765. HJ2017-762 Levy 
 
 
Figure B762. HJ2017-759 Putnam 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B764. HJ2017-761 Levy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B766. HJ2017-763 Alachua 
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Figure B767. HJ2017-764 Thonotosassa 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B769. HJ2017-766 Abbey 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B771. HJ2017-768 Putnam 
 
 
 
 
Figure B768. HJ2017-765 Hamilton 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B770. HJ2017-767 Abbey 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B772. HJ2017-769 Levy 
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Figure B773. HJ2017-770 Wacissa Subtype 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B775. HJ2017-772 Culbreath 
 
 
 
 
Figure B777. HJ2017-774 Abbey 
 
 
 
Figure B774. HJ2017-771 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B776. HJ2017-773 Broward Subtype 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B778. HJ2017-775 Westo Subtype 3 
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Figure B779. HJ2017-776 Florida Copena 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B781. HJ2017-778 chipped stone axe 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B783. HJ2017-780 Wacissa Subtype 2 
 
 
 
Figure B780. HJ2017-777 chipped stone axe 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B782. HJ2017-779 Marion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B784. HJ2107-781 O’leno 
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Figure B785. HJ2017-782 Gilchrist 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B787. HJ2017-784 Waller knife 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B786. HJ2017-783 Waller knife 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B788. HJ2017-785 Ichetucknee
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APPENDIX C: SITE DATABASE 
Table C1.1. New sites from private collection. 
Site No. Site Name Culture Type(s) 
No. of 
Artifacts 
Ca283 HJ-AZ Middle Archaic, Late Archaic 2 
Ca284 HJ-BA Early Archaic 3 
Ca285 HJ-BB Early Archaic, Middle Archaic, Woodland 4 
Ca286 HJ-BC Early Archaic 1 
Ca287 HJ-BD Late Paleo, Early Archaic, Middle Archaic 4 
Ca288 HJ-BE Early Archaic 1 
Ca289 HJ-BF Late Paleo, Early Archaic 4 
Ca290 HJ-BG Early Archaic, Middle Archaic 2 
Ca291 HJ-BH Early Archaic 1 
Ca292 HJ-BI Early Archaic, Late Archaic 6 
Ca293 HJ-BJ Late Archaic 2 
Ca294 HJ-BK Late Archaic 1 
Ca295 HJ-BL Early Archaic, Mississippian 2 
Ca296 HJ-BM Late Archaic 1 
Ca297 HJ-BN Early Archaic 2 
Ca298 HJ-BO Early Archaic, Middle Archaic, Woodland 7 
Ca299 HJ-BP Late Archaic 1 
Ca300 HJ-BQ Late Paleo-Indian 2 
Ca301 HJ-BR Saw Mill 
Late Paleo, Early Archaic, Middle Archaic, Late 
Archaic, Mississippian 
8 
Ca302 HJ-BS Middle Archaic 1 
Ca303 HJ-BT Late Archaic 1 
Ca304 HJ-BU Early Archaic, Middle Archaic 2 
Ca305 HJ-BV Late Paleo, Early Archaic, Middle Archaic 9 
Ca306 HJ-BO Late Archaic 1 
Ca307 HJ-BW Middle Archaic 1 
Ca308 HJ-BY Early Archaic, Middle Archaic 6 
Ja2020 HJ-AE Big Shoal Woodland 2 
Ja2021 
HJ-P Marianna- 
Blountstown 
Late Paleo, Early Archaic, Middle Archaic 10 
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Ja2022 
HJ-AA Lost Island 
Shoal 
Late Paleo, Early Archaic, Middle Archaic 9 
Ja2023 HJ-AB Late Paleo-Indian 1 
Ja2024 HJ-AC Middle Archaic 1 
Ja2025 HJ-AD Middle Archaic, Late Archaic 3 
Ja2026 
HJ-AF Sink Creek 
Shoal 
Early Archaic, Middle Archaic, Woodland 3 
Ja2027 HJ-AG Middle Archaic 1 
Ja2028 HJ-AH Woodland 3 
Ja2029 HJ-AI Middle Archaic 1 
Ja2030 HJ-AJ Middle Archaic 1 
Ja2031 HJ-AK Early Archaic 1 
Ja2032 HJ-AM Woodland 1 
Ja2033 
HJ-AL Dry Creek 
Shoal 
Late Paleo, Early Archaic, Middle Archaic, 
Mississippian, Contact 
9 
Ja2034 HJ-AN Late Paleo-Indian, Middle Archaic 2 
Ja2035 HJ-AO Early Archaic 2 
Ja2036 HJ-AQ Middle Archaic 1 
Ja2037 HJ-AR Middle Archaic 2 
Ja2038 HJ-AS Early Archaic 2 
Ja2039 HJ-AT late Paleo, Early Archaic 2 
Ja2040 HJ-AU Rocky Creek 
Late Paleo, Early Archaic, Middle Archaic, 
Woodland 
8 
Ja2041 HJ-AV Woodland 2 
Ja2042 HJ-AW Middle Archaic 2 
Ja2043 HJ-AX Early Archaic, Middle Archaic 5 
Ja2044 HJ-AY Early Archaic 1 
Ja2045 HJ-B Early Archaic 1 
Ja2046 HJ-C Late Paleo, Early Archaic, Late Archaic 3 
Ja2047 HJ-D Early Archaic 1 
Ja2048 HJ-E unknown 1 
Ja2049 HJ-F Late Archaic 1 
Ja2050 HJ-G Late Archaic 2 
Ja2051 HJ-H Middle Archaic, Woodland 8 
Ja2052 HJ-I Early Archaic, Late Archaic 2 
Ja2053 HJ-J Middle Archaic 1 
Ja2054 HJ-K Early Archaic, Middle Archaic 2 
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Ja2055 HJ-L Early Archaic 2 
Ja2056 HJ-M Late Paleo, Middle Archaic 2 
Ja2057 HJ-N Early Archaic 1 
Ja2058 HJ-O Mississippian 1 
Ja2059 HJ-Q Early Archaic 1 
Ja2060 HJ-R 
Late Paleo, Early Archaic, Middle Archaic, 
Woodland 
11 
Ja2061 HJ-S Early Archaic, Middle Archaic 2 
Ja2062 HJ-T Early Archaic, Middle Archaic, 2 
Ja2063 HJ-U Late Paleo-Indian 1 
Ja2064 HJ-V 
Late Paleo, Early Archaic, Middle Archaic, Late 
Archaic, Woodland 
14 
Ja2065 
HJ-W Small Spring 
Run 
Late Paleo-Indian, Early Archaic, Middle 
Archaic, Late Archaic, Woodland, Mississippian 
19 
Ja2066 HJ-X Early Archaic, Middle Archaic 5 
Ja2067 HJ-Y Late Archaic, Woodland 2 
Ja2068 HJ-Z Middle Archaic 1 
Ja2069 HJ-A Early Archaic, Middle Archaic 7 
Ja2070 HJ-AT Woodland 1 
Ja2071 HJ-BX Early Archaic 3 
Ja2072 HJ-BZ Early Archaic, Middle Archaic 3 
Ja2073 HJ-CA Early Archaic, Woodland 4 
 
 
 
Table C1.2. Known sites to be updated. 
 
Site No. Site Name Previous Components New Components No. of 
Artifacts 
8Ja437 Magnolia Bridge Paleo-Indian, Archaic Paleo-Indian, Early Archaic, 
Middle Archaic, Late Archaic, 
Woodland, Mississippian 
53 
8Ja1508 Chipola River 
Cypress Tree 
Archaic, Weeden 
Island 
Early Archaic, Late Archaic, 
Mississippian 
6 
8Ja1826 FAS #17 Deptford, Weeden 
Island 
Early Archaic, Middle Archaic 3 
8Ja1814 FAS #4 Weeden Island Early Archaic 1 
8Ca94 Johnny Boy 
Landing 
Paleo-Indian Paleo-Indian, Early Archaic 3 
8Ca92 Ring Jaw Island Paleo-Indian Paleo-Indian, Late Archaic, 
Woodland 
3 
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8Ja1823 FAS #14 Deptford Early Archaic 1 
8Ja1698 Johnson Shoals Paleo-Indian Paleo-Indian, Early Archaic, 
Middle Archaic, Woodland, 
Contact 
8 
8Ja1815 FAS #6 Prehistoric Middle Archaic 2 
8Jas1820 FAS #11 Weeden Island Early Archaic, Middle Archaic, 
Woodland 
4 
8Ja1816 FAS #7 Deptford Early Archaic, Middle Archaic, 
Woodland 
5 
8Ja1502 Chipola River 
Peacock Bridge 
Shoal One 
Archaic, Weeden 
Island 
Paleo-Indian, Middle Archaic 2 
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8Ja432 Peacock Bridge 5 Paleo-Indian Early Archaic, Middle Archaic, 
Late Archaic 
5 
8Ja429 Chason, HL  Paleo-Indian Paleo-Indian 1 
8Ja1822 FAS #13 Archaic, Weeden Island Early Archaic 2 
8Ja433 Peacock Bridge Paleo-Indian, Archaic Paleo-Indian 1 
8Ja1818 FAS #9 Weeden Island Early Archaic, Middle Archaic, 
Woodland 
5 
8Ca243 No Muddy 
Waters Here 
Archaic, possible 
Paleo-Indian 
Early Archaic, Late Archaic 3 
8Ca95 Altha West  Paleo-Indian Paleo-Indian, Early Archaic, 
Late Archaic 
6 
8Ja1505 Chipola River 
Spring Creek 
Mouth 
Archaic Early Archaic 1 
 
